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Abstract
The present research work aims at analyzing second-year students’ written productions at the
Department of Letters and the English language at university of Frères Mentouri, Constantine, for
the purpose of identifying the most frequent lexical errors committed, understanding the potential
sources of their production and, most importantly, investigating the effectiveness of building a
writing habit for students as a remedy to reduce their lexical errors production and ameliorate their
writing quality. Also, this study aims to investigate teachers’ practices in writing courses and test
students’ attitudes and perceptions towards the application of dictogloss as a means to built their
writing habit. Accordingly, it is hypothesized that adopting this latter in writing classes would have
a positive impact on students’ written production. To achieve the research objectives, a pre-post
quasi-experimental design and two questionnaires, one for sixteen teachers of writing and another
for the fifty students under study, were used for the data collection. By adopting James’ (1998)
lexical errors taxonomy, results indicated that distortions preceded by collocations represent the
most recurrent errors types committed in students’ writing. The in-depth scrutiny of their errors
revealed that their presence is primarily an evidence of the participants’ incomplete and lack of
vocabulary knowledge in form and meaning, and influence of prior languages, Arabic and French,
that resulted in negative transfer. In addition, the analysis of the experiment demonstrated students’
lexical errors reduction after integrating dictogloss as a way to build their writing habit, and thus,
confirmed the research hypothesis. Furthermore, the analysis of the teachers’ questionnaire revealed
their occasional implementation of writing activities that enhance learners’ vocabulary knowledge
and their unfamiliarity with the dictogloss task. Moreover, students’ questionnaire exhibited their
positive attitudes for the dictogloss application in class. Eventually, we advocate for the creation of
an enjoyable writing atmosphere where learners are exposed to constant writing activities, as
dictogloss, that build their writing habit to help them improve their vocabulary knowledge and
enhance their writing skill.

Keywords: building a writing habit, dictogloss, lexical errors, error analysis.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

General Introduction
1. Statement of the Problem
Compared to other language skills, writing is considered as one of the most challenging
skills, especially for a foreign language learner. It is a skill that has to be built gradually,
practised intensively and learnt through experience. Furthermore, it tests the ability of learners
to use a language in addition to their ability to express thoughts and ideas by composing a piece
of information in a form of paragraphs, essays, letters, memos or reports. To write effectively,
foreign language learners need to reinforce their understanding of the basics of the English
language; they need to possess knowledge about a given topic, vocabulary, accurate grammar
and writing conventions. In addition, they need to organize their ideas, review and revise their
written product. However, during their writing process, learners can be exposed to the
production of different types of errors that can in turn prevent them from completing their
writing tasks successfully. Considered, at one time, a sign of failure that has to be prevented,
errors are now used to help understand how language acquisition proceeds, what phases it goes
through and where it does not advance properly. Therefore, seeing errors as an evidence of
foreign language learners’ linguistic development, it is essential to bear in mind their role in
putting forward any possible problematic learning area, so that instructors proceeds by
providing any useful pedagogical design.
Among the various deviations committed in students’ written production, at the
Department of English at the University of Frères Mentouri, Constantine, those of lexis are
identified. To deal with their occurrences, it is required from teachers to understand their source
and nature by employing a comprehensive taxonomy that exhibits the process of students’
choice of lexical items when writing. Therefore, finding out the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of lexical
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deviations can be helpful in attributing their remedy and achieving a successful writing
performance.
Researches into the field of lexical errors have accentuated to some extent the role of
these deviations in demonstrating the structure of the foreign language lexicon, and in indicating
learners’ writing ability and vocabulary knowledge. As such, lexical errors have been usually
viewed as quality indicators in writing and proof of low language proficiency, in general, and
lack of lexical knowledge, in particular. Thus, the more lexical deviations the learners’ writing
presents, the less is its communicability and the lower is its quality. Accordingly, to cope with
their lexical errors production and write effectively, learners have to improve their vocabulary
knowledge.
2. Aims of the Study
One way to help learners enhance their vocabulary is via their exposure to the writing
practice. This enhancement occurs mainly when learners are involved in a classroom
environment that increases their joy of writing; so, they become less reluctant to it. In this
respect, it is assumed that engaging them in constant writing activities maximises vocabulary
learning and increases learners’ opportunities to develop their lexical competence. As a result,
they can minimise the production of their lexical errors and ameliorate their writing
performance.
Henceforth, the aim of the present research work is fourfold. First, it attempts to identify
the frequency of lexical errors that second-year students of English encounter when writing an
essay, categorize them following James’ (1998) taxonomy, and then try to underline the main
reason(s) behind their errors production. Second, the main aim is to investigate the effect of
building a writing habit for students in class, by adopting the ‘dictogloss’ task, on students’
writing in terms of lexical errors production. No less significantly, the research attempts to
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exhibit teachers practices in the writing course. This covers mainly the type of tasks they
implement to try, by any chance, to build for learners a writing habit or help them improve their
writing skill, in general, and vocabulary knowledge, in particular. Finally, this study aims at
testing students’ attitudes and perceptions towards the adoption of dictogloss, for a whole
semester, as a means to build their writing habit.
3. Research Questions, Assumption and Hypothesis
To fulfill the foresaid aims set for the study, we attempt to answer the following research
questions:
1. What are the most frequent types of lexical errors committed in essay writing by

second-year English foreign language students?
2. What can be the reason(s) behind their lexical deviations?
3. What could be done to enable students overcome their errors’ production?
4. Do teachers spend time developing a writing habit for students in writing classes?
5. How are students’ attitudes impacted by using dictogloss to build their writing habit?

As regards to these research questions, the following assumption and hypothesis are advanced:
Assumption:
We assume that second year English foreign language students of the Department of
Letters and the English language, at University of Frères Mentouri Constantine, would have
positive attitudes towards the application of the dictogloss in writing classes, to encourage them
to build their writing habit.
Research Hypothesis:
If students build a writing habit using dictogloss, they would make less lexical errors;
henceforth, their writing will improve.
4
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4. Means of Research
To answer our research questions, assumption and test our hypothesis, a pre-post test
quasi experimental design and supporting questionnaires seem to be the appropriate tools for
the data collection procedure. The first means of research used in the present study is a pre-post
test quasi experimental design. The pre-test which consists of writing an essay aims at
identifying and classifying students’ lexical deviations, following James (1998) taxonomy.
Then, after adopting the dictogloss task for a whole semester to help learners build their writing
habit and reduce, by then, the production of their lexical errors, a post-test is meant to be given.
The post-test data is, then, compared to the pre-test to measure the effectiveness of building a
writing habit using dictogloss on the students’ written production
Regarding questionnaires as a valuable research instrument and easy to assemble,
students and teachers questionnaires are designed to be administrated in the present study. First,
the teachers questionnaire provides an overview of the instructors’ work in writing classes. It
exhibits their perceptions towards students’ writing performance and evaluation in class, their
role in improving learners’ vocabulary knowledge and in building their writing habit by means
of dictogloss or any other writing activities. The students questionnaire, on the other hand,
strives to find out their standpoints about the writing skill in terms of effectiveness and
difficulties, attitudes and perceptions apropos of building their writing habit using the dictogloss
task.
5. Structure of the Study
The present thesis is divided into seven chapters; while the first four chapters present
the theoretical foundation, the last three chapters comprise the practical work with reference to
some pedagogical implications and suggestions for further researches. To start with, the first
chapter offers an overview into the field of foreign language learning by accentuating some
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fundamental concepts that constitute the learning process. These concepts are “contrastive
analysis”, “error analysis”, “interlanguage” and “language transfer”. Afterwards, it introduces
the issue of lexical errors by providing some notions about their definition, classifications and
role in the acquisition of vocabulary. Finally, the chapter concludes with reporting some
external and internal factors that may influence learners’ language production of the target
language.
The second chapter is devoted to teaching and learning foreign language vocabulary.
First, it features some essential notions related to vocabulary in terms of definition, description
and complexity. Then, it provides some relevant matters in learning and teaching vocabulary
and how this latter can promote foreign language learning to help learners reduce their lexical
errors and ameliorate their written production.
The third chapter offers a brief theoretical framework about foreign language writing.
First, it explores the nature of writing, a description of its relation to speaking and reading, and
the essential elements of the effective writing style learners need to take into account while
producing a given piece. Then, besides stating the essence of teaching, the chapter introduces
the four basic approaches to developing this skill. At last, it casts some light on various roles
writing teachers play to assure guidance, instruction, support and assessment in class with
reference to the different categories of classroom writing performance they provide to learners.
The fourth chapter is devoted to the writing habit. It describes what is meant by building
a writing habit for learners and shed some light on a wide range of activities pertaining to
foreign language writing classes. In addition, the chapter accentuates one particular way of
encouraging learners build their writing habit, named dictogloss. It explores the adaptation of
this latter with reference to its definition and procedure, its value in second language education
and some of its empirical studies related to its application in language teaching and learning.
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Chapter five corresponds to the field work; it covers the experiment implementation.
First, it provides a description of the research design and participants. Further, it presents an
account of the target of investigation and instruments used for the data collection. Then, at last,
it displays the procedure used for the data analysis.
The sixth chapter includes a description of the data analysis and a summary of the main
findings in relation to the research aims. It reports the identification and frequency of the lexical
deviations in both writing tests. Also, it deduces the main sources of the recurrent lexical errors
committed in students’ writing. Then, it states the comparison of the findings with reference to
the results of the t-test statistical analysis.
Finally, the last chapter is devoted to the students and teachers questionnaires from the
department of Letters and English Language, at University of Frères Mentouri. It displays the
questionnaires’ administration, description, analysis and interpretation of the results obtained.
6. Limitations of the Study
One evident limitation has to do with the classification of lexical errors. The presence
of some errors can be attributed to more than one source, as it can be classified in more than
one subcategory. Being present in any study using the approach of error analysis, this limitation
is to some extent unavoidable. In this sense, it is easier to identify a lexical error than attribute
it to a given subcategory.
An additional limitation of the current study is concerned with the students’ written
compositions. Although they are considered as reliable instruments for collecting data, their
weakness for studies on error analysis lies in their close relation to the notion of ‘avoidance’.
Being confronted when expressing their ideas to a difficult structure or a complicated lexical
element, learners tend to avoid using it by looking for alternative forms or changing completely
their thoughts. In such cases, compositions may not reflect, unequivocally, the actual language
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knowledge of the subjects. Disregarding this weakness, compositions are in the present study
the best means for the data collection to reflect to some extent the lexical competence of
students.
Being associated with any investigation involving learners’ writing, a last limitation has
to do with the extra factors that can affect their written production. These factors can be related
to learners’ personal cognitive abilities or strategies used, anxiety, lack of attention, lack of
efforts, lack of interest, time, etc. Therefore, in some cases it is almost impossible to assign the
cause(s) of lexical errors production with an absolute precision since the detected deviations
can be just a result of lack of attention or anxiety. As such, they cannot be considered as serious
errors.
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Chapter One:
Foreign Language Learning
Introduction
"Errors, like straws, upon the surface flow; he who would search for pearls must dive below."
John Dryden (1991)
For a long time, the production of errors was considered intolerable; it was presumed to
be a serious problem that affects the whole process of language learning since it was seen as a
sign of failure that has to be prevented. However, in the late 1950s and early 1970s, several
inquiries and attitudes pointed out to new insights about the nature and significance of errors;
they are rather considered as an evidence of the learner linguistic development. In this respect,
new theoretical and empirical concepts in foreign/second language teaching have emerged.
Therefore, the present chapter attempts to present an overview into the field of foreign
language (FL) learning by highlighting some essential concepts that present an integral part of
the learning process namely, contrastive analysis, error analysis, interlanguage and language
transfer. Besides, as far as our research is concerned, a part of this chapter is devoted to lexical
errors. First, a review of their definitions will be provided. Then, a distinction between their
various classifications and taxonomies will be examined; and finally, a presentation of their
role in the acquisition of vocabulary will be furnished. Last but not least, a distinction between
the various factors influencing language learning, thus, learners output will be discussed.
1.1. Contrastive Analysis
Contrastive analysis (CA) is an approach that consists of comparing and contrasting two
languages and their linguistic systems phonologically, lexically and grammatically. This
comparative study aims at identifying the areas of difficulties a particular FL will present
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especially when the two languages involved are different, and providing teaching materials to
improve the classroom techniques and satisfy the learner’s needs. (Lado, 1957)
This approach was first formulated by Fries in 1945 as “Contrastive Linguistic
Analysis”. The programme sketched by Fries (1945) was comprehensively realized later by
Lado in 1957. In his book “Linguistic across Cultures”, he believes that during the learning
process, the production of the target language (TL) is highly influenced by the learner’s native
language (NL). Therefore, it is assumed that the difficulty between the two languages (TL/MT)
is based on their contrasts, as Lado (1957) claims in the preface of his book
[...] we can predict and describe the pattern that will cause
difficulty in L2 learning, and those that will not cause difficulty,
by comparing systematically the language and culture to be
learned with the native language and the culture of the student
(p.iiv).
This assumption has come to be known as “Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis”.
1.1.1. Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
Contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) was the beginning of modern applied contrastive
linguistics. It claims that difficulties in language learning depend on the differences between
the learners’ first and second languages; as such, Lado (1957) asserts:
[…] in the comparison between native and foreign languages lies the
key to ease or difficulty in foreign language learning […] We assume
that the student who comes in contact with a foreign language will
find some features of it quite easy and others extremely difficult.
Those elements that are similar to his native language will be easy for
him and those elements that are different will be difficult. (p.1-2)
Therefore, according to Lado’s hypothesis, the difficulty derived from the difference
between the L1 and L2/FL systems is a source of learning problem that is equalized to errors,
and these errors, in turn, derive from the L1 interference. Consequently, considering the effect
of the learners’ NL on the production of error, CA is adopted as a means to predict learners’
11
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interference errors to help them to supply teachers with the appropriate materials based on these
predictions.
1.1.2. Language Transfer
Within the paradigm of CAH, the notion of language transfer is of a great concern to
applied linguists for its significance in language pedagogy and the effect it has on language
learning. It constitutes the essence of Lado’s (1957) hypothesis, as he points out:
Individuals tend to transfer the forms and meanings and the
distribution of forms and meanings of their native language and
culture to the foreign language and culture-both productively when
attempting to grasp and understand the language and the culture as
practiced by natives (p.2).
In other words, the learner tends to transfer some features of his mother tongue when learning
another language. In this respect, language transfer can appear as positive transfer, negative
transfer or cross-linguistic influence, depending on its direction and effect.

 Positive Transfer
Also named “facilitation”, positive transfer occurs when the L1 and FL systems are
similar. Hence, the interference of their linguistic elements appears in correct language
production. Accordingly, for Wolfram (2007), positive transfer represents “the incorporation of
language features into a non-native language based on the occurrence of similar features in the
native language” (p.80)
 Negative Transfer
Known as “interference” or “interlingual interference”, negative transfer occurs when
L1 and FL systems are different; thus, it results in the production of errors due to the inference
of the L1. This sort of errors, in fact, is the only one found in CA; it can be at the level of
phonology, lexis or morphology. On the part of Gass and Selinker (2008), two types of
12
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interference are related to negative transfer, namely ‘retroactive interference’ and ‘proactive
interference’. The former occurs when newly learned information affect and attenuate the
retrieval of previously learned knowledge. Put otherwise, it refers to the situation “where
learning acts back on previously learned material, causing someone to forget” (ibid. p.94). The
latter, on the other hand, occurs when formally learned knowledge interferes with the retention
of newly or future information.
 Cross-linguistic Influence
Different scholars and researchers refer to cross-linguistic influence (CLI) using different
terms like language mixing (Kellerman, 1983), linguistic interference (Schacheter, 1979) or
language transfer (Lado, 1957), even though this latter usually refers to the influence of the
MT on TL. This phenomenon has a significant importance in second language acquisition
(SLA) studies; it arises from situations where different language systems in the learner’s mind
are used together (Smith, 1986; in Jordens & Lalleman, 1996). According to Cenoz (2001),
CLI usually takes place as a result of former learned languages, especially those learned just
before the TL rather than those learned after a considerable period of time. It can be affected
by several factors; among them, she states:


Proficiency level: learners with less proficiency level tend to transfer more than
those with a high proficiency level.



Linguistic distance: it is related to the languages closeness, since learners
usually borrow more terms one close to their TL.



Age: older learners have a tendency to be more influenced than younger ones.



Recency: it is expected that learners try to borrow from languages learned and
actively used rather than those learned yet not used.
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1.1.3. The Weak and Strong Version of Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
With regard to the number of variants to CAH, Wardhaugh (1970) proposed a
distinction between two versions “a strong version” and “a weak version” also known as “a
priori” and “posteriori”. The strong version, originally provided by Lado (1957), involves
predicting errors in L2 learning problems based on the linguistic differences between the first
and second language. Indeed, the greater the contrast exists between the two languages, the
greater the difficulty is. As has been said previously, Lado (1957) believes that this view can
be used as a reliable source for teachers to prepare teaching materials, plan and design courses,
and ameliorate the classroom techniques. However, this version of CAH is proved to be
unreliable since it is shown that not all what is different is necessarily difficult. Hence, the
presumed ability to predict errors is erroneous and impracticable. Besides, within this version,
errors attributed to interference are the main obstacle to FL/L2 learning.
The weak version, on the other hand, stands in contrast with the strong version since it
supports an explanatory view rather than a predictive one. In other words, the crosslinguistic
comparison between the L1 and L2 can help to deduce learners’ difficult areas from studying,
analyzing and explaining their errors. Wardhaugh (1970) claims that, “[the weak version
hypothesis] starts with the evidence provided of linguistic interference and uses such evidence
to explain the similarities and differences between systems” (p.126). Although the strong
version of CA provided useful materials hypothesizing the role of L1 and L2 learning, it above
all needed experimental analysis of the L2 learners’ output. This realization paved the way to
error analysis (EA) which is a wider method of analysis derived from the weak version of CA
1.2. Error Analysis
Pit Corder (1967) was the father of EA; in his paper “The Significance of Learner’s
Errors”, he highlights the learner’s contribution to learning. His view is to consider the learner
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a part of a process of discovering and investigating language learning by means of forming and
testing hypotheses in his spoken and written production. In this respect, EA came as an
alternative approach to CA to understand language learning in the sense that it involves mainly
the analysis of learner’s linguistic performance when errors are detected through their
comparison with the TL. However, when we refer to the notion of “error” here, we mean any
“deviation” or faulty version of the TL. Moreover, according to Ellis and Burkeizen (2005), it
is “a set of procedures for identifying, describing and explaining errors in learner language”
(p.57). Therefore, EA is used as a technique to study the patterns of difficulty in learning a L2
or FL by providing a picture of the learner’s linguistic development.
Corder (1981) sees that this methodology of investigating learner language is useful to
the researcher, to the language teacher and to the learner himself. First, it helps the researcher
to provide evidence on how language is learned by identifying strategies used by learners in
language learning. Second, it helps the teacher to prepare or modify teaching materials to meet
learners’ common difficulties in their language learning; and then, it is used by the learner as a
tool to discover and investigate the rules of the TL. Moreover, two objectives rule the area of
EA, one theoretical and another applied. The former is related to the psychological aspect of
the language learner whereas the latter entails exploring the language learner for pedagogical
purposes. This is illustrated in the distinction between developmental and remedial EA.
1.2.1. Developmental Error Analysis
Evidence provided from the analysis of learner’s errors has an important contribution to
SLA research in the sense that it mainly reveals the developing stages a learner goes through in
his language learning process. Within the framework of EA, Corder (1967) evoked Chomsky’s
notion of “competence” claiming that when the learner continuously forms hypotheses based
on the language input and tests them in his language production, he is actually constructing a
“competence” for himself. Therefore, errors are considered to be evidence of this process and
15
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their analysis is said to reveal the strategies used by the learner in addition to the nature and
characteristics of his competence at a given point of its development. The main tenet of
developmental error analysis is to elucidate the successive stages in interlanguage development
hoping for a better understanding of the second language learning processes and stages. (Drid,
2003)
1.2.2. Remedial Error Analysis
Remedial error analysis has a pedagogical purpose. As previously said, EA is
considered as a fruitful means in determining what the learner needs to be taught and hence, it
facilitates the teacher evaluation and correction. As explained by Corder (1981) “[…] they tell
him, if he undertakes a systematic analysis, how far towards the goal the learner has progressed
and, consequently, what remains for him to learn” (p.111), and supported by Lee (1983)
“mistakes analyses based on adequate material show clearly what is most troublesome for the
learner concerned and thus where they most need support” (p.149). In this respect, the teacher
can provide the language learner with the appropriate information that helps him to formulate
an adequate concept of rules in the TL. From that, it could be said that remediation can be
fulfilled on the basis of the observation of errors.
1.2.3. Interlanguage
The learner language is often referred to as “interlanguage” (IL). This term was initially
introduced by Larry Selinker (1972) who worked with Corder at Edinburgh University.
According to him, IL is used to refer to the language system created by the non- native speaker
during his process of learning L2 or FL; this language is, actually, distinct from L1 and L2, yet
influenced by both. As Littlewood (1984) explains it:
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It draws attention to the fact that learner’s language system is neither
that of the mother tongue, nor that of the second language, but contains
elements from both. If we imagine a continuum between the first
language system […] and the second language system […], we can
say that at any given time, the learner speaks an ‘interlanguage’ (IL)
at some point along this continuum (p.33)
In other words, along the learning process, learners tend to build up an independent language
system by imposing structures on the accessible linguistic data and formulating by then an
individual system with its own characteristics, namely grammatical rules, set of vocabulary and
particular pronunciation. Accordingly, McDonough (2002) sustains that the concept of
“interlanguage” is regarded as
A way of conceptualizing the need to describe the learners’
language as an incomplete language in its own right, but it also
expressed the perception that learners do not learn only what they
are taught, but that they sometimes seem to know things that they
have not been taught, creating successive versions of the target
language grammar underlying the learner dialect they use, which
move between that of their native language and that of the new
language. (p.58)
In the light of EA framework, alternative terms like ‘approximative systems’, as a reference to
the structural changing aspects of learners’ language (Nemser, 1971); ‘transitional
competence’, as a reference to the description related to learners’ competence during a certain
learning phase; and ‘idiosyncratic dialect’, as a reference to the learners’ self-contained
language variety (Corder, 1981) are used to refer to the concept of “interlanguage”.
1.2.4. Competence vs. Performance Errors
From an EA point of view, deviations from the TL are seen as normal aspects of
language learning. Corder (1967) evoked Chomsky’s distinction between “competence” and
“performance” to draw a difference between “errors of competence” (errors) and “errors of
performance” (mistakes). Therefore, a distinction between these two notions needs to be
elucidated.
17
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Errors refer to the systematic deviations that arise from the lack of knowledge of the
TL and the application of its correct rules; they reflect idiosyncrasies in the interlanguage of the
learner. They are committed by those who do not entirely command a language system (Corder,
1967). They are defined by Lennon (1991) as “a linguistic form or combination of forms which,
in the same context and under similar conditions of production, would, in all likelihood, not be
produced by the speakers’ native speaker counterparts” (p.182). Hence, the learner in this case
has not yet mastered the standard rules of TL and therefore, he is unable to recognise or correct
his errors.
Mistakes are often referred to as ‘lapses’ (Hockett, 1948; in Corder, 1981). They are
known to be the non-systematic deviations that arise due to a failure to use a known system
correctly by the native speakers resulting from memory mistakes, physical conditions like
tiredness, or psychological ones like stress. In Corder’s (1974) words, “These lapses seem to
increase in frequency under conditions of stress, indecision and fatigue” (p.123). This sort of
performance errors includes slips of the tongue or slips of the pen, confusion of structures and
so forth; therefore, they are recognisable and can be corrected be the learner himself.
1.2.5. Procedures of Error Analysis
In conducting EA, a number of stages are followed. Corder (1974) distinguishes the following:
a. Collection of a sample of learners’ language
b. Identification of errors
c. Description of errors
d. Explanation of errors
e. Evaluation of errors
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The first four steps are crucial while the last one is not included in many studies since it is
handled as a separate issue from the others.
1.2.5.1. Collection of a Sample of Learners’ Language
Ellis (1994, p. 49) distinguished three main various types of EA based on the size of the
sample. First, a massive sample consists of gathering several samples of language use from a
large number of learners to collect a considerable list of errors that correspond to the whole
population. Second, a specific sample involves the compilation of one sample of language use
from a limited number of learners. The last one, named incidental sample, consists of only one
sample of language accomplished by a simple learner.
Regarded as a necessary first step in EA research, according to Ellis (1994), collecting
and analyzing samples of learner language whether spoken or written have two main objectives.
They mainly help the researcher to describe linguistic systems at different stages of
development and to explain the processes and factors influencing L2/FL learning. Moreover,
for Ellis and Burkeizen (2005, p.58), during the compilation of learners’ sample, it is required
from a researcher to pay attention to the nature of the sample collected since it may affect the
nature and distribution of the errors detected. Such factors of influence include learner
proficiency level, language being used (L1 or L2), language medium (oral or written), its genre
(conversation, narrative, essay…), its content (topic of the discourse) and production (planned
or unplanned).
1.2.5.2. Identification of Errors
Corder (1981) summarized the procedures for identifying learners’ idiosyncrasies in
the model arranged in the following figure:
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Figure 1.1. Algorithm for Providing Data for Description of Idiosyncratic Dialects
(Corder 1981, p. 22)

In his model, Corder (1981) indicates that any learner’s sentence can be analysed for
idiosyncrasies through his distinction between overt and covert errors. Overtly erroneous
sentences, he explains, are related to the surface structure, i.e. undoubtedly ungrammatical
regarding the TL rules. Covertly erroneous sentences, on the other hand, are related to the deep
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structure, i.e. grammatically ‘well-formed’ but inappropriate within the context of
communication. He adds:
The apparent grammaticality or ungrammaticality of learner’s
utterance is therefore of only partial relevance for error
identification, since apparently well-formed utterances may be
unsusceptible of plausible interpretation in their context, whilst
fairly grossly ungrammatical utterances may readily receive
plausible interpretation ( Corder, 1974, p.127)
For example, a well-formed sentence like ‘I want to know the English’ may not be
produced to refer to the English people but rather to the language, depending on its context.
Therefore, this indicates the incorrect use of the definite article ‘the’ (I want to know English).
Consequently, interpretation in context is essential to error identification (Corder, 1981, p.38)
The model also shows when a sentence is overtly or covertly idiosyncratic. A plausible
interpretation can be made to reconstruct the sentence in the TL, compare it with the original
idiosyncratic sentence and then try to describe the differences. Nevertheless, when the NL is
known, a translation is used as an indicator of the learner’s language transfer. At the end of this
stage, a set of sentences is used for the data of EA.
1.2.5.3. Description of Errors
The next step in EA involves the linguistic description of errors. It is mainly a
comparative process between IL and TL. In other words, describing learner’s errors entails how
learners produce TL differently from its native speakers. It is noteworthy that James (1998)
distinguishes two varieties of taxonomies for the description of errors: surface structure
taxonomy and a linguistic taxonomy.
A surface structure involves as Corder (1973) suggests four surface categories of
errors: “Omission of some required element; addition of some unnecessary or incorrect element;
selection of an incorrect element; and misordering of elements” (p.277). For instance, omission
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can be illustrated by the absence of a morphological feature such as the deleting of “ed” from a
regular verb in the past tense (walk for walked). Addition can be shown in the presence of an
unnecessary item in the well-formed utterances; it is categorized into “regularization” (buyed
for bought), “double marking” (he didn’t went) and “simple addition”. Selection, on the other
hand, is characterized by the use of the wrong form of the morpheme or structure; it can be
noticed as “regularization” (Do they be happy?), “archi-forms” (the use of me at both subject
and object pronoun) and “alternating forms” (don’t + V and no + V). Finally, misordering can
be illustrated by the incorrect positioning of a morpheme in an utterance (What daddy is doing?)
(Ellis and Barkhuizen, 2005, p.61). However, Corder (1973) himself claims that this
classification is not sufficient for the description of errors referring to it as “superficial”; that is
why, he associates errors with the linguistic level they have been committed. The result is in
the following matrix for the categorization of errors:
Table 1.1.
Matrix for Classification of Errors (Corder 1973, p.278)
Phonological/Orthographical Grammatical

Lexical

Omission
Addition
Selection
Ordering
In addition to the four categories, James (1998) suggests a fifth one named “Blends”. It reflects
the learner’s doubts towards the required form that has to be used (the only thing I want/ the
one thing I want for the only one thing I want).
A linguistic taxonomy, on the other hand, is taken from a descriptive grammar of the
TL; it is based on the linguistic categories that encompass passive sentences, the verb phrase,
the auxiliary system, the noun phrase, prepositional phrases, coordinate and subordinate
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constructions. The classification of errors depends on the violated categories of the TL rather
than the ones used by the learner (ibid).
1.2.5.4. Explanation of Errors
The fourth stage of the procedure entails attributing errors to their sources. It is regarded
as the ultimate target of EA since it provides explanation to error production; therefore, it gives
insights about the process of L2 acquisition. In this respect, a number of scholars have attributed
different hypothesized causes mainly related to the psychological explanation. Corder (1974)
distinguishes three:
 Transfer Errors: In this case, errors are interlingual. That is to say, they result as a
negative transfer (interference) and reflect, by then, the effect of L1 on the L2
learning.
 Analogical Errors: This kind of errors is known as intralingual errors. Kesharvarz
(1994, p.107) defines them as “errors caused by mutual interference of items in the
TL; i.e., the influence of one TL item upon another”. Accordingly, they are originating
with the structure of the TL itself and its learning process. In fact, they are divided
into four major types as follows:
* Overgeneralization: it is a very frequent and common phenomenon in the L2 acquisition.
It is regarded as the misuse of a given form or structure that is previously learnt. In other
words, it occurs when the learner has mastered a general rule but does not yet know all the
exceptions to that rule ; he “creates a deviant structure on the basis of his experience of
other structures in the target language” (Richards, 1974, p.174). Many examples are
provided in support of overgeneralization; some of which are the overgeneralization of the
plural marker: mans, womans, oxes / Past tense marker: all my friends buyed new clothes
the 3rd person singular form: they hasn’t enough money
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Ignorance of rule restriction: Richards’ second type of intralingual errors involves an
unnecessary application of rules to where they are not applicable. Such case of errors is
understandable in terms of analogy, as an example, “he made me to rest” through
extension of the pattern “ he asked/ wanted me to go” ( Ellis, 1994, p.59)



Incomplete application of rules: this type of error is a result of learner’s failure to learn
and use a fully developed and complex structure by using relatively simple rules (ibid.).
These errors are systematic and frequent in the use of questions and the given answers
of students as it is illustrated in the following :
- Is he an architect?

- Yes, is he an architect

- Does he see the students?

- Yes, he see the students.

- Is the boy ever thirsty?

- Yes, the boy is ever thirsty.

(Ghadessy, 1980, p.98)
-

When you came?

(When did you come?)

-

Your name is what?

(What is your name?)

(Meenakshi, 2004, p.188)


False concepts hypothesized: Richards (1974) sees that these errors “derive from faulty
comprehension of distinction in the target language”. In other words, some of learners’
errors can stem from poor gradation and teaching items. In this respect, Corder (1981)
claims that this faulty understanding is unintentional: “ I do not mean that the teacher
gives him false information but rather, incomplete information; or ambiguous
information, so that he may perhaps quite logically draw wrong conclusions” (p.52-53)
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 Teaching-induced errors: these errors arise from the teaching methodology applied;
it may occur as a result of inappropriate training, instruction or unreliable techniques
(ibid.).
1.2.5.5. Evaluation of Errors
In EA, error evaluation involves the assessment of different deviations depending on
their seriousness and frequency in the learners’ production. This mainly entails measuring the
errors gravity with a view to choosing which ones should require instructions. In this respect,
various criteria have been attributed as a source of error judgment like using “intelligibility” or
“irritability” but mostly “gravity” i.e., “seriousness”. (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005, p.67)
Different scholars have sent various standards in their evaluation. Ellis (1994), for
example, accentuates that evaluating an error is attributing it to be either “global error” or “local
error”. The former involves serious errors that affect the overall sentence structure of a
sentence; however, the latter is concerned with the least errors that affect a particular item.
Moreover, in their collaboration, Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005) state that evaluating errors goes
through the following steps:
 Choosing the learners’ errors that will be evaluated.
 Making a decision about the criterion of judgment (gravity, intelligibility, or
irritability).
 Adapting the instruments of errors evaluation by preparing a set of instructions,
the erroneous sentences, and a method for evaluating each inaccuracy. The most
common process involves ranking them from the most to the least serious ones.


Selecting the judges. To get better results, it is preferable to have at least two
(eg. native speakers and non-native speakers).
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1.3. Lexical Errors in Second Language Acquisition
Different scholars like Bouvy, 2000; Lennon, 1991 and Kroll, 1990 agree that despite
being the most frequently occurring category of errors in written English, lexical errors have
remained under-researched. To justify their little attention towards investigating the area of
lexical errors, researchers claim that compared to the less complexity and systematic rules of
morphology, syntax and grammar, lexical items ‘represent the idiosyncratic, non-generalizable
features of language’ (Warren, 1982, p.209). Similarly, in the light of her examination,
Duskova (1969) maintains that ‘errors in lexis presented a much less homogeneous material
for study than errors in grammar’ (p.24). Accordingly, lexical errors are considered as a source
of disruption; hence, they deserve a better attention.
1.3.1. Definition of Lexical Errors
Generally, most studies and researches are involved in the identification, description
and classification of lexical errors without giving a clear definition. According to Agustin
Llach, 2011), theoretically, two kinds of ‘inconsistencies’ are related to the term ‘lexical error’,
namely, ‘polysemy of meanings’ and ‘polysemy of terms’ as it is illustrated in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2. Summary of the Tendencies Observed in the Treatment of the Term ‘Lexical
Error’. (ibid., p.73)
TERM
‘Lexical error’
Polysemy of terms

Lexical
confusion

errors in the
lexical choice

Polysemy of meanings

synforms
and so on

undifferentiated category
lexical vs. grammar errors

superordinate
term (subgroups)

Polysemy of meanings alludes to the various explanations researchers associate under
the term ‘lexical error’. For some, it is considered as the category of errors that is disassociated
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from grammar (spelling, semantic errors, errors of word choice and pragmatic errors). For
others, it is a subordinating term that attends to present a heading for diverse other classes of
errors like ‘word formation’, ‘collocation’, ‘confusion’ and ‘relatedness’ in a form of
subcategories (Agustin Llach, 2011)
Polysemy of terms, on the other hand, refers to the application of various terms that
deal with the same phenomenon which is errors related to lexis. Terms like ‘wrong lexical
choice’, ‘errors in the lexical choice’, ‘lexical deviances’, ‘vocabulary errors’, ‘semantic
deviations’, ‘synforms’, ‘lexical disruptions’, ‘lexical deficiencies’ and ‘lexical approximation’
are used to substitute the phrase ‘lexical error’ with regard to the aspects emphasized
(ibid.p.74). For example, Laufer (1991) used ‘lexical confusions’ or ‘synforms’ based on her
limited study on wrong word choice. Similarly, Zimmerman (1987) applies ‘semantic
deviation’ with regard to his study on confusion of semantically related words.
In the light of the review of studies presented above, a lexical error is defined,
according to Agustin Llach (2011) as a “deviation in form and/ or meaning of target language
lexical word” (p.73). She maintains that a shift in form, here, covers deviations at the
orthographic or phonological level within the limits of words only in addition to false
collocations. Deviations related to meaning, on the other hand, emerge as a result of misuse of
lexical items in context; it substitutes errors caused by incorrect choice of lexical item or
inconsiderable use of some semantic features.
1.3.2. Taxonomies of Lexical Errors
Previous studies on lexical errors set up a great number of different error taxonomies,
as illustrated by Kallkvist (1998): “No two previous studies on lexical errors have adopted the
same error typology, and categorizing lexical errors is far from a straightforward exercise”
(p.82). They have been, actually, designed in order to describe and explain learners’ errors to
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find, by then, the most common areas of difficulties learners face in their written and spoken
productions. Based on some criteria, various kinds of taxonomies are classified; in fact, this
categorization was not an easy task since some of them develop more than one criterion. From
previous undertaken researches, Agustin Llach (2001) compiled the present classification
criteria : ‘form vs. content oriented’, ‘descriptive’, ‘etiologic’, ‘origin of influence’, ‘linguistic’,
‘word-class’ , ‘product-oriented’ and ‘process-oriented’.
In the light of their studies, researchers like James (1998), Hemchua and Schmitt (2006)
distinguish between ‘form oriented’ and ‘content oriented’ lexical errors. This criterion
encompasses the organization of the lexicon following formal and semantic principles. It is very
common since a number of lexical errors taxonomies are classified regarding to this criterion.
Probably, the most expanded framework for this category was mainly drawn from the one
suggested by James (1998). It is based on the classic word knowledge framework proposed by
Richards (1976; in James, 1998, p. 144) referring to the necessity of knowing a word from its
morphology comprising its spelling and pronunciation, syntactic behavior, functional and
situational restrictions, semantic values, secondary meaning or connotations, word association
and frequency of use. In his approach, James (1998) differentiates between ‘form oriented’ and
‘content oriented’ by attributing the former to ‘formal errors’ and the latter to ‘semantic errors’.
These two main classes, in their turn, are divided into subgroups, as it is displayed in figure
1.3.:
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Figure 1.3. Lexical Errors Types in James (1998; in Agustin Llach, 2011, p. 77)
Lexical Errors

Semantic Errors

Formal Errors

Misselection

Misformation

-

- Borrowing
- Coinage
- Calque

Prefix
Suffix
Vowel
Consonant

Distortion
-

Confusion of
sense relations

Collocational
errors

Overinclusion
Omission
Misordering
Misselection
Blending

Moreover, as its name indicates, the descriptive criterion is mainly based on a
descriptive analysis that focuses on the surface form of errors without referring to their causes
or sources. Therefore, it can be a false selection of the lexical errors, omission, addition, or
wrong ordering. Based on his study, Hyltenstam (1988) establishes two kinds of errors:
approximations (similarity in form and meaning) and contaminations (combination of two
words that do not exist). Djokic (1999), in his turn, develops three main types of lexical errors
among this taxonomy: substitution, omissions and additions. Probably, the main pitfall
associated to this descriptive categorization is the absence of attention related to the causes that
lead to the production of errors.
The etiologic criterion, also called psycholinguistic criterion, alludes to focus on the
origin behind the production of lexical errors; it arranges them with reference to the mental
process by which errors occur like overgeneralization and confusion of related words. Based
on this criterion, authors like Duskova (1969) and Engber (1995) explore the psycholinguistic
causes related to errors by assuming that they arise from a faulty application of vocabulary
learning and communication strategies. Engber (1995), for example, characterizes lexical errors
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between errors in the lexical choice and those in the lexical form. The former involves wrong
choice of individual word and of combinations whereas the latter comprises derivational, verb
forms and phonetically related and spelling errors. Moreover, based on her analysis of 50 Czech
postgraduate students’ writing compositions, Duskova (1969) identified four types of lexical
errors that result from the psycholinguistic process: confusion of words caused by formal
similarity and relatedness of meaning, assumed equivalents between Czech and English and
spelling errors. Nevertheless, most taxonomies based on this criterion are said to be limited
because they cover a small number of lexical errors types.
Concerning the criterion related to the origin of influence, Palapanidi (2009; in Agustin
Llach, 2011) states that two origins are distinguished: L1 and L2 influence. Her main intent
behind this division is to obtain a tangible idea about the most relative cause of learners’ lexical
errors during their learning process. Nevertheless, Ringbom (1983) focuses his attention on
interference errors that derive mainly from the influence of L1 in addition to previously learned
languages (L3, L4). His taxonomy is, actually, limited in the sense that he accentuates his
investigation only on lexical errors produced by interference with previous linguistic
knowledge, disregarding other causes of lexical errors like L2 induced lexical errors.
Furthermore, he uses his taxonomy as a device to expose the relationship between the different
languages involved; within his work, he categorizes lexical errors into borrowing and lexical
transfer.
Taxonomies related to linguistic criterion, also called grammatical criterion, depend in
their categorization on the linguistic level at which deviations are generated: in phonology,
orthography, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Based on her study on advanced
Spanish-speaking learners of Italian, Ambroso (2000; in Agustin Llach, 2011) establishes a
classification of lexical errors due to stylistic errors (pragmatics), syntactic errors, order errors
(collocation), semantic errors and idiosyncratic errors. Still, with the ambiguous examples
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provided in her findings, the use of this taxonomy is questioned when the languages concerned
are typologically and lexically different more than Italian and Spanish.
According to Lennon (1991), classifying lexical errors based on word-class criterion
entails attributing them to their class of content word, noun, verb, adjective or adverb. In effect,
he characterizes them into noun choice, verb choice, adjective choice and adverb choice. This
taxonomy is considered to be useful since its classification is said to be clear and explicit.
The distinction between the process-oriented and the product-oriented taxonomies is
presented in two main classifications. The former focuses on the psycholinguistic process that
leads to the production of errors. The latter, on the other hand, is based on the linguistic
description for a clear explanation and interpretation of errors. In Addition to the foregoing
classifications, the present table recapitulates the various types of lexical errors distinguished
by different scholars throughout their researches
Table 1.2.
Summary of Lexical Error Taxonomies (Agustin Lach, 2011, p. 89-90)

Criteria

Examples of lexical error types

Authors

Form- vs.
Content
oriented

Confusion of two formally similar words

Palapanidi (2009)

Wrong word formation
Word invention
Borrowing from the L1
Adaptation of an L1 to the L2
Linguistic calque
Omission
Addition
Wrong ordering of letters within the word
Wrong choice of two similar words
Hyponyms instead of supernyms
Collocational errors
Confusion of two semantically similar words

Hemchua and
Schmitt (2006)
Carrio´ Pastor (2004)
James (1998)
Mutta (1999)
Ferna´ndez (1997)
Zimmermann (1987)
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Approximations

Djokic (1999)

Hybrids or blends
Field errors
Sense relation errors
Stylistic errors
Connotative errors

Hyltenstam (1988)
Zimmermann (1986a)

Wrong choice of individual words

Engber (1995)

Wrong choice of combinations
Spelling errors
Derivational errors
Semantic infelicity
Transfer
Borrowing
Wrong derivation

Santos Gargallo (1993)
Zimmermann (1986b)
Warren (1982)
Duskova´ (1969)

Origin of
influence

L1 derived (transfer, borrowing)

Palapanidi (2009)

L2 derived (overgeneralisation, confusion)

Lennon (1996)
Ringbom (1981, 1983

Linguistic

Stylistic errors

Ambroso (2000)

Descriptive

Etiologic

Syntactic errors
Order errors
Semantic errors
System errors
Idiosyncratic errors

Word-class

Productoriented

Noun errors

Lennon (1991b)

Verb errors
Adjective errors
Adverbs errors
Focus on the product, the lexical error

Zimmermann (1986a,
1986b, 1987)
Hyltenstam (1988)
Lennon (1991b)
Engber (1995)
Ferna´ndez (1997)
Ambroso (2000)
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Focus on the process that leads to the lexical
error

Processoriented

Dusˇkova´ (1969)
Ringbom (1981, 1983)
Warren (1982)
Lennon (1996)
Santos Gargallo (1993)

As far as our research is concerned, a particular taxonomy needs to be adopted for the
analysis of lexical errors made by second-year students of English in their written compositions.
Therefore, we have decided to apply James’s taxonomy (1998) since, compared to the others,
it is viewed from tow important perspectives. His classification gives a detailed explanation for
a better interpretation of lexical errors, and it is followed by a considerable number of scholars.
It is further described in chapter five.
1.3.3. Lexical Errors as Evidence of Vocabulary Acquisition
Lexical errors attend to indicate the process of vocabulary acquisition since they
provide insights about the areas of difficulties faced by FL learners during their learning phases.
As such, they contribute to the identification of their lexical gaps. Moreover, they facilitate the
teacher’s task in emphasizing the problematic areas in L2 vocabulary acquisition in addition to
providing the researcher with insights into the learners’ lexical competence and how it evolves.
According to Laufer (1991), lexical errors designate the structure and organization of
the foreign lexicon; in this respect, she enumerates a set of properties of this lexicon:


L2 learners’ failure in recognizing the number of syllables of the words learnt.



L2 learners’ ability to reserve words by concentrating on their beginning letters
rather than their ending ones.



Consonants are regarded as noticeable features of lexical items as they are
hardly altered by confusions.
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Continual learners’ habit in classifying words grammatically following the
same word class or category in case of confusion.

1.4. Foreign Language Learning Factors
During his learning phases, a learner tries to develop his TL competence; and
henceforth, enhance his proficiency level. Nevertheless, this may differ from one learner to
another due to some learning factors that influence the L2 learning process at each stage of its
development. They are grouped in two major types, external and internal factors.
1.4.1. External Factors
External factors influence the learners to attain a high proficiency level in learning a
FL; they are associated to the environment in which learning occurs. Among them, we
distinguish input and interaction, and social effects.
The primary external factor that affects the learners’ outcome appears to be input and
interaction. The notion of input is described as being the language a learner receives to form
his hypotheses during his learning process. In the light of his work, Krashen (1985; in Mackey
& Abbuhl, 2005) claims that an effective FL/L2 development necessitates a comprehensible
input. He hypothesizes that when learners understand language that is somewhat advanced than
their current level of linguistic competence, acquisition would occur. However, researches have
indicated that a comprehensible input can mainly be promoted by means of interaction with
native speakers or learners’ peers. Subsequently, it allows learners to negotiate the type of input
they need at a certain stage in their development and provides learners with appropriate
feedbacks to help them correct their errors and evolve their TL competence (ibid. 2005).
FL learning can also be influenced by social factors; their impact on learning outcomes
is mainly associated with the attitudes learners hold from the surrounding society. Accordingly,
they vary depending on the social context where FL takes place; that is to say, difference in
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language proficiency levels is typically related to each type of sitting. For example, compared
to natural sittings in which FL/L2 may serve as a NL for the majority, educational sittings may
include segregation, where learners are taught apart from the majority group; submersion,
where learners are taught in classes leaded by L1 speakers; or foreign language classrooms.
(Ellis, 1994, p.25)
Moreover, some enquiries have been investigated in association with some
sociolinguistic variables like age, gender, social class and ethnic membership. The findings
reveal that the appropriate learning age should be before puberty since at this phase, learners
progress better; women are more efficient in understanding difficult forms or achieving a higher
level of FL competence than man. Middle class learners attain higher levels than working class
learners. Finally, learners belonging to an ethnic group that is culturally close to the TL
outperform those belonging to an ethnic group that is culturally different. (ibid.)
1.4.1. Internal Factors
Internal factors, on the other hand, are related to the individual learner per se; that is
how learners deal with their input to produce a well formed language along their learning
process. Among them, motivation, learning experience and personality are distinguished. They
differ from one individual to another.
Motivation, for instance, is considered as one of the main individual components that
can have an important impact on the FL learning; for whatever goal, it has the ability to
overcome difficulties in learning a language. Thus, enquiries proved that strongly motivated
learners tend to be more successful since they learn better and faster. It is categorized in two
types, namely ‘intrinsic’ and ‘extrinsic’ motivation. The former refers to the internal motivation
that comes from the individual per se; the one that is illustrated as a task of enjoyment and
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interest towards the learning process. The latter, on the other hand, refers to the external
motivation that is influenced by rewards and prizes.
Learning experience is another factor that influences the learning process. It is
indicated that learners with a previously acquired knowledge, or who have been exposed to
various languages before, are more ready to develop a new language. Therefore, teachers play
an important role in depicting the way learners once learnt a language to be prepared to change
their teaching whenever it is necessary, and subsequently, provide them with a more
comfortable and satisfying learning atmosphere (Bowden, Sanz & Stafford, 2005) .
In addition, ‘attitude’ is another influencing factor in FL learning. Positive attitude
facilitates learning since being reluctant to language learning leads to hinder its process and
development. Accordingly, helping learners to be keen on learning can be taught; the teacher,
here, has to stimulate them by creating and developing positive attitudes among them to learn
the language adequately. This can mainly be achieved through the use and application of some
methods that besides their educational objective, they serve as a means of enjoyment and
diversion. (ibid.)
Likewise, ‘language anxiety’ is considered as another important effective factor that
influences FL/ L2 learning; this is reflected in learners’ performances. In fact, various types of
anxiety are identified by different scholars; some of them are associated with FL learning.
MacIntyre and Gardner (1991), for example, distinguish between trait and state anxiety. The
former refers to the state of being nervous disregarding certain circumstances; the latter, on the
other hand, refers to the state of feeling tension as a reaction to some outside stimulus. Others
like Alpert and Haber (1960) categorize between facilitating and debilitating anxiety. Here,
the former is characterized by the constant repetition of the learning task as an extensive effort
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to overcome the feeling of anxiety; however, the latter incites the learner to escape the learning
task.
Last but not least, people with a high level self-esteem are undoubtedly successful
since they will experience a lower degree of anxiety in turn. According to Coopersmith (1967;
in Sacks & Silberman, 2000), self-esteem is “a personal judgment of worthiness that is
expressed in attitudes that the individual holds towards himself” (p.619). It is described in terms
of three levels, namely global self-esteem, situational self-esteem, and task self-esteem. The
first type is derived from the level of worthiness one has generally for himself. Also, compared
to the second type which deals with the one self’s evaluation in certain life situations, the third
one refers to one’s assessment in particular activities and situations (Brown, 1997).
The degree of influence of all these factors on the achievement of the FL proficiency
differs from one factor to another and thus from a learner to another. They are meant to provide
insights about the way learners operate on their input so to select after all the appropriate
methods and appeals, analyse learning problems and try to solve them.
Conclusion
In a nutshell, the present chapter tried to shed some light on an important approach
that concentrates on the nature of the learner’s performance during his FL/L2 learning. Albeit
errors are regarded as the aspect leading to failure during the process of learning; thanks to error
analysis, they became an actual factor to language learning process. Indeed, analyzing learner’s
interlanguage is a step forward towards understanding the errors committed in their writing
production; henceforth, it is a positive indicator of their learning process. It provides empirical
evidence that contributes in improving teaching methods and ameliorating classroom
techniques.
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Apropos of the current research, we tried to provide an explicit identification of lexical
errors and their importance in indicating their vocabulary improvement. Among the different
classifications used to conduct lexical EA, we chose to follow James’ (1998) taxonomy. The
coming chapter is planned to cover some theoretical issues related to teaching and learning
vocabulary.
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Chapter Two
Vocabulary Teaching/ Learning
Introduction
“If language structure makes up the skeleton of language, then it is vocabulary that provides
the vital organs and flesh,”
(Harmer, 2001, p.153)

Vocabulary is a fundamental element of language proficiency that contributes to the
basis of how well learners listen, speak, read and write. Whether it is first, second or foreign, it
would be impossible to learn a language without its lexis, its words. Many studies have been
carried out giving priority to grammar and phonology; until the late 70’s, the position of
vocabulary has shifted from being a marginal aspect to an essential factor in FL learning.
Accordingly, more attention has been given to vocabulary regarding its necessity in using a
language effectively since an ability to use grammatical structures is not sufficient to express
meaning unless words are used.
This chapter addresses some theoretical views regarding vocabulary namely, definition,
description and complexity. It casts some light on teaching and learning vocabulary and intends
to provide a comprehensive overview of how vocabulary, as a complex subject, enhances FL
learning and how it can be taught more effectively with reference to its importance in writing.
2.1. Definition of Vocabulary
Used interchangeably with the term ‘lexis’ or ‘lexicon’, vocabulary is commonly
defined as a set of words in a language. It is characterized by its constant feature of evolution
vis a vis

the changes that occur due to the introduction and omission of words within a

language. In this respect, Rivers (1968) maintains that as long as one is exposed to language,
his vocabulary remains in a continual development and progression. Moreover, Tankersley
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(2003) determines vocabulary as “the meaning and pronunciation of words that we use in
communication. It is simply the number of words that we understand or can actively use to
listen, speak, read or write” (p.52).
A word is broadly described as a combination of sounds represented in a written or
spoken form that communicates a meaning. Mastering a word, according to Nation (1990)
necessitates knowing its meaning(s), register, association, collocation, grammatical behavior,
written and spoken form, and frequency. For Schmitt (2000), a word meaning involves the
association of the word with its referent; this latter represents the person, thing, action or
situation it refers to in the real or imagined world. Regarding the meaning of a word in
dictionaries as the fundamental element, there are also different meanings in various contexts.
In this situation, the register of the word takes place; commonly used, “it describes the stylistic
variations that make each word more or less appropriate for certain language situations or
language purposes” (p.31). For example, in dictionaries, the basic meaning of the word “pet” is
a domestic animal kept for companionship or amusement; however, in informal situations it is
used to talk to a person you like or adore.
The aspect of association means that words are related to others in different ways and
anyone of them can belong to a given word family. There are four main categories in
association: coordination, subordination, synonymy and collocation. The first one entails
gathering words together on the same level of detail (strawberry and apple) or as opposites
(black and white). The second one, subordination, involves covering words belonging to the
upper ones. The following one, synonymy, consists of sharing the same meaning like ‘happy’
and ‘glad’. Finally, collocation means storing some words that are clustered together to
collocate each other like ‘salt water’ (Aitchison, 2003).
Concerning collocation, Nation (1990) defines it as the tendency of two or more words
to co-occur in discourse. They are classified into ‘semantic’ and ‘grammatical collocations’.
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The former represents the category of collocations that combines two equal words both in
meaning to produce a new wording (air balloon). The latter, on the other hand, consists of
combining a core word with a functional one (devote to).
Regarding the grammatical behaviour, a word can be described based on the pattern(s)
in which it occurs. For example, according to Shmitt (2000, p. 58-59), a number of verbs have
the pattern ‘verb by _____ing’ like those sharing the meaning “respond to/ compensate for
something”, “gaining sources” and “to start/to finish”, as in:
- It would retaliate by raising the duty on U. S. imports.
- Successful businessmen can see the opportunity to profit by investing in new
innovations.
- I would therefore like to finish by thanking you all most sincerely for helping us.
These verbs correspond to three meaning groups that take the same syntactical patterning. As
such, the relation between verbs, their meanings and the patterning they take constitutes
important elements in language. Two of the most essential aspects of lexis/ grammar are word
class (verb, noun, adjective, and adverb) and morphology (prefix, suffix).
On the part of word form, Schmitt (2000) adds that a word has a written and a spoken
form. The former covers the orthographical knowledge of a word while the latter covers its
sound and pronunciation. When it comes to spelling, learners have to master the sound symbol
correspondences of a language. However, in some cases, there are different acceptable written
forms for the same word within two different varieties of English like American and British
English (eg. ‘centre’ (Brit.Eng) or ‘center’ (Am.Eng). Furthermore, there is a lack of
correspondence between spelling and pronunciation (eg. ‘t’ as in ‘table’ /t/, “action” /ʃ/,
‘picture’ /tʃ/, or ‘ballet’ mute ‘t’)
These properties are known as types of “word knowledge”; they are essential to use a
word in various language situations one comes across, adequately. They can be learned
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gradually since one may start by learning at least one meaning of word before knowing its
derivative forms, as he may know its oral discourse before being able to spell it. Therefore,
different strategies should be adopted to gain full command of a word (Schmitt, 2000).
2.2. Vocabulary Description
No one can describe vocabulary without referring to the notions of ‘lexicography’ and
‘lexicology’. They are two crucial branches of linguistics that study the vocabulary of a
language dealing with its various forms and uses.
2.2.1. Lexicography
Lexicography is commonly defined as the act of composing dictionaries. It entails the
assumption that underlies the process of defining, compiling, and editing lexical items to realize
a dictionary. In their turn, these lexical items are ordered alphabetically and described in terms
of their spelling, pronunciation, meaning, their parts of speech and usage.
Usually, learners consult dictionaries to check the spelling or look for the meaning of
unfamiliar words; this highlights “the dictionary user’s overwhelming preoccupation with
meaning” (Cowie, 1999, p. 181). Numerous researchers are involved in exploring the role
dictionaries play in the learning of a second and a foreign language vocabulary. Accordingly,
the inventory of words differs in relation to the function of the designed dictionary type. For
example, opposed to bilingual and multilingual dictionaries, monolingual dictionaries are the
most common used types; they provide linguistic information about a word, namely its spelling,
pronunciation, meaning, usage and grammar. Another common used type is ‘encyclopedic
dictionaries’ or better known ‘encyclopedias’ (e.g. encyclopedia Britannica). This sort of
dictionary is arranged in volumes; it deals with various fields of human knowledge defining
concepts providing information about the extra-linguistic world. Additionally, other
dictionaries, named ‘terminological’ or ‘technical dictionaries’, are limited to particular
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specialized fields of sciences like commerce, medicine, or engineering. They are divided into
three types: those that encompass several subject domains (Business: finance, economics,
marketing…), those that involve one subject field (economics), and those that include one subfield (ethical economics). Last but not least, other dictionaries cover only synonyms, antonyms,
phrasal verbs, idioms, proverbs, or collocations. (Atkins & Rundell, 2008; Zgusta, 1971)
2.2.2. Lexicology
Lexicology is the part of linguistics that studies and analyses the range of words in a
given language; i.e. its vocabulary. It deals with the description of lexis in respect to its
meaning, evolution and common use. Its main concern is to explore the way words are
categorized (word classes), the way they are formed (word formation), and how different
meanings of words are identified (Lipka, 1992).
2.2.2.1. Word Classes
Lexical items are classified regarding their functional categories into word classes or
traditionally called “parts of speech”. For the purpose of grammatical description, Quirk,
Greebaum and Leech (1985) label the English language into three main classes: open classes,
closed classes and lesser categories. Starting with open classes, items belonging to this category
are called content words. They represent most of the vocabulary items, namely, nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs.
 A noun is a word or a group of words that denotes the name of a person (Emma, Bob
or professor), an animal (cat, dog or lion), a place (Algeria, campus or cafeteria), a thing
(pen, pillow or perfume), an activity (jogging, sleeping or gossiping) or a concept (love,
joy or sadness). A noun functions as the subject of a verb (the computer is broken) or
its object (I fixed the computer).
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 A verb is a word or group of words that designates an action (she slapped her friend),
a state (she believes in herself) or a process (the car is slowing down).
 An adjective is a describing word that qualifies a noun; it defines the quality of a
person or a thing (a weak man; a bad weather/ her dress is beautiful).
 An adverb is a describing word that modifies a verb (she talks loudly), an adjective
(they are very generous) or an adverb (she responded too quickly).
According to Witalisz (2007), words associated to closed classes should be taught within the
framework of grammar. Also named function words, they cover prepositions, pronouns,
determiners, and conjunctions.
 A pronoun is a word that can substitute a noun or a noun phrase (they (my friends)
bought it (a present) for my birthday)
 A preposition is a word that indicates spatial, temporal or causal relations (I found
my ring in my purse; he will pick me at 10 a.m.; I am tired from work). It is essential
to mention that prepositions are used before a noun (children are playing in the street),
a noun phrase (she will graduate in the present year) or a pronoun (blame it on me).
 A determiner is word that serves as a reference to qualify a noun. It can be an article
(definite article “the” or an indefinite article “a/ an”), a demonstrative adjective (this/
that/ these/ those), a possessive adjective (my/ your/ his/ her/ its/ our/ their) or a
determiner of quality (some/ any).
 A conjunction is a word that connects two units within a sentence. It plays the
function of a coordinator or the one of a subordinator. Coordinating conjunctions tend
to join or link two or more equal elements in a sentence; it can be words (children like
to eat chocolate and cakes), phrases (a nurse has to work at night and on weekends) or
sentences (John did not wake up on time so he missed the plane). Subordinating
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conjunctions, on the other hand, join a dependent clause to an independent one (they
called to say that John is not coming).
Finally, lesser categories covers interjections and numerals.
 An interjection is a word that indicates a strong feeling of surprise (oh!/ wow!),
happiness and joy (whoopee!), disgust (ugh!!) or annoying (puff !!) on the part of the
speaker. Words like psst or ahem, to get someone’s’ attention; shh, to ask for silence
and whew, to express relieve are considered as interjections.
 A numeral is a word that denotes a number ( one, twice, third, eighteen …)
2.2.2.2.

Word Formation

Also named “word-building” this term suggests dealing with the formation
(compilation) of words by cooperating smaller elements to produce larger words with more
complex meaning. In English, this takes three forms: affixation compounding and conversion
(McCarthy, 2002).
 Affixation is the production of adding prefixes or suffixes to the base to change its
meaning and/or its part of speech from one class to another.


Prefixation: dis + agree



Suffixation: agree + ment



Prefixation and suffixation: dis + agree + ment

disagree ; un + help
agreement ; help + ful

un + help + ful

unhelp
helpful
disagreement;
unhelpful

 Compounding is the production of words that are made up of combination of two bases
that can stand independently to form a new word with different meaning, as in the
following :
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 Compound verbs
- Verb + verb

freeze-dry; baby-sit

- Noun + noun

hand-wash

- Adjective + verb

dry-clean; whitewash, widespread.

- Preposition + verb

underestimate; overcook; overactive.

 Compound adjectives
- Noun + verb

(check )

- Adjective + adjective

red-hot; grey-green; English-speaking

- Noun + adjective

oil-rich; timesaving; world-famous

- Preposition + adjective

under-full; oversmooth

 Compound nouns
- Noun + noun

sunflower; schoolhouse; football

- Verb + noun

skateboard; watchmaker; babysitter; paycheck.

- Adjective + noun
- Noun + verb

grandmother; whitefish; blackboard.
waterfall; bookstore; daybreak; rainbow.

- Preposition + noun

overcoat; outpost; undercover.

- Verb + adverb

comeback; comedown.

- Adverb + verb

downfall; backbone.

 Conversion, also named “zero affixation” or “transposition”, is the process by which
a new lexical item is created by changing its word class without altering its form (Plag,
2003). This is illustrated in the following examples:
( to hammer/ a hammer)
-

I used a hammer to repair the roof.

-

He hammered his two clenched fists on the table.
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(to walk/ a walk)
-

He went for a walk.

-

She walked in silence.

-

She gave her son a big hug.

-

She hugged her legs tight to her chest.

(to hug/ a hug)

2.2.2.3.

Word Meaning

The meaning of words and their relationship is often transmitted through the
use of polysemy, synonymy, antonymy, or hyponymy.
 Synonymy
According to Palmer (1981, p. 88), the term synonymy is used to refer to the relation of
“sameness of meaning”. Two words are said to be synonymous or synonyms only if they are
substitutable in meaning. In other words, they have similar meaning yet different forms as in:
couch, sofa; boy, lad; lawyer, attorney; large, big …
According to Thornbury (2002), in some situations, however, a word can be more
appropriate than another; as a result, they cannot not be used interchangeably. In this sense,
linguists believe that there is no perfect or identical synonym. This denotes that though some
words share the same meaning, they can be used differently depending on the context they
encountered in. They may reveal differences related to connotation, frequency, appropriateness,
or usage. For example, the words “deep” and “profound” are synonyms that can be used with
the word “sympathy”; however, with the word “water”, only “deep” can be applied.
* Antonymy
Palmer (1981, p.94) refers to it as the relation of “oppositeness of meaning”; it joins
two words that have contrasting meanings like rich/poor, cheap/expensive and short/long.
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Unlike synonymy, antonymy covers three categories of oppositeness in meaning. This is
identified in gradable antonyms, complementary antonyms and converses
Gradable antonyms are opposites which can be represented as a scale of other words
involved resulting in gradual levels of meaning. For example, between “terrible” and
“excellent”, we can intermediate words like “bad” and “good”. This is presented in the
following example:
Terrible

bad

good

excellent

Contrary to the previous type, complementary antonyms do not involve in-between
states, as in man/woman, dead/alive, true/false, before/after. Other forms of antonymy are
identified as converses. Named also relational opposites, they involve the relationship between
two meanings sharing the same context. For example, “doctor” and “patient” are opposites
within the context of their relationship. Within this category, we also distinguish antonyms like
husband/wife, predator/prey, teacher/pupil, parent/child and mother/daughter.
 Hyponymy
It refers to the relation of inclusion between two lexical items. For example, the words
“rose”, “orchid”, “lily” are all hyponyms compiled by their common inclusion under the
superordinate term of “flower”. We can also distinguish the following:
-

Animal (superordinate)

dog - cat - sheep - monkey. (hyponyms)

-

Vehicle (superordinate)

car - bus - lorry - train.

 Polysemy
The word polysemy denotes the relation of having multiple meanings. Polysemous
words have the same written form but different meanings. The intended meaning can only be
derived from the context in which it is used. For instance, the word “table” may refer to a piece
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of furniture or to a multiplication table. Similarly, the word “book” denotes a piece of literature
or a reservation to travel (ibid.).
2.3. The Complexity of Vocabulary
It has been denoted that vocabulary knowledge knows various features and elements
essential for the learner’s vocabulary development to reach a higher proficiency level. This
complexity is illustrated in three facets namely, receptive/productive vocabulary, breadth/depth
vocabulary and literal/figurative vocabulary.
2.3.1. Receptive vs. Productive Vocabulary
Within the framework of vocabulary learning, a distinction between receptive and
productive vocabulary is made. The former refers to the words and expressions one can identify
and recognize when reading or hearing them. The latter, on the other hand, refers to the words
and expressions one can use accurately in speaking or writing (Qing, 2009). In this respect,
Nation (1990) maintains that “receptive carries the idea that we receive language input from
others through listening or reading and try to comprehend it, productive that we produce
language forms by speaking and writing to convey message to others” (p. 24). Also, Melka
(1997) claims that there is no explicit definition that can be attributed to the concepts of
reception and production vocabulary, since several alternative terms like active/passive
vocabulary, comprehension/production vocabulary, and understanding/speaking vocabulary
are used to refer to the two notions. In reference to Nation’s definition, Qing (2009) points out
to the implication of some assumptions. First of all, it is claimed that production is more difficult
than reception; that is why, language users have larger receptive vocabulary than productive
one in the sense that language learners may understand numerous new words but find
themselves unable to use them correctly while speaking or writing. Additionally, reception
precedes production. Here, the two notions are considered as a continuum process rather than
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a dichotomy; put otherwise, within a language teaching or learning situation, knowing a word
is a kind of a transit that goes gradually from the learner’s receptive to productive vocabulary.
In this respect, Melka (1997, p.89) suggests the following stages:


Imitation: apperceive the input disregarding comprehension.



Comprehension: understanding the input.



Reproduction with assimilation: requires an active integration and reconstitution of
the input.



Production: output used.

2.3.2. Breadth vs. Depth Vocabulary
A second facet of vocabulary complexion is illustrated in the distinction between these
two dimensions of vocabulary knowledge. Anderson and Freebody (1981) assert that
the first maybe called “breadth” of knowledge by which we mean the
number of words for which the person knows at least some of the
significant aspects of meaning …[there] is a second dimension of
vocabulary knowledge namely the quality of “depth” of
understanding. (p. 92-93 cited in Gyllstad, 2007, p. 42)
Regarding this definition, ‘breadth vocabulary’ refers to the vocabulary size; that is the
number of words meaning one can have. ‘Depth vocabulary’, on the other hand, refers to
vocabulary quality; this denotes how well one can know a word referring to its various aspects.
According to Paribakht and Wesche (1996), it is essential to increase knowledge of words by
teaching depth vocabulary across the curriculum since knowing a word involves the ability to
define it, using it appropriately, recalling its different meanings, the ability to use it accurately
in different situations and the ability to use it productively.
2.3.3. Literal vs. Figurative Vocabulary
Other aspects that characterize the complexity of vocabulary knowledge are literal and
figurative vocabulary. The former refers to the explicit meaning inferred from any sentence or
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expression; this, accordingly, entails the meaning understood from its individual words
regardless of context. However, the latter refers to the implicit meaning that can be used
idiomatically or metaphorically. In other words, it denotes the non-literal meaning of sentences
or expressions, that is, the one inferred from the context or situation in which they occur. For
instance, a sentence like “He got the axe” may literally denote that one male person brought a
tool to cleave wood, or it may figuratively mean that a male person was discharged from his
job. Another example is the occurrence of the word “stocking”. In a dictionary, it is defined as
“a close – fitting covering usually knitted, for the leg and foot”. However, its meaning can be
interpreted differently according to the context in which it is used:


My mother still has stockings from the World War II

The word “stockings”, here, refers to the hosiery dressed by a classy woman; they are made of
nylon or silk.


The stockings were hung by the chimney with care in hopes that Saint

Nicholas soon would be there
Here, it refers to the stocking-shaped containers that children hang up on their chimney as a
decoration on a Christmas Eve. (Celce-Murcia & Olshtain, 2000, p.80)
From the previous examples, we can deduce that figurative expressions/ words cannot
be understood without referring to their context or their culture. Henceforth, it is essential for a
FL learner to learn the target vocabulary in addition to its idioms to understand and use the
language being learned. According to Tankersley (2003), among the effective ways to teach
and enlarge the learner’s vocabulary is to compare the figurative meaning with the literal one.
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2.4. Learning Vocabulary
2.4.1. Incidental Learning vs. Intentional Learning
Also named explicit or direct learning, intentional vocabulary learning arises from
planned activities/ tasks and instructions designed by the teacher or the student; it is typically
based on “any activity aiming at committing lexical information to memory” (Hulstijin, 2001,
p.271). In other words, in intentional learning, teaching vocabulary is represented in lessons
and activities were learners depend on their vocabulary knowledge to complete and fulfill them.
These tasks require from the learner to use a dictionary whenever it is necessary to learn words
in context and situations, to make up charts and try to memorize them, to write down their new
words on a notebook or to use new items in phrases and sentences. Through intentional learning,
words are intended to be taught and explained explicitly and directly by the teacher. In this
respect, Mc Shane (2005) maintains that along the course of these activities learners should be
provided with opportunities to practise the new words already learned through guidance, clear
clues’ and instructions. This eventually will help learners to understand better and, thus,
enhance their vocabulary knowledge effectively.
The way learners evolve their vocabulary depends on their motivation, interest, or prior
knowledge; thus, it differs from one person to another. To learn and memorize their vocabulary
items, some learners carry notebooks to write down the English words lists along with their
pronunciation, definition, synonyms, or their equivalents in their MT. These words are
alphabetically ordered or just arbitrary listed. Some learners, on the other hand, associate these
vocabulary items with themes or topics while others depend on collecting them from the context
in which they were used. Still others state that they spend time practicing and putting those
words in different sentences or planning word games. (Naiman et al , 1978 & pickelt 1978; in
Fadel, 2005)
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Regarding incidental learning, it has been defined as “learning which apparently takes
place without a specific motive or specific formal instruction and set to learn the activity or
material in question” (Tresselt & Mayzner, 1960, p.210). In other words, it is based on learning
vocabulary unintentionally; this implies learning it without planning of doing so or with the
intent to learn another thing instead.
According to Hunt and Beglar (2002), incidental vocabulary is learned when learners
are exposed to an environment rich in the TL input via reading, writing tasks, listening, speaking
and interacting through communicative activities; henceforth, they learn new words
encountered in different contexts and situations. In his turn, Tacač (2008) indicates that
incidental learning is one of the effective ways to learn vocabulary from context since it
involves the learners’ competence to infer the meaning of new words from the context in
question with the help of the surrounding comprehensible linguistic TL input. Thus, they can
experiment, confirm, expand or narrow down the vocabulary relations. In this respect, Ellis
(1997) indicates that the main ideal source for learning TL vocabulary from context is through
extensive reading since a regular reading leads to the exposure of new words in contexts so
learning occurs.
For Nelson (1981; in Singleton, 1999), the amount of vocabulary we assimilate while
being engaged in doing other things without special teaching activities or planning is much
greater than the one intentionally taught. Accordingly, Hatch and Brown (1995) suggest that
encountering new words implicitly is essentially related to the source of the materials learners
are exposed to. On the report of Cunningham (2005), this exposure should extensively be via
oral and written language. Indeed, these various materials guarantee the success of incidental
learning in the sense that they have to be interesting enough and related to the actual learners’
needs. Day and Bamford (1998) claim that “in the absence of interesting texts, very little is
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possible” (p.29); therefore, they help them in the appropriate use, right pronunciation and
correct writing of the target vocabulary.
The term incidental learning is no longer restricted to vocabulary learning since it has
been given a more general education meaning and, thus, denotes the general learning of one
thing when the learner’s attention is on doing something else (Schmidt, 1994). This is how
incidental learning has become known in the field of SL/FL pedagogy.
Vocabulary growth is generally dominated by extensive reading. In many classrooms,
learners have few occasions to promote their vocabulary learning; they consider that the display
of rapid vocabulary development is when they move into reading. They believe that the more
they read, the more their knowledge of vocabulary expands. Put otherwise, reading an
interesting text is a key to vocabulary improvement since it is a source rich in TL input where
learners also encounter familiar words to help them comprehend the meaning of new
vocabulary items. To construct a text meaning and to understand it is mainly determined by
understanding its individual words, regarding them as the essence of that text. In this respect,
some words are to be included: we name “high frequency sight” words, “selection critical”
words and familiar words. The first category refers to those that arise so often in printed matter;
the second one, on the other hand, denotes those items essential to the comprehension of a
specific selection while the last one refers to the old common words presented with a new
meaning. As far as this learning approach is concerned, it is important to devote some class
time to reading and encouraging learners to read outside classrooms (ibid.).
Regarding incidental learning, Lantlof and Throne (2007) claim that there is no such
kind of vocabulary learning. They state that “what is called incidental is not really incidental.
It is intentional, goal directed, meaningful activity” (p.208). Nevertheless, being a useful
approach to learn vocabulary, teachers should grasp their learners’ attention to unfamiliar
words.
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It is essential to bear in mind that lexical knowledge cannot all be covered and mastered
via explicit learning since this latter provides only some elements of it and cannot cover all
learners’ lexical needs. Henceforth, it can be promoted through several exposures only by
integrating both incidental and intentional learning in vocabulary programs. This way, learners
will have the opportunities to enhance their mental lexicon (Schmitt 2000).
2.4.2. Vocabulary Learning Strategies
The concept of language learning strategies is described from different perspectives by
numerous researchers; some consider language learning strategies as specific or intentional
actions, behaviours, mental activities, techniques, approaches or methods used by learners in
learning any language (Tacač, 2008). Ellis (1985), for example, refers to them as the mental
processes of acquiring and using the L2. Accordingly, Cohen (1998, cited in Tacač, 2008)
defines them as the “actions that learners consciously select to improve the learning of L2, the
use of it, or both” (p. 49). Oxford (2001), on the other hand, defines them as those “ operations
employed by the learner to aid the acquisition, storage, retrieval and the use of information,
specific actions taken by the learner to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more selfdirected, more effective and more transferable to new situations” (p.166).
Vocabulary learning strategies (VLS), therefore, are assumed to be the techniques used
by learners in attempting to learn, consolidate or recall target words. Their application came as
a means to facilitate learning to increase the lexical knowledge of the language being learned
and develop by then learners’ proficiency level. Based on previous researches and assumptions,
VLS are classified into different types: determination, social, memory; cognitive and
metacognitive strategies. This exhaustive list of strategies, proposed by Schmitt (1997), is
categorized into a comprehensive taxonomy of two major groups, named ‘discovery strategies’
and ‘consolidation strategies’.
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2.4.2.1. Discovery Strategies
This category of strategies comprises social and determination strategies. The former is
concerned with the interaction of learners with other people when asking someone else like
classmates or teachers for the meaning of the new target word(s). Teachers are often in this
position; they can be asked to give help by giving translation, synonym or definition. The latter,
on the other hand, is concerned with the discovery of the unknown words’ meaning through
guessing from the context or using reference materials mainly a dictionary.
Guessing from the context has greatly been promoted as the “undoubtedly most
important vocabulary learning strategy” (Nation, 1990, p.130). It is considered as a key
vocabulary learning skill for dealing with low frequency lexis, notably in reading authentic
texts. Inferring the meaning of words from context can be affected by the context itself; that is
to say, the context has to be rich enough to provide adequate clues for learners to guess a word’s
meaning.
These clues can be illustrated in the presence of signals like coordinating or
subordinating conjunctions as “but”, “because”, “if”, “when”… or an adverbial such as
“however” or “as a result”. In their turn, these signals are helpful for learners to be aware of the
possible kinds of rhetorical relationship, like “exemplification”, “explanation”, “comparison
and contrast”, “time” or “cause and effect”. Additionally, punctuation and reference words may
also be helpful as clues. The former can be exemplified in the use of semicolon to signal an
inclusion relationship or dashes to indicate a clarification. The latter, on the other hand, can be
illustrated in the presence of pronouns like “this/that” or “those/these” for possible
identification of antecedent information.
Another factor is the knowledge of the subject being read. It, generally, provides a
framework for incorporating the unfamiliar word with the already known information.
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Regarding this strategy, Clarke and Nation (1980, p.90) propose a set of steps learners go
through to guess meaning:
1.

Finding the part of speech of the unknown word (noun, verb, adjective, adverb).

2.

Examining the context of the unfamiliar word and simplifying it if necessary.

3.

Looking at the relationship between the clause or sentence containing the new
word and the one surrounding it.

4.

Guessing the meaning.

5.

Checking it.

After following these steps, learners may check their guessing by comparing it to the
unfamiliar word in terms of part of speech, if they belong to the same category. Then, they
break it into parts (prefix, root, suffix) to check if the meaning corresponds to the guessed word,
substitute it after that to see if it makes sense and look for it in dictionary. (Coady and Nation,
1988). This strategy, as has been said, focuses on the context rather than looking at words’
parts; it reflects one aspect of incidental learning which allows learners to meet new words and
learn them adequately.
Moreover, using a dictionary as a reference material is a common situation or strategy
learners refer to when they meet an unfamiliar word in a text and fail in inferring its meaning
from the context. According to Scholfield (1982), except for locating the unknown word
alphabetically, to look for a word in dictionary is “far from performing a purely mechanic
operation” (p.185) since it requires from the user to formulate a set of hypotheses and use
antecedent knowledge of different sorts of information deduced from the context. Many lexical
items in a language have more than one single meaning; therefore, some instructions may help
learners to reduce ambiguity and use dictionaries effectively. To begin with, learners should
start by scanning all of the definitions before choosing the one with the most reasonable sense.
In some cases, however, none of these senses seems to fit the context and sometimes more than
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one does. In this situation, learners “seek further contextual clues in the source text to
disambiguate” (Scholfield, 1982, p. 193). After that, once the definition is identified and
understood, learners integrate it into the context of the unknown word. Using a dictionary
effectively can be practised by means of well-designed activities and tasks to reduce
misunderstandings.
2.4.2.2. Consolidation Strategies
This category of strategies comprehends social, memorization, cognitive and
metacognitive strategies. Social strategies, previously mentioned, have values as both discovery
and consolidation strategies. Besides asking a classmate or a teacher, group work can be used
to learn or practise vocabulary since various researchers claim the benefits of cooperative group
learning in helping learners to use and manipulate language in class.
‘Memory strategies’, also called ‘mnemonics strategies’, refer to those involving
relations and connections between new materials and previously learned or existing
information. They play an important role in helping learners memorize new words in the whole
process of vocabulary learning. Examples of memorization strategies, suggested by Schmitt
(1997), are use of semantic maps, studying the spelling of a word, associating the word with its
coordination or keyword method.
Cognitive strategies refer to mental actions that help learners to restructure information
and make connections between unfamiliar words and already known information. It enables the
learner to use the language material via reasoning, analyzing, synthesizing and recognizing
information to advance stronger knowledge structures. They include verbal and written
repetition, which consists of writing or saying a word repeatedly over and over again in addition
to some mechanical means involving vocabulary learning. Another kind of cognitive strategy
is using study aids such as taking notes in class. Learners tend to create their own personal
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structure to learn new words, based on their notes. Other cognitive strategies involve making
tape recording of word lists and studying by listening or using vocabulary notebooks to facilitate
the vocabulary learning process (ibid.).
Metacognitive strategies involve “a conscious overview of the learning process and
making decisions about planning, monitoring or evaluating the best way to study” (Schmitt,
1997, p. 205). They are used when learners are aware of the learning process and can choose
the most efficient method for them to control and evaluate their own learning. This can be
illustrated in their exposure to movies, songs, magazines or newspapers, continuing to study a
word over time, or self-testing. Regarding this category of strategies, learners will take more
responsibility for their studies and, eventually, their learning will be improved.
2.5. Teaching Vocabulary
2.5.1. Techniques for Teaching Vocabulary
Inside the classroom, vocabulary teaching is generally planned with reference to the
teachers’ choice of lexical items to be taught. Thus, they adopt various techniques to help the
learners to understand the meaning of unfamiliar words, and become able to remember and use
them appropriately in different contexts. According to Hatch and Brown (1995), teachers
introduce new lexical items by means of definitions and use of synonyms or antonyms. In
addition to the planned vocabulary teaching, also referred as “the intentional vocabulary
instruction”, vocabulary teaching can be also unplanned (ibid. p.415). This entails “the teaching
of problem vocabulary that comes up without warning in the course of a lesson” (Seal, 1991,
p.298). In other words, during a SL/FL lecture, learners often ask for the meaning of a word or
look for certain clarifications. In this case, it is necessary for the teacher to improvise and
explain by analyzing its form and studying its meaning mainly through examples and pictures
(Hatch and Brown, 1995). For Seal (1991), three stages in the unplanned vocabulary teaching
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are distinguished. First, the teacher conveys the meaning of the words that have been anticipated
by using various means like synonyms, opposites or translation. Second, he checks the meaning
of the unfamiliar words whether they are understood or not by testing the learners’ assimilation
through asking questions or applying some activities. Finally, the teacher tries to consolidate
the information by exposing the use of the word in other contexts to the learners.
Hence, in order to explain unfamiliar words that have been encountered in the material
being presented, teachers tend to use various techniques to help the retention of new vocabulary
items and, thus, enhance learners’ comprehension. For Gairns and Redman (1986), they are
divided into two categories named ‘visual techniques’ and ‘verbal techniques’.
2.5.1.1. Visual Techniques
This category of techniques covers the use of flashcard, photographs, blackboard,
drawings, wall charts, realia (objects themselves), slides, facial expressions, mimes and
gestures. They are widely used to teach and convey meaning of concrete items of vocabulary
like those related to food or furniture in addition to some areas of vocabulary like places,
occupations, description of people, actions and activities (ibid.). According to Doff (1988,
p.14), presenting vocabulary visually is an effective direct method since conveying meaning,
here, is done rapidly, easily and clearly. Nevertheless, not all vocabulary items can be presented
in this way.
2.5.1.2. Verbal Techniques
 Definition

Working with definitions alone is frequently inadequate in vocabulary instruction.
According to Nagy (1988), conveying the meaning of vocabulary items by means of definitions
alone is insufficient to guarantee comprehension since it tells a little about how the words are
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used; that is why, the association of clearly contextualized examples is necessary to elucidate
the limits of the item.
 Synonyms and Contrasts

Some of the most common ways in which the meaning of new items is explicitly
presented are the use of synonyms and opposites. In addition to definition, synonymy is
generally used to respond to the question “what does Y mean?” Here, the teacher straightaway
gives a synonym; still, this latter has to be equivalent to the lexical item “Y”, regarding the
context in which it is used, and familiar to the FL/L2 learner. For example, words like old,
ancient, antique, aged and elderly all share the meaning of not young/new. However, it is more
likely to say an old record player than an elderly/aged one. Similarly, using contrasts as a
technique necessitates using an antonym with an illustration of the context in which it serves as
a real opposite of the new word. As an example, the vocabulary item old can easily be illustrated
by comparing it to young, as in old woman/young woman. Nevertheless, these two antonyms
do not have the same relation when they are associated with other items in a different context.
For instance,

the opposite of an old record player is a new one, and not a young one.

(Thornbury, 2002, p.9)
 Translation
Apropos of this technique, Gairns and Redman (1986) state that “translation maybe
legitimate but should otherwise be avoided” (p. 75). According to them, being a quick response
to an unsuccessful explanation in FL, translation saves time. Nevertheless, it should be kept
under tight control since when FL/L2 learners get used to their MT framework as reference to
attach FL/L2 items, they will not be able to evolve the essential framework related to their new
language.
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 Dictionaries
Regarding their different types, dictionaries provide the meaning of words, their
spelling, syllables, transcription…Therefore, their use strengthens the learner’s use of words. It
helps them develop their vocabulary knowledge by acquiring new words, enlarging their culture
and hence, evolving their skills. Also, dictionaries are considered as a valuable support and a
source of clarification concerning items in contexts.
 Use of Illustrative Situations
It is essential to introduce new words in adequate situations or rich contexts rather than
presenting them in isolation as an arbitrary list. This will provide the learner with context clues
to grasp the meaning and to be exposed to the situation in which certain vocabulary items are
used. Therefore, learning from context is undoubtedly a fundamental means to promote
vocabulary growth and deserves attention and practice.
According to Thornbury (2002), a situation presentation consists of providing a scenario
that contextualizes the target word(s). This can be enhanced by the use of pictures, board
drawings, or gestures to make it more understandable. Another option to the situational
approach is to furnish students with instances that illustrate the target word in context. From
the accumulative outcome of the sentences, the students should be able to hypothesize the
meaning of the unfamiliar word using induction. This latter refers to the mental procedure of
hypothesizing from examples. For instance, to explain the meaning of the word “fancy”, a
teacher can provide a range of various sentences in which the word is used to help the learners
to infer the meaning and be exposed to the different contexts where it can be applied:


I fancy eating out tonight. Don’t you?



Fancy a drink?



He is really nice, but I don’t fancy him.
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I never really fancied package holidays much.

(ibid. p.82)
For Thornbury (2002), enabling learners to hear or see various sentences helps to be
confident enough to answer. Accordingly, being exposed to the target word several times in a
variety of typical contexts increases the chances of remembering it, helps in getting information
on the word’s form and grammar, in addition to its range of applications as well as its typical
collocations (fancy a drink?). So, they can generalize its use and transfer it in new contexts
accurately.
2.5.2. Vocabulary Selection
To help textbook writers and teachers come to a decision on the vocabulary items to
teach, a number of scholars have introduced different criteria appropriate to every educational
level and used when designing their syllabus and materials. Accordingly, these criteria can be
applied to select the particular lexical item to be taught; however, their use differs from one
teaching situation to another regarding the fact that what can be considered as an important item
in one context, maybe quite futile in another. For example, when the target is evolving spelling
or word formation, it is probably unnecessary to integrate words which always deal with the
topic being introduced in the unit. Therefore, teachers’ choice to give importance and use some
criteria rather than others will be, then, based on their own teaching situation (Gairns &
Redman, 1986). To guarantee a good understanding and adequate learning of vocabulary items,
criteria like frequency, need and level, cultural factors and expediency are suggested to be used
for vocabulary selection.
 Frequency
An item of high frequency is an item used in different occasions either in speech or
writing. For Gairns and Redman (1986), it is helpful for learners to teach them the most frequent
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words in any language before the unusual ones. Working with frequency lists are practical to
decide what to teach and for what purpose; items in a large vocabulary set that people talk about
most, like colors, clothing, and health problems … should be taught first, leaving the less
common words for next. On the other hand, on the report of Sinclair and Renouf (1991), the
most frequent words should be supplied by intuition since what is common is not necessary
useful for learners. They assert that:
the additional [vocabulary] list will probably include, among
other things, words relating to domestic reality, such as days of
the week and kinship terms, and other common lexical sets; also
further words to refer to physical sensation and personal
emotions, and to use in making evolutions (p.151).
Thus, the organization of vocabulary teaching items on a subject basis is beneficial to work out
the most common words related to that subject area by means of intuition or by collaboration
of teachers related to the subject matter (ESP).
 Need and Level
It is possible for learners to have different levels and needs. For example, compared to
advanced students who have a broad perspective and need a larger vocabulary range,
elementary students show some limitations in their choice of lexis which corresponds to their
lexical needs (Gairns & Redman, 1986). Therefore, when teaching vocabulary, a teacher has to
take into consideration the vocabulary items that correlate with the learners’ level and needs.
 Cultural Factors
A further criterion to be considered for the selection of vocabulary is learners’ sociocultural differences. Gairns and Redman (1986) think that some topics and words are of a great
importance to native speakers in the SL/FL environment since they reflect their cultural interest.
However, such concern may not be shared by learners and vice-versa. For example, the lexical
items “sleet” and “double-glazing” have the same significance to Brazilians as “mangos” and
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“cockroach” are to Scandinavians, at last, when they stand in their home environment. Hence,
teachers should take in to consideration their learners’ socio-cultural dimension of the language
(ibid. p59).
* Expediency
For Gairns and Redman (1986), this criterion refers to the learners’ need for specific
kinds of vocabulary to understand the teachers or fellow students to facilitate the production of
the activities they are involved in, in the classroom. Wallace (1988) asserts that some “words
may be learnt or taught because they are seen to be of special relevance to particular situations
in which the learner finds himself, or might find himself” (p.16). Therefore, for a better
assimilation, designing activities containing certain vocabulary items like grammatical
terminology and activity instructions are necessary in classroom to avoid confusion or
misunderstandings.
2.6. Vocabulary and Writing
To enhance one’s vocabulary, a learner needs to use new words frequently since the
more these unfamiliar words are used, the more they are solidified in the mind. For Lanflamme
(1997), “the vocabulary is particularly strengthened when news words are used in writing.
Consequently, we should look for opportunities to have students use the new learned words in
their writing” (p.373).
Being exposed to the English language in different contexts gives the possibility to
learners to identify and recognize the similarities and contrasts of English words within and
across different types of texts. Hence, they will learn when and how to use these words and
produce sentences properly. This eventually will be reflected in their written form. In their turn,
teachers provide the context as a support for learners about the way written English is structured
and organized as a reference to provide insights on how vocabulary is used in its real context
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In some ways, the ability to write effectively depends on having an adequate vocabulary. Once
learners have learned to decode unfamiliar words, by examining the context in which these
words are used, they may be able to read, pronounce or even determine their accurate meanings.
Nevertheless, along the writing process, learners tend to create the context in which a word is
used; in this respect, they must be able to evoke words that are common not only by sight, but
also those that are adequately understood to use correctly (Flores 2008).
To improve his writing skill, a learner has to improve his vocabulary. This
enhancement process occurs mainly when the teacher is involved in creating a classroom
environment that takes writing seriously. “In such a classroom, process and environment are
closely intertwined and interdependent. The process does not come alive unless the
environment is conductive to it” (Corona, Spangenberg & Venet, 1998, p.24). Accordingly, the
following techniques are suggested to create a writing centered classroom:
 Sharing vocabulary-rich books and reading materials: For Sloan (1996), the best
source to become a better writer is by reading good books, poems and stories rich in
interesting vocabulary. This allows teachers to help students deduce the meaning of
new words, gives students the time to hear and understand them in context and
provides an opportunity to discuss them.
 Allow time for students to evaluate others’ writing and receive teachers’
feedback: Sharing their writings with their peers or teachers provides feedback for
students; in their turn, this will serve as a booster to ameliorate their writing and help
them to understand the concepts studied (Corona, Spangenberg & Venet, 1998).
 Provide plenty of time for students to experience the writing process: Since the
writing process should be studied in depth, teaching it takes time. Starting a writing
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task from the stage of planning to the one publication is essential to students; it
reflects their efforts and comprehension towards the concepts studied (ibid.).
 Offer daily writing opportunities to your students: “A writer-centered classroom
emphasizes using written expression to communicate ideas. Writing is an important
part of all areas of the curriculum” (ibid., p.29). To provide students with various and
numerous writing assignments that can be illustrated in journal entries, outlines,
poetry, report and short stories help them to have a great investment in their writing
since they are given options about their assignments and what they want to write
about.
 Incorporate practice and repletion as a way for students to become familiar with
the vocabulary words and how they are used: for Laflamme (1997), the more
students are exposed to writing, discussions, modeling, classroom exercises and
reading, the more they will be able to recall all the words they have in their mind.
Henceforth, they complete writing tasks successfully rich in terms of vocabulary and
ideas.
 Encourage students to become aware and look for new and interesting words:
this may take different forms; for instance, students may work on looking through
books for words that grasp their attention and copy down familiar words that the
author could have used instead or simply write them down on their vocabulary
notebook.
 Teach students the strategies to read, understand and write about increasingly
complex text: these strategies can contribute to a better understanding so text
patterns will be recognized and ready to be used in students’ own writing (Fisher and
Ivey 2005).
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Conclusion
This chapter tried to address some theoretical issues concerning FL vocabulary related
to its definition, description and complexity. Further, it attempted to present some relevant
matters in teaching and learning vocabulary, with reference to its importance in writing, to
provide some useful aspects that may help FL learners reduce their lexical errors, ameliorate
and enhance their vocabulary knowledge.
Learners have to bear in mind that learning a language goes hand in hand with learning
its vocabulary, as Lewis (1993) noted, “lexis is the core or heart of a language” (p.89). For an
effective successful written or verbal communication, knowledge of words and their meaning
is necessary; otherwise, communication will be muddied and poorly understood. Thus, we
believe that learners’ vocabulary can be evolved through integrating regular tasks and activities
where they are exposed to the use of language through practice.
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Chapter Three
Teaching and Learning Writing: An Overview
Introduction
“writing, like life itself, is a voyage of discovery”
Henry Miller (1964, p.106)
A foreign language is by and large taught and assessed in terms of four skills: listening,
speaking, reading and writing. Of these four language skills, writing is undoubtedly considered
as the most complicated one. Regarding its necessity in language learning, it is a challenging
skill that demands an ongoing significant amount of practice and attention. The current chapter
presents a brief review of the literature related to the writing skill. First, it explores the nature
of writing through defining it; investigates its relation to other skills, speaking and reading
comparatively; and describes the essential elements of producing an effective piece of writing.
Then, it demonstrates the essence of teaching writing focusing on the basic approaches for
developing it. Last but not least, the chapter offers an account of the various roles a writing
teacher plays with reference to the different types of classroom writing performance he provides
to his students.
3.1. Definition of Writing
Writing is a lifetime language skill that aims at communicating using a set of letters or
graphic symbols written or marked on surface (Byrne, 1991). Drawn up visually, these letters
are combined to form words following conventional values to represent a particular language
and constitute readable matter with the intent to communicate meaning and transmit concrete
ideas. As such, the act of writing is much more that the production of graphic symbols or a
matter of writing things down; it entails expressing thoughts, connecting ideas together to
convey meaning, as Raimes (1992) sustains, “composing means expressing ideas, conveying
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meaning. Composing means thinking” (p.261). In this respect, writing is a powerful tool of
thinking since it offers writers an opportunity to clarify their thoughts end express them in a
meaningful written mode; accordingly, Greenberg and Rath (1985; in Bouguerne, 2011) believe
that “writing is a powerful instrument of thinking because it provides students with a way of
gaining control over their thoughts. Writing shapes their perception of themselves and the
world” (p.10).
According to Collins and Gentner (1980; in Kroll, 1990), the intricacy of composing is
represented in the learners’/writers’ struggle to coordinate the four structural levels in writing,
starting with the word structure, sentence structure, paragraph structure and overall text
structure. They claim that
Much of the difficulty of writing stems from the large number f
constraints that must be satisfied at the same time. In expressing an
idea, the writer must consider at least four structural levels: overall
text structure, paragraph structure, sentence structure (syntax), and
word structure… Clearly the attempt to coordinate all these
requirements is a struggling job.
(ibid. p.140)
In addition to that, Byrne (1991) refers to other issues that make writing a sophisticated task
for native speakers and language learners. They cover to some extent psychological, linguistic
and cognitive problems. Regarding writing as a solitary activity, the main psychological
problem lies in the absence of interaction and feedback between the writer and the audience.
The linguistic problems, on the other hand, are displayed in the role a writer has to compensate
for the absence of some features used in speaking to sustain the process of interaction
(repetition, backtracking, paralinguistic features…). The cognitive problems are related to the
fact that writing is not a naturally acquired skill; it is learned through a process of formal
instruction where written forms of the language are mastered and certain structures are learned.
In this respect, for Graves (1981), writing is a complicated process that involves “a series of
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operations leading to the solution of problem. The process begins when a writer consciously or
unconsciously starts a topic and is finished when the written piece is published” (p.4).
Concerning pedagogy, a great amount of academic work is presented through the
medium of writing. Indeed, learners are exposed to writing along their academic career through
writing assignments, personal notes, papers and reports or even corresponding with their
teachers via e-mails. On their part, most teachers rely on written handouts and books to present
their lectures. They publish articles, submit applications for colloquiums and seminars.
Regarding the importance of this medium in academic purposes, it is a complex task for learners
to complete, especially if they are writing in their second or foreign language. Besides grammar
and vocabulary, writing necessitates a set of tasks and activities that goes through generating
ideas that need to be selected and prioritized following conventional norms, in addition to
reviewing the text to avoid misunderstandings and reduce the production of errors (Biggs, Lai,
Tang & Lavelle, 1999). In this respect, Heaton (1975) believes that there are four necessary
skills for writing. They are illustrated in the grammatical skill, which is the ability to write
accurate sentences; the stylistic skill, that is the ability to manipulate sentences and use language
properly; the mechanical skill that consists of using correctly those conventions distinct to the
written language (e.g. punctuation); and finally, the judgment skill, which is the ability to write
in an adapted manner for a peculiar reason with the possibility to select and organize relevant
information.
Eventually, writing is a form of communication that enables learners to communicate
ideas, attitudes and thoughts by means of meaningful language structures under the shape of
words, sentences or texts that are subject to the rules of grammar, vocabulary, organization and
mechanics. It is an intricate language skill that demands attention, time, guidance and efforts
to be developed and learned.
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3.2.Writing and Other Skills
Learning a foreign language involves the integration of the four skills, speaking,
listening, reading and writing. Listening and reading are known to be receptive skills while
speaking and writing are productive ones. Despite their distinction and differences, they
contribute to the development of one another in certain situations. For example, listening to
native speakers talking ameliorates one’s ability to speak; besides, combining writing and
reading has adequate results.
3.2.1. Writing and Speaking
Identified as productive skills, writing and speaking involve undoubtedly
communicating specific thoughts or information to preserve relations between people as
Chandler (1995) claims “writing serves a multiplicity of purposes in everyday life:
communication is only of the reasons why people write. For instance, like speech, writing also
has what linguists call a phatic function: maintaining rapport between people” (p.43). However,
despite being two related modes of communication, the act of writing is quite different from
the act of speaking since they take place in different communicative situations and have distinct
language structures. In this respect, written language and spoken language differ in several
significant ways. For example, Brown (2001, p.303-06) distinguishes seven levels of
differences:
 Permanence: written language is permanent; it remains for a long time. The reader
has the occasion to receive, read, store and refer back to it, whenever it is needed.
Spoken language, on the other hand, is ephemeral; it lasts for a short time since once
you utter a sentence, it vanishes. The hearer, accordingly, is requested to make
instant perceptions and storage.
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 Processing/ production time: associated with permanence, this feature entails the
time the reader gains in dealing with a piece of writing. Most reading contexts allow
readers to read at their own rate; they are not obliged to follow the rate of delivery
as in speech. Besides, writers have enough time to plan, draft, review and edit their
writing; they have the possibility to modify their writing at any stage of the writing
process before handing it to the reader. Speakers, on the other hand, have to plan,
formulate and utter what they want to say immediately, within few moments in order
to preserve a conversation.
 Distance: the written word enables messages to be sent across two dimensions:
physical distance and temporal distance. In a face to face conversation, the listener’s
task is to interpret what the speaker utters. Since they share the same physical and
temporal contexts, the use of words deictic expressions like “now” and “that” and
what they stand for in an expression like “now, what exactly did you mean by that?”
will not cause any misunderstanding. In writing, on the contrary, the reader is
required to interpret language that is written in some other place at some other time
with only the written words themselves as contextual hints.
 Orthography: spoken language is characterized by its verbal and non verbal cues
that enhance their message comprehension. As interlocutors, participants take
advantage of using facial expressions, gestures, stress, rhythm, intonation, pauses
and volume. In writing,

the extra-linguistic resources are reduced. Writers have

only the choice to use punctuation, some context pictures, tables, formulas or charts
to convey meaning. Therefore, readers are required to do their best to infer, interpret
and read between the lines to reduce the effects of vagueness and ambiguity present
in a good deal of writing.
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 Complexity: writing and speech exhibit different modes of complexity and the
nature of clauses is the most visible one. Written language is often well organized,
more coherent with long and complete clausal structures connected by
subordinations. On the other hand, spoken language relies more on short clauses
more related by coordinating conjunctions. It involves a degree of spontaneity that
can result in less coherent sentences, repeated words and redundancy.
 Vocabulary: unlike spoken language, written language is often characterized by
the use of a wider variety of lexical items. This mainly because writing allows more
processing time which entails the writer’s use of formal conventions and desire to
be precise.


Formality: writing tends to be more formal than speech; this entails the use of some
prescribed forms that certain written messages must adhere to. For example, in essay
writing, writers need to adapt some conventions like paragraph topics, logical order,
way of developing ideas, a preference of non-redundancy and substitution of
clauses. This is rarely accorded to speech. Harmer (2004) maintains that informal
lexical types are more prominent in spoken language than written medium. This can
be illustrated in the use of hesitation markers (umm, well, etc…); non-clausal units
(mmm, uh huh), interjections (wow, cor!) and contracted forms (I’ve, you’re …) that
are more likely to occur in speech rather than writing.

Besides the previously mentioned features, there are other significant differences
between the two mediums. Spoken language is often directed to a specific audience in a
particular situation which results in immediate interaction between the speaker and the listener.
On the contrary, writing is aimed at a wide unknown audience which necessitates a greater
explicitness from the writer. In this respect, Crystal (2005) states:
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Speech is time-bound, dynamic, transient-part of an
interaction in which, typically, both participants are present,
and the speaker has a specific addressee (or group of
addressees) in mind. Writing is space-bound, static,
permanent-the result of a situation in which, typically, the
producer is distant from the recipient-and, often, may not
even know who the recipient is (as with most literature). (p.2)
Regardless of all the foregoing contrasts, in some contexts, there are some occasions
where the two language forms of communication become quite similar. For example, the
written language used in text messaging and internet chatting appears to be more like speaking
while using written words; they are usually read immediately and deleted. In addition, speakers
just like writers can go through a process of planning, drafting, and editing in their mind before
doing an interview, participating in a conference or attending a meeting (Harmer, 2004).
Each skill has its appropriate uses in relation to the circumstances that determine its
utility. It is clear that the written production of language requires several patterns for shaping
the information that has to be conveyed. These patterns are most of the time based on linguistic
elements that the writer needs to take into account in order to convey successfully the
communicative purpose of a given piece of writing to the reader.
3.2.2. Writing and Reading
Even if writing is a productive skill and reading is a receptive one, the nature of the
relation between these two language skills reveals to be close in a complementary way. Reading
tends to be the salient source of knowledge about writing; it provides knowledge, ideas and
information that help learners enrich their writing, and contribute to the assimilation of stylistic
choices, language structures and grammatical features that enhance their style writing.
According to Stocky (1983):
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Better writers tend to be better readers (of their own writing as
well as of other reading material), that better writers tend to
read more than poorer writers, and that better readers tend to
produce more syntactically mature writing than poorer readers.
(p.636)
On her part, Celce-Muria (2001) asserts:
At the very least, readings provide models of what English
language texts look like, and even if not used for the purpose
of imitation, they provide input that helps students develop
awareness of English language prose style. ( p.224-5)
Moreover, Nelson (1993) maintains that the relation between reading and writing is
inextricable in the sense that “a written text is a reading text, that we need to write and write to
read, and that reading and writing are similar processes of making meaning” (p.328). This
reveals that each skill has an implicit ability to contribute and stimulate growth in the other.
Writing feeds on reading; this latter empowers learners to become better writers.
From another prescriptive, reading is a crucial means to evaluate the written production.
In order to depict his errors, the writer needs to read critically and not concentrate on the surface
errors only. He has to consider how readers will understand and interpret his input. Therefore,
he tries to select, arrange and rearrange their ideas and do his best to present and communicate
by the end his message in a meaningful convenient way. On their part, readers tend to decode
the writer’s message and interpret it in terms of their own experiences and perception
(Greenberg and Rath, 1985). Furthermore, Rubin and Hansen (1984; in Tavares, 1990, p. 5960) maintain that readers and writers share five types of knowledge:


Information knowledge: it comprises world knowledge and concepts that the
reader needs from the texts and from his own background of experience to
assimilate the texts, in addition to the information that the writer uses in his input.
The input gained in reading avails writing and this latter clarifies this information
in return.
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Structural knowledge: it covers knowledge of structure of discourse and writing
principles; it has been traditionally taught through writing syllabus. In their product,
writers present some structures that readers use to convey meaning.



Transactional knowledge: it entails the conceptualization of a text as a means of
communication between author and reader. It makes people consider the audience
which may lead to the influence of the writer’s topic selection and revision. On the
other hand, readers consider it to explain and question the author’s purpose and
style.



Aesthetic knowledge: it denotes some alliterate styles, interjections, length which
resound in the readers and writers ears and alter their choices.



Process knowledge: it refers to the writers and readers awareness about their
process while writing or reading. It helps them make insightful decisions about
revising and following the appropriate strategy in reading.

3.3. Basic Elements of Effective Writing
Through their academic career, learners are exposed to write and produce different
assignments, paragraphs, essays, papers … therefore, they need to craft their piece of writing
to hand it to their audiences in the most convenient way. Writing in English within an academic
context involves some standards of appropriateness associated to different aspects of writing.
According to Starkey (2004), students in the writing classroom need to take into consideration
some essentials like organization, clarity, word choice, coherence, cohesion along with proper
use of mechanics to write effectively.
3.3.1. Organization
Along the writing process, information should be presented in a well structured form to
guide readers to be convinced of what is written, and follow your lead from the first sentence
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to the last one. Patterns of organization help to see how various several developing ideas and
information fit within a framework; it enables readers “to see how various points you make in
your [piece of writing] work together and how they support your thesis” (Starkey, 2004, p.2).
Organization usually guarantees the effective running of ideas and sentences. A learner
should decide about the organization of his piece of writing before starting the act of writing
following some prewriting techniques like brainstorming. This latter is a way of gathering ideas
by using the free-writing, listing or clustering techniques. They are useful for an effective plan
and ensure the well organization of the written work.
3.3.2. Clarity
Being an indispensable component of writing quality, clarity is an element learners
should be skilled at. According to Medewar (1974; in Bottomley, 2014 )“No one has
something original or important to say will willingly run the risk of being misunderstood,
people who write obscurely are either unskilled in writing or up to mischief” (p.14).Therefore,
clarity is essential to make one’s writing easy, precise and accessible to read and understand. It
can be achieved by being precise, concise and relevant, and making each word count so that
readers grasp what the writer means to say (Murray and Hughes, 2008).
Different factors contribute to achieve clarity, some of which are mentioned be Starkey
(2004, p. 12-15) as follows:


Eliminate ambiguity by avoiding words or phrases with more than one possible
meaning or interpretation. Learners should be explicit in their writing and keep away
from vague expressions and any language structure that could distract and confuse
the reader.



Use modifiers to add precision, meaning and originality to the piece of writing. This
can be attained by using powerful and explicit adjectives and adverbs; they can help
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out learners to transmit their message across in fewer, more accurate words. For
instance, the word Chihuahua can substitute for little dog, exhausted can replace
really tired, and late can take the place of somewhat behind schedule.


Be concise and get right to the point. This means that learners need to avoid
worthless repetition or wordiness and redundancy. This latter, according to
Bottomley (2014), is an evidence that the writer is not in complete control of the
development of his writing piece. Accordingly, Starkey (2004) sustains that
removing unnecessary words and using active (as opposed to passive) voice
whenever possible are two important approaches to more concise writing.

3.3.3. Word Choice
Words are the most essential element a learner uses to communicate; therefore, the best
way to accurately convey his ideas in writing is to choose effectively the right words. Deciding
which words to use is very important; according to Rebitaille and Connelly (2007), it embraces
the use of concrete specific language, awareness of denotation and connotation, and use of
appropriate vocabulary.
Words a learner selects should be concrete and specific enough to create the perfect
image of what he means in the reader’s mind. For example, Rebitaille and Connelly (2007)
evoked the distinction between abstract and concrete words. They believe that the proper way
to describe and convey ideas and concepts like beauty, love or truth is to use abstract language.
On the other hand, when the aim is to describe and create a picture for readers to see and
imagine, concrete language would be appropriate. This can be illustrated in the following
examples (ibid. p.234):
*Abstract: their cowardice in the face of adversity was not something they were proud of.
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 Concrete: the woods behind my house are densely packed with underbrush and tangled with
wild grapes
Moreover, awareness of denotation and connotation is another aspect learners should
take into account while choosing their words. When learners are unsure of the denotative
meaning of a word; they tend to confuse words that sound and look similar but have very
difficult meanings, words and usages that appear correct but do not belong to the Standard
English, or words that are misused so often that their use is thought to be correct. To be
absolutely sure of the word they have in mind is the right one, learners should use dictionaries
to avoid any confusion. Connotation, on the other hand, “is a word’s implied meaning which
involves emotions, cultural assumption and suggestions” (Starkey, 2004, p.21); it requires
thinking beyond dictionary, but rather to what might be implied or inferred by learners’ choice
of words.
Using the appropriate vocabulary helps the writer to express the shade of the meaning
he wants to transmit to his audience. This entails avoiding the use of unfamiliar synonyms; that
is, words that are listed in dictionaries as synonyms but they cannot be used interchangeably.
Learners tend to use words they are not familiar with so their writing sounds impressive and
sophisticated; unfortunately, they end up using words that have the wrong associations. Also,
learners should avoid using slangs, which are informal words that meaning is specific to a
category of people; profanity, which is disrespectful and vulgar language; and clichés, which
are expressions used so frequently that they have lost their freshness (Rebitaille and Connelly,
2007).
3.3.4. Coherence
No matter how creative and insightful one’s ideas are, the success or failure of his
writing may be determined by how clearly and logically he could manage to present and
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transmit them to the reader. Considered as a crucial element in any kind of writing, coherence
plays an essential role in making a propitious piece of writing. It has to do with the connection
and arranging of ideas and sentences so they can flow together smoothly and fluently to inhibit
the reader’s misunderstanding (Murray and Hughes, 2008).
To write efficiently, one has“…[to]stick[his] ideas together as links in a chain, each link
connecting the one before it with the one after. If any links are missing, the connections become
unclear and the argument structure breaks down” (ibid., p.45). As it is illustrated in the present
figure, a piece of academic writing has a history in the arrangement of ideas that embraces its
structure. The reader’s ability to understand what he is reading builds upon how each idea is
clearly and logically related to the preceding one.
Figure 3.1. A Sequence of Ideas. (Murray and Hughes, 2008: 46)

According to Harmer (2004), a coherent piece of writing exhibits the writer’s purpose
and his line of thoughts. It enables the reader to understand whether the writer is providing
information, proposing a course of action, making judgment about a book or play, or just
expressing an opinion on what is happening in the world. In addition to that, it provides the
reader the ability to follow the writer’s sequence of reasoning, when a text is a discursive piece
and to proceed the story and not get confused by its different characters and time jumps, when
a text is a narrative one. Furthermore, it enables the audience to know what the writer is
describing regarding looks, sounds, smells or tastes, when it is a descriptive piece. On her part,
Lepionka (2008) maintains that coherence can mainly be compromised by lack of transitions,
derailment of logic, stagnation of thoughts and disconnected statements.
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3.3.5. Cohesion
Cohesion is another predictor of writing quality. It is what makes a text stick and hold
together using some specific cohesive elements that interlink between text’s components
(Grabe and Kaplan, 2014). Moreover, Shoshana (1986) asserts that cohesion refers to “the overt
relationship holding between parts of the text, expressed by language specific markers” (p.17).
Put otherwise, cohesion is only achieved by using appropriate cohesive markers that connect
between elements within a text at the level of words, clauses, sentences and paragraphs.
McCarthy (1991) distinguishes two categories of cohesion named ‘lexical’ and
‘grammatical cohesion’. The former refers to the relationship between vocabulary items within
the text. It covers the use of repeated lexical items, keywords, synonyms, near synonyms or a
general word. The latter, on the other hand, refers to “the surface marking of semantic links”
that exists between clauses and sentences in spoken and written discourse (ibid., p.34). It
embraces the use of pronouns as reference (his, their, he, that …); articles; substitution; ellipsis;
and connectors to describe the text relationship of addition (and, also, moreover…), contrast
(but, however, yet, on the other hand…), result (therefore, thus, so …) or time (first, later,
then…).
3.3.6. Mechanics
For Starkey (2004), mechanics or writing conventions are considered as the most
obvious aspects of writing. They take into consideration the appearance of words and represent
the technical aspects of writing like grammar, spelling, punctuation and capitalization.
Generally speaking, grammar is a crucial element in language as a system of
communication. It refers to the guidelines, rules or statements that explain how language works.
It shapes meaning and represents one of the key elements to have a good quality piece of
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writing. This latter requires from the writer good knowledge of the parts of speech, language
structures, its rhetorical devices and how to manipulate them.
Punctuation and capitalization, on the other hand, reflect the writer’s logical train of
thoughts. “They indicate pauses and sentence boundaries and also eliminate ambiguity. A well
punctuated and capitalized piece of writing should make your work easier to read and
understand and will therefore help it make a more favourable impression on your readers”
(Murray and Hughes, 2008, p.185). Indeed, they are one of the most crucial elements in making
the meaning of a piece of writing clear.
Accordingly, spelling is one aspect of writing teachers focus on while assessing
learners’ work. In English, spelling can be very tricky because there is more than one way of
spelling a sound and different ways of pronouncing a letter. Therefore, learners should take into
account the importance of learning the spelling of words and their impact on their written
product. Regarding it as an important subject of evaluation in students’ writing, correct spelling
makes one’s work easy to read and promotes his writing quality.
3.4. Reasons for Teaching Writing
One main reason for teaching writing is the lack of exposure on the part of the learner
which makes it a productive skill that has to be intentionally taught and learned. Other reasons
are suggested by Harmer (1998, p.79-80) who summarizes the necessity to teach writing to
foreign language learners in four major intents: reinforcement, language development, learning
style, and most essentially writing as a skill.


Reinforcement: for some learners, languages are required in a purely oral/ aural
manner, except for the majority who to a great extent take advantage to benefit from
seeing the language written down. Moreover, demonstrating language construction
visually is extremely useful to learners’ understanding of how it all fits together. In
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addition, using new language shortly after being learned in order to memorize it
facilitates the process of acquiring it.
 Language development: as learners think when they write, the act of writing is
considered as a medium of thought which learners apply to focus on accurate language
use and provoke their language development. The mental activity they go through in
order to formulate a written text is part of the ongoing learning process. As such, Bjork
and Raisanen (1997) maintain that the importance of writing lies not only “in its
immediate practical application, i.e. as an isolated skill or ability but … [also] writing
is a thinking tool. It is a tool for language development, for critical thinking and,
extension, for learning in all disciplines” (p.8).
 Learning Style: some students assimilate easily by just looking and listening. For
others, it may take a little longer; they spend more time to think and produce language.
For this category of learners, writing is appropriate since it offers time throughout the
reception and production of language to produce it effectively.
 Writing as a skill: regarding it as a fundamental language skill, just like speaking,
listening and reading, is the cardinal reason for teaching writing. Students need to know
how to accomplish some necessary writing tasks like writing letters, reports or research
papers in addition to being able to reply to advertisements or write using electronic
media. Accordingly, they need to learn and use some of the writing conventions and
mechanics (punctuation, paragraph construction … etc.) just as they need to know the
appropriate manner to pronounce the English language.
3.5. Basic Approaches to Teaching Writing
As writing has gained interest and has become a cardinal element in language learning
and education, numerous approaches to teaching this skill effectively have emerged. Each one
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of these approaches encompasses a specific focus. While the product approach accentuates the
importance of the final product, the process approach casts light on the different stages a writer
has to go through along the writing process. On the other hand, the genre approach appears to
expose learners to the various types of written texts. Eventually, the process-genre approach
demonstrates a successful association between the process and genre approaches.
3.5.1. The Product Approach
Considered as a traditional approach to teaching writing, the product approach, also
named ‘the current-traditional rhetoric’, has been dominated from the mid 1940’s to the mid
1960’s and still in use. It aims at writing activities that encourage learners to imitate, copy and
transform teachers’ supplied model texts in order to produce a resembling product at the end of
the writing process. The main interest of such an approach is to highlight accurate form and
syntax of the final piece of work rather than how it is created (Nunan, 1991). Indeed, by
adopting the product approach, writing is above all concerned with the knowledge related to
the structure of language presented in the form of texts provided by the teacher who becomes
the arbiter of the models used. On his part, White (1988) displays it this way:
Not only does the model come first in the teaching sequence, it also
shows a finished text. In other words, the focus right from the start
is on the product, which is, of course, someone else’s writing. What
the model does not demonstrate is how the original writer arrived
at that particular product. In other words, it gives no indication of
process. (p.7)
After reading and studying the model text, learners are given the possibility to be
familiar with a given pattern in terms of its structure, grammar, content, organization, sentences
and rhetorical patterns so they can manipulate these features in isolation. Thus, learners are
given a new topic and invited to imitate the model text and produce a parallel piece of writing
following the features they have developed (Richards 2003; White 1988).
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Advocates of the product approach like Badger and White (2000) believe that
following this approach enhances learners’ writing proficiency and reduces their errors’
production. Writing comprises linguistic knowledge of native-like models of written texts that
cover the appropriate use of vocabulary, syntax and grammar that learners, on their turn, can
learn partially through imitation, exploration and analysis. Others, on the other hand, claim that
this approach devalues and restrains the learners’ linguistic and mental potential since it hinders
their creativity, and it neglects writing as a process movement (Prodromou, 1995).
3.5.2. The Process Approach
This approach emphasizes the process of writing and how a text is written instead of
looking at the final outcome. It depends on giving learners time to work and write following a
number of stages, going from the pre-writing phase to the final draft, to compose a propitious
piece of writing, as Murray (1992) puts it :
The process-oriented approach refers to a teaching approach that
focuses on the process a writer engages in when constructing
meaning. This teaching approach concludes with editing as a final
stage in text creation, rather than an initial one as a productoriented approach. The process-oriented approach may include
identified stages of the writing process such as: pre-writing, writing
and re-writing. Once the rough draft has been created, it is polished
into subsequent drafts with the assistance of peer and teacher
conferencing. (p. 16)
According to many scholars, the process approach joins three stages operation.
Starting with the pre-writing stage, learners tend to create and engage a topic to give birth to a
new production instead of imitating it. Then, they start shaping it in a form of multiple drafts in
which they give a tangible form to their thoughts. Finally, after feedback from readers and with
the assistance of the teacher, learners would revise and rectify their draft and rewrite it (Cooper
and Patton, 2007). Research on writing processes views writing as a “complex, recursive, and
creative process whereby the writers discover and reformulate their ideas as they attempt to
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approximate meaning” (Zamel, 1983, p.165). Hence, in this approach, the teacher becomes a
facilitator by drawing out learners’ potential to rely on their own cognitive abilities and start
writing in a creative way.
3.5.3. The Genre Approach
A genre, according to Bhatia (1993), “is a recognizable communicative event
characterized by a set of communicative purposes identified and understood by the members of
professional or academic community in which it regularly occurs” (p.3). Regarding writing as
a social and communicative act, the genre approach not only focuses on form and textual
conventions, but it places a greater emphasis on the social context in which writing is produced;
that is the type of the language employed by the writers depends on the social functions of that
language.
On his part, Swales (1990) describes a genre as “a class of communicative events, the
members of which share some set of communicative purposes” (p.58). This implies that there
are special conventions and rules that are associated with the writer’s purpose. For example,
when someone wants to write a story, a letter or any text type, he has to follow some social
conventions to communicate his message so that the reader recognizes his purpose.
Different scholars applied a range of models in classroom using the genre approach. For
example, Hammond (1992; in Burns, 2001) refers to the genre model as “a wheel of a teaching
learning cycle having three phases: modeling, joint negotiation of text by learners and teacher,
and the independent construction of texts by learners” (p.202). First, modeling displays
exposing the target genre for the learners; it implies investigating the structural patterns and
language features of the model. Second, joint negotiation of text entails the contribution of
learners to the practice of language forms associated with the genre through exercises. It enables
exploiting, researching and extending information to promote discussions between learners and
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the teacher. Then, independent construction of the text, as the name indicates, represents
learners’ work and independent production of texts.
3.5.4. The Process-Genre Approach
The process-genre approach covers both the use of the process and genre approach as a
dual model. It allows learners understand and consider the purpose and the context in which
language is used as they undergo the stages of prewriting, drafting, revising and editing. This
will contribute to the development of their creativity and the assimilation of the aspects of the
target genres (Badger and White, 2000). Moreover, according to Tribble (1996), during this
approach, the teacher plays the role of a reader, to provide responses to what learners try to
convey. He represents an assistant, to select the accurate genre and decide the purpose, in
addition to the use of the appropriate language; and finally an evaluator, to give learners remarks
and statements about their strengths and weaknesses to help them write effectively.
3.6. The Tasks of the Teacher in Writing
To help students to become better writers, teachers need to accomplish several essential
tasks before, during and after the act of writing. As such, teaching writing is a complex process
that requires teachers to play five important roles:
3.6.1. Teachers as Models
In class, students attain useful insights into the writing process as they observe their
teacher choose a topic, plan, write, revise and edit a piece of writing. Indeed, the teacher may
compose a sentence or a whole piece of writing in front of his students during the course of one
or several lectures in order to draw their attention to some writing conventions and accentuate
particular written functions that they need to perform (Freeman, 1998). In addition to that,
Fletcher (1993) maintains that as modals, teachers can provide students with models of good
writing to help them focus on its several qualities.
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3.6.2. Teachers as Coaches
For Richards and Haws (2004), “writing teachers act as coaches when they establish
common goals and activities, build social bonds, and support students as they grow in their
abilities” (p.69). As a coach, the writing teacher tries to help students by establishing a trust
bond, provoking them in having ideas, encouraging risk taking, supporting their efforts and
treating their errors as learning opportunities. Accordingly, students get involved in a particular
positive atmosphere and become excited and motivated to attain their potential as writers.
3.6.3. Teachers as Consultants
As a consultant, the teacher helps students acquire habits of thinking about writing that
will assist them as they develop in their writing abilities. Throughout the writing act, the teacher
consults with the students individually, in pairs or small groups to bolster their writing skill and
the strategies they have assimilated. According to Avery (1993), the writing teacher meets with
individuals in roving conferences or final conferences. In the former, the teacher walks around
the room and stops to discuss a student’s writing; he tries to summarize, make connections and
ask questions to elucidate the writer’s points and reinforce the reader’s understanding. After
that, once the student has accomplished a piece of writing, the teacher consults it in a final
conference. Together, they try to cooperate to assign one or two goals for the student’s
following piece.
3.6.4. Teachers as Planners
In class, the teacher needs to balance different factors in planning for instruction; “they
must be acknowledgeable about district and state requirements, which provide the foundation
for the writing curriculum” (Richards and Hawes, 2004, p.70). As such, writing plans and
instructions have to be based on students’ needs as dictated by their assessments as well as their
performance at different skill levels. Moreover, the teacher tries to ensure a cover of all
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necessary objectives that contribute to students’ learning needs in multiple genres. In other
words, he tends to design lessons to integrate writing in other content areas like reading, math,
social studies and science. Finally, as a planner, the teacher needs to make decisions about
classroom to ease writing workshop routines, mapping or desks constructions. In this respect,
Richards and Hawes (2004) sustain that a typical writing lesson comprises three parts: a minilesson, a sustained writing period and a response time. For example, during a unit on poetry
writing, the skill of using metaphors may be introduced during the mini-lesson. After that, with
the help of the teacher, students can be assisted to find and highlight metaphoric language in a
published poem and associate it to the poetry they are writing. Then, reviews related to the
students’ assessment results are used to plan further support during sustained writing time. This
latter can be done by meeting students individually or gathering those with similar needs in
small groups.
3.6.5. Teachers as Assessors
As an assessor, writing teacher’s function is to examine each student’s writing and
identify its strength and areas of needs for better guidance rubrics. As stated by Richards and
Cheek (1999; in Richards and Hawes, 2004, p.69-70), instructions offer a set of assets in
evaluating writing as follows:
-

Require the teacher to think through and identify the salient target skills and
strategies to assess.

-

Make the teacher’s expectation and criteria for assessment tangible to students.

-

Promote collaboration among teachers who work together to develop rubrics.

-

Improve students understanding of the components of good writing when they help
develop the rubric’s scoring criteria.

-

Can be easily be used as a tool for self-assessment.
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Moreover, for Harmer (2001), there are two kinds of assessments named correction and
organizing feedback. The former covers two styles; one style occurs during an accurate
reproduction stage where the teacher’s main aim is to indicate errors occurrence and help the
students to correct them. A less formal style of correction, identified as gentle correction,
involves displaying errors without insisting on their occurrence and making a big fuss about it
so the atmosphere of working in pairs will not be affected.
Organizing feedback, on the other hand, takes place when students have accomplished
a given task; the intent of this type of evaluation is to display the extent of the students’ success
or failure and propose situations to their language problems. Similarly to the previous kind of
assessment, two distinctive kinds of feedback are distinguished: ‘content feedback’ and ‘form
feedback’. The former offers an evaluation on how well students performed the task as an
activity rather than as a language exercise. The latter, however, provides an assessment of their
performance linguistically and how accurate they have been.
Another way of reacting to students’ written work is responding. It is a supportive
reaction to the content and construction of a piece of work with suggestions for its improvement.
As such, “when we respond to a student’s work at various draft stages, we will not be grading
the work or judging it as a finished product. We will instead be telling the student how well is
it going so far” (Harmer, 2004, p.42).
3.7. Types of Classroom Writing Performance
To develop learners’ writing skill, teachers tend to incorporate different writing
activities to have them produce a significant quantity of work that serves as a practice to
enhance their overall language proficiency. According to Brown (2001, p.343-46), there are
five categories of classroom writing performance: imitative writing,
writing, display writing and real writing.
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3.7.1. Imitative, or Writing Down
At the former stage of learning to write, students tend to devote their time to writing
down English alphabets, words or probably sentences to learn and enhance the conventions of
the orthographic code. Among the activities that fall into this category, some forms of dictation
are identified. According to Alkire (2002), dictation is considered as a useful language learning
tool that has been used for a long time; it helps students distinguish and correct their
grammatical mistakes, guarantees attentive listening, prepares them to distinguish sound,
supports learning punctuation and improves aural comprehension. Additionally, dictations
typically comprise the following phases:
1. A piece of writing (short passage/ paragraph) is read by the teacher one or two times.
2. The paragraph is read is short phrase units of three or four words each, and each unit is
followed by a pause.
3. Throughout the pause, students are called to write precisely what is heard.
4. Then, an additional reading of the whole paragraph at a normal speed is provided to help
students check their writing.
5. A number of rubrics for assessing points can be used to score students’ written work.
For the most part, considering errors of spelling and punctuation are not severe as
grammatical errors.
For Alkire (2002), this is a classic dictation exercise which besides reinforcing the spelling and
sound correlations of English, it uncovers comprehension and grammatical weaknesses in
learners for the teacher to analyze and address in future .
3.7.2. Intensive Writing (Controlled/Guided Writing):
Writing is occasionally used as a productive mode to help students learn, reinforce or
test grammatical concepts. The teacher needs to enhance student’s confidence by initiating his
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lectures with controlled, guided activities and, then, proceeding to less guided and more creative
writing activities. Controlled or guided writing has been a traditional mode of writing for a long
time in English second/foreign language classrooms. It takes place when learners are supplied
with “a great deal of the content and form [like] an outline to complete, a paragraph to
manipulate, a model to follow, or a passage to continue” (Raimes, 1983, p.95). In the light of
this definition, Silva (1990) maintains that controlled writing prevents learners from
committing errors related to their L1 interference and enhances proper use of L2 patterns.
Therefore, providing learners with controlled writing activities is like engaging them in
exercises of habit formation in which they manipulate formerly learned language structures.
Although the term ‘controlled writing’ is used as a subordinate for guided writing and a
wide range of different activities, there is a fine line between the two terms. According to
Verghase (1989), the main difference lies in the amount of control imposed in the activity.
Controlled writing tends to be more form focused; it comprises the use of structures, appropriate
words and punctuation. Guided writing, on the other hand, is more concerned with the
organization of the material given; it tends to present more general guidelines as how should
writing proceed without the necessity to control the forms designed to complete the task.
Different kinds of controlled, guided writing tasks are proposed by Brown (2001,
p.344). For instance, the teacher may offer stimulators like presenting a story recoded on a
videotape; then, students are required to write the story based on some questions directed to
them: where does the story take place? Describe the principal character? What does he say to
the woman on the car? Another example is to introduce a paragraph to students in which they
have to correct some structures or modify them. They may be asked to alter some grammatical
structures like changing them from singular to plural or to a different tense. Yet, another
example is dicto-comp1. This activity consists of reconstructing a passage read two or three
1

Also named « dictogloss » .
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times by the teacher at a normal speed. In groups, students rewrite the passage based on their
taken notes along the second and third readings; they try to combine them and write a version
as close as possible to the original and which has to be grammatically and lexically accurate.
Other forms of activities that fall into this category are distinguished by Baker and Westrup
(2000, p.70-74) as follows:
 Copying correct sentences: it comprises copying correct sentences that demonstrate
new lexis, grammar or functional language from the blackboard. Then, students can be
asked to suggest other sentences that they have to correct themselves or to each other with
the help of the teacher. At last, the accurate sentences are written for everyone to copy.
This activity encourages students to practise new language and promote their writing
skill; it helps them to focus their attention on accurate language structures which stimulate
their motivation to build confidence in their writing skill. Nevertheless, copying sentences
should not be used too frequently so students will not get used to repetitive writing
without involving themselves in thinking.
 Matching beginning and ending of sentences: it involves selecting a number of
sentences and writing one half of each on the left side of the blackboard while the other
half on the right of it. The written parts of the sentences are labeled on the right numbers
like (1-5) and on the left with letters like (a-e).Then, students are called to complete each
sentence by joining the two halves that go together.
 Substitution drill: this activity provides accurate sentences to learn from, yet they have
to make some selections in order to form complete and correct sentences. For example, a
picture of a cinema crowded with people can be shown to the students. They have to
complete the sentence by selecting the right words from the list as in “[the other day/ last
night] mum took us to the [theatre/cinema]to see a [film/play]. [Luckily/unfortunately]
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we [were able to/couldn’t] get good seats because the [theatre/cinema] was almost
[empty/full]”.
 Gap fill sentences: this activity is more challenging since students need to think and
write some of the words in sentences themselves. On the blackboard, the teacher writes
an outline of the sentences with some words left out. Then, students look at the gap-fill
and try to complete the full sentences.
 Parallel sentences: parallel writing is best described as rewriting a piece of writing
using different basic information. In other words, students read and study a passage
(sentences/paragraph) and, then, try to rewrite their own based on a similar model.
3.7.3. Self Writing:
Compared to the previous classroom performance, self writing or free writing loosens
the teacher’s control and guidance and allows a considerable creativity on the part of the writer.
It is writing with only the self in mind as an audience which may increase the probability of
committing errors and presenting incorrect patterns of language. Raimes (1983) maintains that
free writing focuses its attention on content and fluency without worrying about the form.
Accordingly, Jacobs (1986) suggests that the nature of free writing has three important aspects
“concentrating on content, not worrying about the form, and writing without stopping” (p.282).
As such, it helps learners overcome the sense of block and engages them in student-centered
activity that will significantly increase their sense of motivation to write in English.
One form of free writing activities is writing about pictures. The teacher supplies
students with a picture or a series of pictures that describe a situation or a story. Students, in
return, try to write what the picture exhibits in their own words. To help them, the teacher asks
some questions of comprehension to check the vocabulary and write it on the blackboard (Baker
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and Westrup, 2000). Other forms of free writing activities named note taking and writing
journals are suggested by Brown (2001).
3.7.4. Display and Real Writing:
Display writing is a form of writing used for academic purposes. It can be illustrated in
short written answer exercises, essay examinations, or even research. Real writing, on the other
hand, entails writing that “aims at the genuine communication of messages to an audience in
need for those messages” (Brown, 2001, p.346). It can be illustrated in writing letters, filling a
form and writing a simple message. As such, three subcategories demonstrate how reality can
be injected:


Academic: the Language Experience Approach (LEA) accords groups of students
opportunities to communicate genuine information to each other and the instructor.
For example, content-based instruction encourages the exchange of information.
Group problem- solving tasks may have a writing element in which information is
conveyed. Pee-editing work also supplements information with the instruction and
supply real writing opportunities.



Vocational/technical: a diversity of real writing can be used in classes of students
studying English for advancement in their employment. Real letters can be written,
guidance for some procedure or assembly can be offered, and actual forms can be
filled out. These possibilities become frequent in what has come to be known
“English in work place” where EFL is presented within companies and occupations.



Personal: in any ESL class, within the context of interactive classroom, forms like
diaries, emails, letters, post cards notes, personal messages and further informal
writing can be used.
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Conclusion
It can be said that writing is a crucial element for language learning. It is a language
skill that is acquired over time; as such, it has to be developed and learned through practice. In
a nutshell, this chapter attempted to introduce the concept of writing by exploring its nature, its
relation to speaking and reading, and its basic elements that learners need to take into
consideration while writing a given piece. Furthermore, besides presenting the main approaches
to teaching instruction, we tried to cast some light on the different roles a writing teacher plays
to guarantee guidance, instruction, support and assessment in his classroom management. In
the last section of this chapter, we explored the different categories of classroom performance.
As far as our research is concerned, this section introduces the next chapter that will be devoted
to the description of building the writing habit.
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Chapter Four
The Writing Habit
Introduction
“10 Steps to Becoming a Better Writer
1. Write
2. Write more
3. Write even more
4. Write even more than that
5. Write when you don’t want to
6. Write when you do
7. Write when you have something
8. Write when you don’t
9. Write every day
10. Keep writing”

to say

Clark (2007)
The hard part in writing is the start. Most learners get stuck in their prewriting phase
which may evoke in them a negative attitude to writing; so, they become reluctant to any
writing activity. As such, production in writing requires a considerable amount of time and
numerous pages of hard effort. Among the best ways of keeping oneself from getting stuck
is a habitual writing practice. As teachers, providing an enjoyable space for writing along the
academic term will not just encourage learners to get deeper involved in writing classes, but
it helps them become better writers and gain confidence in themselves.
Thus, the present chapter attempts to present what is meant by building a writing habit
in L2/FL classes. It introduces a wide range of activities that instructors may design to
encourage learners build their writing habit. As far as our research is concerned, the chapter
also accentuates one particular way of building a writing habit in class, named ‘dictogloss’.
Therefore, it starts with a description of this writing activity and offers an overview of the
four stages of its procedure application. Then, it demonstrates the value of the task in relation
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to common trends in L2 education. Finally, it cites some empirical studies related to the use
of dictogloss in language teaching and learning.
4.1. Building a Writing Habit
Generally speaking, to develop a writing habit is to establish a foundation on which
oneself is exposed to a constant writing ability to become a better writer. Huddle (1994)
believes that an important achievement in writing depends on growth. In other words, a
writer’s development is based on having the ability to write regularly without destruction. On
his part, Iglesias (2001) claims that even if writing takes time, it is better than no writing at
all. According to him, writing is compared to a muscle “the more you use it, the easier it gets
to use” (ibid., p. 65). Therefore, a constant writing habit is the best habit one can ever develop.
Creating a positive writing environment is a key factor a teacher takes into
consideration to complete writing communicative activities successfully. In writing classes,
building a writing habit consists of creating an atmosphere where students feel at ease to write
with confidence and enthusiasm. As Harmer (2004) claims it, “[building a writing habit] is
making students feel comfortable as writers in English and so gaining their willing
participation in more creative or extended activities” (p.61). As teachers, this requires also
selecting the appropriate types of activities with the suitable levels of challenge and supplying
them with sufficient language and amount of information for successful achievement of
writing tasks.
According to Chapman and King (2009), creating an effective writing environment
where students feel confident and comfortable to write entails implementing lectures with
activities and tasks that motivate and challenge learners’ production. It includes the use of
innovative writing strategies, materials and the selection of subjects, topics and tools that
arouse their curiosity and help them discover the joy of writing through pleasant experiences.
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To start with, students need to feel safe to take some risks and challenges with their ideas and
skills throughout the accomplishment of writing exercises; they need to consider their errors
as opportunities to ameliorate themselves. In addition, to help learners believe in themselves
and establish “self-efficacy”, teachers tend to guide them to see the benefit of expressing
emotions and thoughts in their idiosyncratic ways and styles. This comprises planning
activities that promote students’ beliefs to be successful writers and feeding them with
positive statements and recommendations for self evolvement.
In this respect, Harmer (2004) maintains that an engaging writing activity is one that
entails students’ intellectual and emotional efforts. It tends to please, attract and make them
feel good so that their dubiety about writing will vanish. Nevertheless, what engages and
stimulates learners differ from one learner to another. For example, there are those who are
stimulated by the use of auditory input like music; others respond very well to visual input
like the use of pictures and images to awaken their creativity. Then, there are those who react
positively to kinastatic situations; they enjoy writing collaboratively on board or papers.
To build a writing habit in the greatest number of students, teachers need to be aware
of their learners’ tastes and gain their interests. For Blaz (2013), to create an active writing
atmosphere, both information and activities need to be comprehensible, interesting, relevant
and motivating. To begin with, learners need to be exposed as much as possible to authentic
speech texts, new casts, and other materials. For example, watching and listening to authentic
materials like music videos, films, documentaries, game shows or comic books presented in
the TL increase their enthusiasm and interest in FL classes. A further way to prompt students’
eagerness and participation is to not oblige them to take part on a more personal level than
they feel comfortable with. This implies also providing them with opportunities to find
comforting topics and encouraging methods of participation, various exercises and activities
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to choose from, and tasks to complete in small groups like inside-outside circle1or think pair
square2.
Additionally, Chapman and King (2009) claim that learners are defeated when it
comes to starting a writing experience without being aware of its benefit or aim; they start to
feel anxious and uncomfortable. Therefore, feeding them with the appropriate instructions,
necessary language and ideas may help them to substitute their self-doubt with selfconfidence. As such, Harmer (2004, p.62) suggests the following factors that students need
to hinder their potential difficulties:
 Information and task information: it covers all the essential information to achieve
a given writing task. This implies the necessity to comprehend what the task is requiring
from them to do.
 Language: it comprises providing students with a specific language like phrases,
parts of sentences or words to accomplish a task when this latter relies upon precise
written formulae.
 Ideas: one of the characteristics of a good writing teacher is the ability to suggest
some ideas to help students when they get stuck. For some, this aid can be illustrated in
a word or two, or even a part of a sentence or more, for others; it depends on students’
needs.
 Patterns and schemes: an additional way of helping students in their writing tasks is
to provide them with a pattern or scheme to follow. This depends on the writing task
itself; for example, in “worked-on” writing, students study a writing genre and try to

1

Students form two circles, one inside the other, and try to interact while facing each other. Along the
communication, students of the inner circle move one space clockwise and interact with a new mate (Buttner,
2007).
2

Students interact in pairs. Then, each pair turns to another pair and participate together in creating a synthesis of
the two pairs (Zwiers, 2008)
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compose their own example following a given advertisement, post card, or curriculum
vitae. Another example is illustrated in instant writing. When students are dealing with
poetry activities, the teacher may give them support with a frame to write in. This way
the writing task is easier for students even when they think they do not have many ideas.
All in all, to build a writing habit in the greatest number of students, teachers need to
be aware of their students’ differences, needs and interests. They need to create a positive
writing atmosphere that awaken their curiosity, increases their enthusiasm and build up their
self-confidence.
4.2. Ways of Building a Writing Habit
In class, instructors may assign some writing activities that aim at building learners’
writing habit. These writing tasks, whose fundamental aim is to engage students in regular
writing experiences that help them write fluently and enthusiastically, go from instant
writing, to collaborative writing or even getting learners to write to each other . They are
suggested by Harmer (2004, p. 62-82) as in the following:
4.2.1. Instant Writing
Generally speaking, the teacher takes ten to fifteen minutes of his lecture, or
sometimes less to instant writing tasks. They occur without a given preparation or warming
up since they are not considered as part of a long writing process. They are applied whenever
the teacher feels it appropriate or suitable for learners to do. A regular and appropriate
application of instant writing activities will eventually raise learners’ confidence and interest
to do more efforts and become keener to writing. Among these tasks, Harmer (2004) suggests
the following:
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4.2.1.1. Sentence Writing
Activities that involve writing sentences can be used for different purposes.
According to Harmer (2004, p. 64), they can be a solution to enable students to write
creatively in an amusing “thought- provoking” way and to make unwilling writers feel at ease
when they encounter the difficulties of having nothing to say. Also, they can be applied to
enhance one’s language and prepare him for upcoming activities in class. Among those
activities we distinguish:
 Dictating sentences for completion
It is believed to be one of the easiest ways to get students write creatively. This activity
consists of completing a sentence that a part of it has been dictated. For example, the teacher
can dictate “my favorite time of the day is …”, and, then, gives students the possibility to
complete it by writing “the morning”, or “the evening”. It can also be extended by asking
them to write another sentence to justify their choice. Accordingly, any incomplete sentence
can be used in this manner, such as: “the one thing I would most like to learn is how…”, “the
best film I have ever seen is …”, “One of the most exciting things that has ever happened to
me is …” (ibid. p.64).
 Writing sentences
Sharing the same purpose of providing students with opportunities to write creatively
and become less reluctant, this activity involves writing two or three sentences about a given
topic. For example, working on a topic about “education”, students can write two or three
sentences about their attitudes towards examination, whether it is beneficial or not (ibid.).
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 The weather forecast
During this activity, the teacher requires from students to write about themselves, how
they feel and how they spend their day like writing a weather forecast. That is to say, they
can answer questions like “what’s the weather like now?”, “are you happy or tired, listless
or energetic?”, “how are you likely to feel later on, in the afternoon?” (Harmer, 2004, p.64).
4.2.1.2. Using Music
Another way of building a writing habit by means of instant writing is using music.
This latter is known to be a familiar social and cultural art that expresses ideas, feelings and
emotions in the form of rhythm, melody or harmony. According to Johnson (1995), activities
that involve music attract learners and promote their writing strategies; therefore, choosing
the appropriate one is very important and the best selection for writing purposes is believed
to be instrumental music. In the light of her research, she integrated music and writing
activities as part of her basic writing course; she used music to provoke thinking, provide
topics for discussion and enhance the construction of meaning in writing. In his turn, Harmer
(2004) believes that unusual musical activities provoke students’ creativity, especially those
who are able to respond to auditory stimuli. He claims that universal classical music is very
descriptive in terms of mood, events and people and there are different ways music is used to
incite instant writing; among them, the following activities are distinguished:
*Expressing the song in words
During this activity, students are required to write any words that come to their mind
as a reaction to the piece of music played/heard. This latter can be a music from movies like
‘The piano” by Michael Nyman, or a tender one like Barber’s Adagio for strings. Then, once
the words are written, students can share and exchange them with their classmates.
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*What is the composer describing?
According to Harmer (2004), different pieces of music are intended to define special
areas or scenes. For instance, in his Vltava piece of music, Smetana describes a river; Vivaldi,
on the other hand, describes the seasons; and in his Isle of the Dead, Rachmaninov describes
a bleak and desolate island. Along this activity, students are informed that in the music played
the composer is describing something special, and as they listen to it, they need to write down
what they hear and what the music represents to them. After that, they are free to read and
exchange their writings with their classmates. In order to make this activity more specific,
the teacher can provide the students with some directive questions like “what animal is the
music describing?”/ “how do you think the composer was feeling when he or she was
composing this?”.
 Film scores
Compared to the previous activities previously mentioned, after listening to a piece
of film music, students tend in this one to imagine and create the opening scenes of a film the
description of these scenes goes with the theme of the music suggested and should be done
before the dialogue begins. In addition to film music, any evocative melody like slow
saxophone music, solo violin, folk music, rock or trance can be used in such activity. Once
the scenes are written, they can be exchanged and compared between classmates (ibid.).
* Musical stories
Based on a nostalgic, sad or frenetic music, students can also write stories. In this
activity, the teacher’s contribution appears in creating an amusing atmosphere and dictating
the first line of the story. Once the music starts, they are asked to continue and complete the
story (e.g. the music will tell you what to write). After that, they are required to turn their
pieces of paper over, and write once again the same dictated sentence (e.g. he turned and
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looked at her). In this case, they need to complete writing the story by listening to a different
piece of music. At the end, when the two versions of stories are written, they are exchanged
and read between classmates to decide which piece of music it was written to.
4.2.1.3. Using Pictures
In some activities, pictures are used as a spur to provoke students’ creativity. Their
variation can help them expand their vocabulary use and improve their written production.
Therefore, students need to rely on visualizing the pictures to interpret them and incorporate
some details in their writing. Among the various ways of using pictures for writing purposes,
the following activities are distinguished:
*Describing pictures
One way to get students write about a given picture, whether simple or complex, is to
describe what is being visualized. According to Harmer (2004), to make this task more
appealing, students’ can be asked to write their description for those who are incapable of
seeing the picture for reason of blindness, for example, or simply not having the occasion to
see it. Furthermore, during the description, the teacher needs to be certain that the students
have the necessary lexis for the task.
 Suspects and objects
This activity consists of giving students variety of pictures or photographs; however,
they only have to write about one of them. For example, they could be shown pictures of
some people, with different looks, yet only one has to be described. Once their descriptions
are written, the pictures are presented on the board. Then, a student gathers his classmates’
descriptions and tries to identify the appropriate pictures that correspond to them (ibid).
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* Portraits
Portraits are used for a number of provocative writing tasks. They can be visualized
in a gallery, books or on the internet. In this activity, students can write a letter to a portrait,
providing some questions to the character about his or her life and describing the reasons
behind writing to them. For example, the teacher may present in class a portrait from the
eighteenth century, then, inquire the students to study it and think about the person they see
in front of them , supplying them with some questions like “do they look happy or sad ,
extrovert or introvert?”. Once they have studied the portrait, they will be able to write their
letter. On the other hand, after studying the subject’s face, expression and clothes, other
students, can substitute the place of the character and write a letter back. Further, the teacher
can ask his students to write a day in the life of one of the characters as a dairy. They can
wonder what someone with a certain physical appearance does for living and how they might
spend their day.
 Story tasks
To incite students into writing stories, a number of different tasks can be undertaken.
For example, students can be provided with some dramatic pictures of a tragic road accident,
someone who was caught stealing, for example, and can be asked to write what happened
next. They also can be given a chain of pictures of arbitrary objects (a box, a car, keys, a
ring, a cat …), asked to select three or four of them and write a story that associates them.
Others can write a story based on visualizing the one that a sequence of pictures expresses.
4.2.1.4.

Writing Poems

Poetry is seen as a crucial genre in students’ writing. It allows them to create
opportunities to play with language, incorporate new vocabulary and express themselves.
Poetry-writing activities are designed for fairly instant writing. They have a sense of fun and
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amusement for students; they can be used as prompts to write creatively at a much deeper
level than in other writing activities. However, to help students write poetry, some preestablished patterns are often required to give confidence to those who are afraid of not
having something to say. The following activities suggested by Harmer (2004) illustrate how
pre-established patterns are used in poetry-writing activities:
*Acrostic poems
An acrostic poem is a simple poem to write, but it can be made more challenging. It
starts with writing a word vertically, one letter in each line, then each one is the beginning of
a word, a phrase or an entire sentence. In such activity, spelling is highly taken into
consideration and the use of dictionary can be an efficient means to enrich vocabulary
(Holmes and Moulton, 2001). A simple acrostic poem can be illustrated in the following
example:
Student
Community
Helpfully
Offering
Opportunities
Learning
(ibid. p. 16)
A more complex poem is like
Blue sea, sunshine on waves
Easy days
Afternoons of heat and playfulness
Charm of summer, anger of the storm
Home, and the itch of sand
(Harmer 2004, p. 69)
According to Harmer (2004), students can be provided with any words like love, mother,
school, football… and asked to keep the same grammatical pattern to be followed each time
“adjective+noun”, “verb+adverb” .
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*Stem/frame poems
It consists of giving students sentence or phrase stems/frames to complete. Once this
phase is accomplished, it will make something that is nearly a poem. Harmer (2004, p.70)
suggests different stems like “I think”, “I believe”, “I wish” to use to start a poem to
encourage students express themselves. He also proposes a frame like:
I like ……… because……….
I like ……… because ………..
I like ……… because ………..
But I hate …………. because…………..
Here, students can be given the topic of ‘fruit’ and asked to fulfill the stems to obtain
something like:
I like apples because they keep the doctor away
I like oranges because they test fresh
I like pineapples because they look interesting
But I hate bananas because they are yellow.
*Metaphor generator
A metaphor is a figure of speech used to describe something by another thing. It is
defined as “a representation of a thing, an idea, a concept by an image, word, phrase, or
description of another which gives a deeper meaning, a classification or illustration to the
original” (Katz, 2013, p.364). Using metaphoric language in writing poetry can be an
important challenge for any student; nevertheless, it is one of the reasons that makes students
attracted to poetry. The aim behind this type of task is to end up with something meaningful
in a short period of time; something that demonstrates the students’ own pleasure in addition
to the one of their classmates and those they have written about. By providing a framework
for the poem, this activity can be directed to learners of all ages and all levels.
As an example, in the present part of a poem, written by a nine years old kid, children
in Cambridge primary school were first asked to think about someone they have affection to
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and write his/her name at the top of the page. Then, they were required to begin the first line
by the personal pronoun “You” and write about that person in subsequent lines as if he/she
represents a sort of food (1st line), the weather (2nd line), furniture (3rd line), a means of
transportation (4th line) or a kind of clothes (5th line)
To Philip
You are creamy garlic cheese
Wind as it rushes in the trees
You are an untidy desk with paper spelling on the flour
A friendly train, old and dirty
Boots in a shade of green, torn at the edges.
(ibid. p.71)
In this section, we tried to present how to build a writing habit using some individual
activities that exhibit instant writing in the classroom. These activities are designed to offer
opportunities to students to spur their writing ability to write creatively. In the next section,
another way of building a writing habit is presented; it is the one by means of collaborative
writing tasks.
4.2.2. Collaborative Writing
Collaborative writing entails the production of a piece of writing by more than one
author, as Storch (2013) defines it “the co-authoring of a text by two or more authors” (p.2).
Another view is proposed by Ede and Lunsford (1990) who determined three features of a
successful collaborative writing: interaction between authors in all phases of the writing
process, shared-decision making and charge for the text produced, and finally the production
of a single written document.
In his turn, Harmer (2004) claims that collaborative writing allows students to learn
from each other, share goals and knowledge, which can be very interesting and motivating.
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Therefore, it has the power to promote the writing habit in a unique and special way as it is
illustrated in the following activities.
4.2.2.1. Using the Board
Making students leave their chairs to write on the board allows everyone in class to
see and understand the task given to them. It is considered as one useful way to make
collaborative writing successful in the sense that it captures everyone’s attention and creates
a sentiment of shared accomplishment between students. Among the activities that show how
board can be used, we distinguish “sentence by sentence” and ‘dictogloss’.
*Sentence by sentence
In this activity, students build up a piece of writing sentence by sentence together on
the board. One by one, each new student who presents a group, goes up to the board to write,
while the rest of his group members try to contribute and help him by offering suggestions,
corrections or alternatives. Applying such activity in class creates in learners the sense of
accomplishment. The second collaborative task that shows how the board can be used is
named “dictogloss”. As far as our research is concerned, a detailed section will be devoted to
this task in the coming section of the chapter.
4.2.2.2. Writing in Groups and Pairs
The main purpose behind working collaboratively is to incorporate everyone in the
creation of a written document. Working in pairs or groups necessitates, sometimes, every
single student’s own written version of the work, or depends on a scribe to write the final
version. Having a scribe accords opportunities to the other students’ members of the group
to center their attention on the language written and estimate it in a more objective way.
Nevertheless, not everyone can get a concrete writing practice. A scribe may contribute to
the composition of the text, yet behave as a secretary taking dictations. In such situations, the
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teacher takes the certitude that every student will get the opportunity to take on the scribe
role in the course of an activity.
*Rewriting (expanding sentences)
One way of sentence writing task is to provide students with a stereotypical statement
and inquire them to modify it to express the group’s opinion. Eventually, students will be
exposed to discussions not only about the topic but also about the appropriate way to write a
consensus opinion. For example, once the teacher has selected a given topic (gender
differences), students are exposed to some stereotypical statements (boys like football/ girls
like shopping). In one sentence rewriting activity, students have to try to amend the two
statements in a way that exhibits accurately the views of the group. One group, for instance,
may start to think about how some boys are addicted to football, while others are less
interested and feel influenced to like it. Also, they may want to say that even girls are fan of
the international sport and its’ football players.
Another sentence-rewriting activity is to elongate a given sentence. In other words,
students take a sentence and incorporate it with new information and far more details, as
many words as possible, to create a more interesting and vivid version of this sentence.
According to Scott (1997, p. 9), the most simple and direct way to expand a sentence is to
add modifiers, adjectives and adverbs, as in the following example:
*The man jumped into a car and left the scene.
* The short, bold man jumped into an old, red Ford Mustang and quickly left the scene.
The final extending version of the sentences has to make sense and be properly written in a
natural manner. This task can be the focus of the teacher to create an atmosphere of
competition between pairs and groups of students. He may reward those who succeed in
producing the longest sentences with fewer mistakes.
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*First line, last line
For Harmer (2004), this activity is designed to provoke students’ imagination and
creativity. It consists of providing students with the first or last line of a story, then let them
discuss the situation in pairs or in groups to create at the end a story that starts with “Being
sick for two weeks, great care was taken to help Mrs. Wilkinson feel batter”, for example, or
ends up with “At the end of the day, he was grounded for a whole month”. Nevertheless, this
activity is not restricted to sentences only; the teacher may provide students with opening and
closing paragraphs and inquire them to write the remaining middle part of the story.
Another frequent group-writing activity suggested by Harmer (2004) is “story circle”.
Sitting around, students in a group write a sentence dictated by the teacher on the top of their
sheet of paper. Each student is, then, told to write the following sentence of the story. Then,
they proceed to the next step that consists of passing their sheet of paper to the left; this
procedure goes on until each student owns his former sheet of paper. After that, they are
asked to write the last sentence of the story. The final version may contain errors; however,
it was produced in an amusing atmosphere without preparation. While reading all groups’
story versions, learners tend to laugh and enjoy listening to them.
*Directions, rules, instructions
Writing an instructional text can be an effective task for students. They can be asked,
in groups to write a piece of writing that demonstrates directions to a place (how to get to the
museum from the bus station, for example), principle clear rules for a game they like or want
to play (rules to play monopoly or cards), instructions for an activity (assembling a furniture)
or computer process (downloading a document). Other groups, on the other hand, may read
and follow the instructions to guarantee if they work. Along this activity, by going around
the groups, the teacher may help offering appropriate vocabulary whenever it is necessary.
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4.2.3. Writing to Each Other
As proposed by Harmer (2004), an additional way to engage students in writing is to
get them write to each other in class times or to other people outside. This will provoke in
them the aspect of communication by correspondence which is one way of building a writing
habit in an ambitious and realistic way. An essential purpose in such a task is to spur students
to write notes to each other as a way of encouraging those who find difficulties in putting
words down on paper. For example, the teacher may propose to an individual student to ask
a question like “what do you find most difficult about learning English?”. Then, the teacher
delivers the question to another student. This kind of note-writing is used as a means to help
lower-level learners to jot down words on paper. Nevertheless, writing to each other can be
distinguished in other ways as in the following:
*Pen pals, emails, and live chat
Teachers have always encouraged students to correspond to pen pals from different
countries since one thing we cannot deny today is how people of present generation are
influenced and dependent on internet. Actually, this can be done via exchanging emails and
chatting which is considered more simple and instant. In some countries, teachers get it touch
with classes from a different country, with the contribution of their foreign colleagues, to
incite students to write emails and exchange some questions with each other about their lives,
country and traditions. However, the register used in emails and chat incorporate
abbreviations and informalities; therefore, students have to be aware of the appropriate
language to use.
*Letters backwards and forwards
Compared to the previous tasks, restricted to notes and emails, this one consists of
getting students to write letters to each other and reply to them as well. Students may also
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write a letter to a fictional newspaper to express their opinions about an article they have
read. These letters administrated to different classmates who, in their turn, have to write to
the same newspaper to support or contradict the opinion expressed in the letters in front of
them. Once the letters have been completed, they are exposed on the class notice board, or
even on a mocked-up letters page created by the teacher and the students together using a
computer. Any letter whose writer expects a reply on it, like a letter of inquiry or a letter of
complaints, can be used this way.
4.3. Dictogloss
4.3.1. Definition of Dictogloss
Also called “grammar dictation” or “dicto-comp”, dictogloss is a collaborative
writing task that has been developed in the early sixties as an alternative method for teaching
language. It was introduced by Wajnryb (1990) as a task- based procedure designed to help
language learning students to study language for a better understanding and practice of
grammar to overcome their shortcomings and facilitate their comprehension of the target
forms, as they work on a combination of meaning and form while constructing a text.
According to her, dictogloss associates text dictation, as part of its name indicates, and text
reconstruction. Compared to the standard dictation that has been widely used in the field of
education and which requires writing verbatim what is said, the dictogloss task’s procedure
and objective are distinct. It consists of reconstructing a text based on the learner’s note taking
and fragments, their ability to understand the meaning of the text read to them and their
competence to use their own grammatical and linguistic resources. In other words, the
concept of dictogloss involves reading a passage to the students and giving them the
possibility to jot down notes or fragments so they can work together, in groups,
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collaboratively to recreate a reconstructed version of the text. Accordingly, Riley (1972;
quoted in Keh, 1989) defines and describes dictogloss as follows:
The dicto-comp is a passage of one or more paragraphs that the
teacher reads to the class several times in its entirety. Then the
students give it back as accurately as they can, using the identical
words and constructions as far as they are able to and filling in with
their own words only when their memory of the dicto-comp falters.
To the extent that they reproduce the original passage, the students
are writing a dictation. To the extent that they must use their own
words to fill memory gaps, they are writing something akin to a
composition. (p. 39)
According to Ellis (2003), dictogloss tasks were initially designed to stimulate
noticing and production of the targeted structures. They encourage learners to focus their
attention on the form of their TL and that focus arises from the “seeding” of the original text.
On their part, Kowal and Swain (1997) believe that the dictogloss approach is designed for
learners not just to focus their attention exclusively on the target structure but rather to deal
with a large range of linguistic features. Further, for Gibbons (2002), the dictogloss is a
valuable listening activity that combines listening with speaking, reading and writing; it
provides opportunities for learners to listen, read, talk and write about content and the
language itself. In this respect, Jacobs and Small (2003) claim that dictogloss is a multi-skill
task for accuracy. It encourages learners to accentuate some attention on form while all the
four language skills – listening (to both the instructor readings and group members discussion
throughout the text reconstruction), speaking (group members’ exchange of information
during the text reconstruction), reading (shared note taking, and reviewing the group’s final
reconstruction) and writing (the text reconstruction) – are integrated.
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4.3.2. The Dictogloss Procedure
To begin with, the teacher has to choose a passage to read; this passage can be a single
sentence, an article, a short story or an extract from a textbook that can be known to the
students for the purpose of introducing new materials or reviewing previously taught ones.
Along the dictogloss procedure, interactive communication occurs through four stages:
preparation, dictation, reconstruction, and analysis and correction.
4.3.2.1. Preparation (Warm up)
The first stage of dictogloss procedure is like a warming up related to the topic. On
the report of Wajnryb (1990), this stage consists of preparing the students for the task by
involving them in a preliminary discussion and vocabulary presentation related to the topic
to help them activate their former knowledge. For Smith (2012), to activate students’
knowledge about a given topic, teachers may show a picture or do a role play and inquire
them to talk about the subject matter. In addition to that, after introducing the task and making
sure that students know what is expected from them to do at each phase of the procedure, the
teacher organizes them into groups before the task begins.
4.3.2.2. Dictation
In this phase, students take fragmentary notes. The text is generally read two to three
times at a normal speed making short pauses between sentences, as Wajnryb (1990) describes
it, “a brisk count to five under one’s breath is a good standard” (p.8). During the first reading,
students should only listen without taking any notes to get a global understanding of the
passage read by the teacher. The text’s length and language depends on the students’
proficiency level, needs and interest, and language preferences. Along the second reading,
students jot down the type of words that help them remember the content so they can piece
together the text. These words are content or information words like farmer, sold, horse…;
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they serve as memory hints to reconstruct the text in the later stage. On what concerns the
third reading, not all of dictogloss users apply it; however, it is conducted in the same manner
as the second time. It is used when teachers feel that students need more help and support for
the later phase (Wajnryb, 1990; Smith, 2012; Stewart, Silva & Gonzalez, 2014).
4.3.2.3.

Reconstruction

In this phase, students work in groups collaboratively to reconstruct and produce their
own version of the original passage on the bases of the fragments recorded. Accordingly, the
members of the group discuss and negotiate the language and the best options for their shared
information and notes to cohesively assemble them in an accurate written text. To facilitate
the work, each group may have a “scribe” to write down the suggested text that represents
the combination of the group discussion. Then, when finished, the group members check their
product for grammar, textual cohesion and logical sense. In this stage, the teacher plays the
role of a guide and does not provide the students with any language input. But when finished,
the teacher may use what the students produced, as a recall for the original, like an evidence
to decide whether additional instructions are needed (Wajnryb, 1990; Stewart et al 2014).
4.3.2.4. Analysis and Correction.
In this final stage, students’ writings are corrected; the teacher may guide them to selfevaluation of their text by providing them with a check list of the individual sentences in the
passage and help them by comparing different group versions and, then, referring to the
original. This way, they will assume a more active role depending on their individual
strengths to collaborate and correct each other. In analyzing their texts, students focus on the
grammatical aspects, orthographic and semantic issues (Smith, 2012) . In her turn, Wajnryb
(1990) states that there are various ways of conducting students’ work, to share them one by
one and discuss what is written, such as using the blackboard, a data projection, photocopies
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of the text, large printed papers on the wall. The committed errors as far as language use,
organization and content are concerned can be listed on the board to exchange more
information in terms of form and meaning.
The following table summarizes the previously stated stages of dictogloss and the
different roles assigned to both teachers and learners during the task.
Table 4.1.
The Standard Dictogloss Procedure
Stages

Teacher’s Role

Preparation

- Group learners in pairs/ small
groups.

- Should be familiar with
the phases of the task.

- Introduce the topic and
unfamiliar words.

- Understand the topic and
the difficult words.

- Read the text for the first time
at a normal speed.

- Listen to comprehend the
general meaning of the
text.

Dictation

Learners’ Role

- Read the text for the
second/third time at a normal - Listen for the
speed, as identical as possible.
second/third time to the
text and take notes.
Reconstruction

- Monitor/manage the subgroups contribution,
discussion and interaction.

- Work together in
pairs/groups.
- Share notes/ fragments.
- Reconstruct the text.

Analysis and
correction

- Assist different groups to
compare their writings with
the original text.
- Correct and explain students’
mistakes.
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Some researchers use several variations on dictogloss which teachers can implement in their
classroom, but the main stages are usually the same. For example, Jacobs and Small (2003,
p.9-12) propose eight variations:
 Dictogloss negotiation: instead of discussing what students heard when the teacher
has finished reading the text, they exchange views about the text after each section of it
has been read. The teacher makes pauses after each section; meanwhile, group members
discuss but not write what they think they heard. These sections can be one sentence long
or longer, regarding the difficulty of the text associated to the students’ proficiency level.
 Students-controlled dictation: students can require from the teacher to stop, repeat
or go back during the reading phase. Nevertheless, students understand that the objective
of the dictogloss task is reconstructing a text close to the meaning and form of the original
but not an exact copy of its wording. A further way of increasing student control dictation
is providing the teacher with texts to use for dictation or choosing the topics.
 Student-student dictation: this variation works best for students after becoming
familiar with the dictogloss procedure. Compared to students-controlled dictation, it
involves cooperative learning where each member takes turn controlling the activity,
playing the role of the teacher and reading to the rest of the members group.
 Dictogloss summaries: students work in groups to summarize the main ideas. Unlike
the standard procedure in which students try to reconstruct a text and writing it respecting
the same length as the original, in dictogloss summaries, students focus mainly on the
essential ideas of the former text.
 Scrambled sentences dictogloss: the use of scrambled sentences is a technique
implemented for teaching a number of language skills. This variation employs it to raise
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the difficulty level of dictogloss and to center students’ attention on the way texts fit
collectively. Before reading the text to students, the teacher disorders its sentences.
Along the reconstruction of the text, they first have to recreate what is heard and then
write it into a logical order. During the analysis of the students’ reconstruction, the class
may choose the possibility to have more than one proper order.
 Elaboration dictogloss: unlike in the standard procedure, students are not limited to
just recreate what they hear but to improve it, also. Their elaborations to the text can be
credible regarding their familiarity with the subject matter, and can be done by adding
adjectives, adverbs, examples, facts, causes and effects.
 Dictogloss opinion: after reconstructing the text, students give their impressions on
the writer’s ideas. Their opinion can be embedded at various points in the text, at the end
of it or throughout the text. This latter can contribute to a kind of dialogue with the former
authors of the text.


Picture dictation: dictation does not always necessitate writing sentences and

paragraphs. Alternatively, students can do different activities depending on what the
teacher reads to them. For instance, they can draw based on what they hear. In other
words, the teacher writes a description of a drawing; this description should cover a great
deal of details and encompass relevant vocabulary. After that, students do a drawing of
the description they hear and compare it with their partners to end up making one
composite drawing per pair. Then, they compare it with the original as a final step. In
some cases, students may write and reconstruct the description, and then do the drawing.
4.3.3. Dictogloss and Current Trends in Second Language Education
Dictogloss designates an important shift from traditional dictation. Through its
implementation, it comprises different principles of language teaching which cover learner
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autonomy, cooperation among learners, curricular integration, focus on meaning, diversity,
thinking skills, alternative assessment and teachers as co-learners.

These principles,

according to Jacobs and Farrel (2003), arise from a general “paradigm shift”3 that has existed
in SL education. In their turn, Jacobs and Small (2003) reviews each of the prior eight trends
in relation to dictogloss procedure as follows:
 Learner autonomy: it implies “the ability to take charge of one’s learning… and to
hold the responsibility for all the decisions concerning all aspects of this learning”
(Holec’s 1981, p.3; in Borg and Al-Busaidi 2012, p.2). This includes the responsibility
to determine the objectives, to choose methods and techniques to be applied, to monitor
the process of acquisition and evaluate what has been acquired (ibid. 2012). Unlike the
traditional dictation, in dictogloss, learners reconstruct the text after the reading phase.
Also, they cooperate with each other to develop collective reconstruction of the text
depending on their notes rather than the teacher for all the information. Furthermore6,
analyzing and correcting learners’ texts reconstructions provide them with opportunities
to identify their shortcomings and aspects of language they may need to ameliorate. To
supplement further dimensions of learner autonomy to dictogloss, learners may inquire
for a pause during the text’s reading, select the topics of the texts or elaborate on it and
estimate the ideas of the text.
 Cooperation among learners: compared to the traditional dictation that is done and
evaluated as an individual work, dictogloss retains working individually during the first
two phases in which learners need to listen and take notes on the passage read by the
teacher. However, throughout the text reconstruction, analysis and correction, they work
together in groups of pairs or four members. They have the opportunity to share notes,

3

This term has been used as a way of thinking about alteration in education; this comprises seeing things from
different perspectives to understand situations, raise questions, build links to guarantee predictions (Jacobs and
Farrel, 2003, p.6).
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discuss how well they performed during the task or even how they could work more
efficiently the next time.
 Curricular integration: regarding the perspective of language teachers, curricular
integration involves the incorporation of language education and other curricular areas.
In other words, it implies the association of teaching content like social studies or physics
with the teaching language such as writing skills and grammar. As such, with dictogloss,
curricular integration is by far attained by the choice of the texts. For example, when the
objective is to integrate language and chemistry to help learners learn essential
terminology and grammar, teachers may use chemistry texts for the dictogloss task. As
a result, the discussion preceding the reading phase may contribute to the building of the
learners’ knowledge about the text’s topic. In addition, dictogloss also fosters integration
within the language curriculum all over the use of all four skills: listening, speaking,
reading and writing.
 Focus on meaning: in literary education, the focus tends to be on aspects of form like
grammar and spelling. In the present paradigm, even if form is still important, language
learning occurs the best when the focus is above all on ideas (Littlewood, 1981 in Jacob
and Small, 2003). Dictogloss, on the other hand, attempts to integrate a focus on both
meaning and form. It is as Swain (1999) claims it “when students focus on form, they
must be engaged in the act of meaning-making” (p.125-126).
 Diversity: diversity related to dictogloss is illustrated in the variation in ways of
learning that result in different background information. For example, when learners
work in groups, they take advantage of their differences; each student plays a particular
role in the group. As such, those with wider range of vocabularies and larger content
knowledge about the topic of the text can help along the phase of the text reconstruction,
and those whose interpersonal skills are better advanced may help correlate the group’s
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interaction. One way of using diversity to ease learners’ roles in groups is to use a series
of topics which less competent students know about. Another way is to provide the
possibility for them to produce visuals to illustrate their text reconstructions;
accordingly, those whose illustration skills are generally better than their literacy skill
have the occasion to be the helper of the group.
 Thinking skill: in addition to being able to read and write, the definition of literacy
covers also being able to think critically about what is read and about how writing is best
framed. Discussing the text’s ideas during the phase of sharing notes in order to construct
the passage provides learners with opportunities to apply thinking skills as the challenge,
defend, learn form, and elaborate on the ideas introduced during their team work and
reconstruction task. Thinking also takes place during the analysis of the reconstructed
passages when compared to the original.
 Alternative assessment: dictogloss provides a context-rich method of assessing
students’ knowledge about writing and the topic of the text. During the text
reconstruction, learners are provided with occasions to demonstrate their knowledge of
the content of the text, its organizational structure and language features. During group
discussion, teachers can listen and observe their learners’ thinking. This way, teachers
are provided with greater insight rather than looking at the final product. In addition to
that, learners are involved in self-assessment and peer assessment.
 Teachers as co-learners: in education, teachers are not just seen as “all knowing sages”
but instead as fellow learners who accompany their students in the quest of knowledge.
This knowledge serves to teaching and learning. Throughout dictogloss task, teachers
can observe their students and apply what they learn from these observations for better
teaching. They may also share with the students their interest in the topic of the text for
the task and some of what they have designed to do to learn more about it.
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4.3.4. Some Studies about Dictogloss
Previous researches in the area of L2 learning reveal the effectiveness of dictogloss
as a language learning task in promoting L2 grammar, vocabulary and other language forms
and skills. Swain and Lapkin (1998) carried out a research using both dictogloss and jigsaw
story construction tasks. This latter provides large opportunities for meaning negotiations;
it involves working in pairs to construct a story depending on a series of pictures. In every
pair, each student looks at the pictures he or she holds and tries to exchange the information
to assemble at the end a coherent unit and write the text collaboratively. In this study, the
researchers’ main concern was to compare both tasks to find out which type of task led
learners to focus on form with greater frequency than the other. Expecting that the jigsaw
task would evoke from their students a lesser focus on form than the dictogloss application,
the results uncovered that the percent of form based language related episodes was alike in
both tasks. According to them, such findings occurred because learners receive presentation
stage of a lesson on the targeted structures before completing the tasks.
On their part, Kuiken and Vedder (2002) carried out a study to investigate the
efficiency of interaction between ESL learners throughout a dictogloss task on the acquisition
of the passive form. The essential target of the research was to know whether learning would
be better achieved if learners worked individually or collaboratively in small groups along
the text reconstruction phase of the dictogloss procedure. The findings, however, could not
display that recognition and frequency of use of the passive form vary based on the degree in
which learners are stimulated to interact with each other. The analysis exhibited that the
incitement of interaction, generally, led to the composition of new linguistic structures.
Nevertheless, in an extended inquiry, three groups of L2 learners were exposed to a dictogloss
task; its main focus was on the grammatical and lexical complexity of the output produced
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by the learners and on the strategies they used during the text reconstruction phase. Kuiken
and Vedder (2002) assert that the results did not demonstrate a positive effect of interaction.
Moreover, in his study, Mayo (2002) compared between dictogloss and text
reconstruction tasks. In this latter, “a text is deprived of function words and inflections which
students have to insert in order to come up with accurate product” (Colina & Mayo, 2007,
p.97). The inquiry displays how these two formed-focused tasks were adapted and
accomplished by seven pairs of high-intermediate/ advanced EFL learners. Mayo’s main
concern was to explore the amount of attention each task would create in addition to the
nature of that attention to form. The findings showed a significant difference between the two
tasks. They indicated that text reconstruction task generated more attention to form than the
dictogloss task in which learners appeared to be more involved with the form and meaning
of words and expressions. Mayo (2002) added that descriptive accounts of the way learners
interact while performing these tasks are very necessary so that researchers can examine their
efficiency for the different proficiency levels for which they are designed in addition to the
distinct learning potentials each task spur.
More recently, Smith (2012) has experimented a study using dictogloss on her
Japanese students as the final test of their academic year. For their evaluation, she afforded
to be less severe in grading each individual student and reported on students’ participation
and achievement. In addition, having a time of thirty minutes to perform the last writing
phase, she was able to monitor and record her observations apropos of students’ interactions.
In her report, she claimed that her students were not as nervous as when they were tested
individually and they were able to share their knowledge more than expected. She added that
throughout the task, they were able to think and speak in English and they accentuated more
about the structure of the text than in a typical listening comprehension test. They claimed
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that they tried hard to “get it right” to get a good grade. In addition, they declared that
knowing exactly what to do in each phase, made them feel more in control, and as a writing
test, it was the “most fun” test they had ever experienced.
Further, in their study on the use of cohesive devices to produce a coherent text,
Kooshafar, Youhanaee & Amirian (2012) investigated the evaluation of explicit teaching and
dictogloss among intermediate Iranian language learners to find out which one of these two
teaching techniques is more adequate in helping them to enhance the coherence of their
writing. The researchers divided their population in two groups of ten and nine students. The
ten students belonging to the first group were introduced to the dictogloss procedure and were
familiar with its four stages for a period of time that goes to two months. Each week, a text
that comprises some cohesive markers is presented. The other nine students who represent
the second group followed an explicit instruction that is illustrated in writing classes in which
the instructor selected some cohesive devices similar to those in the short texts used in the
dictogloss groups. These markers were taught explicitly by mentioning some written
examples or by formulating some statements using them in addition to some practice via
exercises associated to conjunctions to make sure that the students have learnt their functions
and usages. The results demonstrated that despite the effectiveness of both techniques, the
dictogloss seemed to be more useful on a long term period since the second group learners’
scores were not as higher as those of the first one.
Later on, in Mackenzie’s (2013) study, the dictogloss task is used to promote
cooperative learning and vocabulary acquisition. Her Japanese students collaborated over a
period of four weeks to achieve a series of four tasks. The tasks’ main intention was to
enhance students’ breadth and depth knowledge of business vocabulary and get them adapted
to work collaboratively. In her findings, Mackenzie (2013) reported that along the task
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application group interaction had a positive influence on students’ attitudes about working as
one to attain a common target. She noticed the occurrence of a more active form of learning
to communicate and collaborate using the TL in order to complete the activity which provided
them with a sense of achievement, satisfaction and autonomy. She added that the potential to
boost learners’ language skills and attitudes regarding the use of English to communicate in
the classroom characterizes dictogloss as a challenging and beneficial activity. According to
her, when dictogloss is appropriately introduced by the instructor and adequately applied, it
can serve as a factor of motivation for learners to be involved in meaningful form focused
tasks that can encourage them after all to become more active and collaborative members of
the classroom learning community.
Conclusion
So far, building a writing habit creates opportunities for learners to write regularly so
they can improve their writing and become less reluctant to it, as a skill. In this chapter, we
tried to introduce the advantage of building a writing habit in class, highlight the main tenets
of its adoption and illustrate a number of activities that make writing worthwhile. As a
writing task, dictogloss provides opportunities to write and produce the targeted structures
through exploring and understanding a given text’s content, organizational structures and
language features. Being a subject of investigation of numerous studies, it is found to be
essential for L2/FL learners in various disciplines and at different proficiency levels.
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Chapter Five
Experiment Implementation
Introduction
“An experiment is a scientific procedure undertaken to make a discovery, test a hypothesis or
demonstrates a known fact”
Attwood, Dyer & Skipworth (2001, p.75)
Any successful experimental research needs to be prepared on the basis of stating
hypothesis and research questions, selecting a suitable sample of population, using the
appropriate tools to collect data and following an efficient statistical procedure to analyse it.
Our present chapter tends to represent the quasi-experimental research design implemented to
test our stated hypothesis and research questions. First, it offers a description of the research
design, the chosen population and the target of investigation, illustrated in James’ (1998) lexical
errors’ classification. Then, it highlights the materials used for the treatment and data collection,
and describes the procedure used for the data analysis.
5.1. Research Design
The present research displays a study of a quasi-experimental type which has as its main
targets the identification of lexical deviations and frequent lexical errors type committed by
second-year students of English at two separate assignments, and the examination of the role
of building their writing habit, using dictogloss, in reducing the production of these errors and
improving their writing.

In this vein, this research investigates the influence of one

independent variable (building a writing habit using dictogloss) on one dependent variable
(lexical errors production). It relies on a pre-test/post-test comparison between learners’ written
samples before the treatment and after it, to explore how the production of lexical errors
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proceeds. This enables to evaluate their level of improvement regarding the production of
lexical errors and to confirm or disconfirm, by then, our research’s prediction.
5.2. Population and Random Sampling
It is defined that “a population is the entire group that is of interest in a study” (Brown,
1988, p.114). In the present1 research, the population of interest comprises 818 second-year
students preparing for a “license degree” in English, at the department of Letters and the English
language, University of Frères Mentouri, Constantine. Generally speaking, they have studied
English at least for eight years (middle/secondary and higher education). The reason behind this
selection is that through their second year, students become more familiar with the writing skill
and tend to produce longer pieces of writing (essays) compared to their first year which makes
possible to investigate lexical errors beyond the level of sentence. In addition to that, students
already know each other since their first year which makes it easier to create a positive learning
atmosphere where they can work together in order to build their writing habit effectively.
A total of two groups (N=50) randomly chosen served as a sample in this study. They
were our students for the whole academic year (2012-2013). This decision was made by the
head of the Department of English and not as a request from us. Even though the population of
the two groups comprises sixty eight students, some of them were not included in the
investigation because they had not performed all the writing tasks necessary for the study. In
addition to that, we could not have an additional group since we were given only two groups to
teach for second years.
Our informants were asked to perform two writing tests, a series of six dictogloss tasks
and to answer a questionnaire. The first writing test (pre-test) took place after reviewing the
students’ basic writing skills studied in their first year of graduate programme (sentence types,
writing mechanics, paragraph writing…), initiating the concept of essay with particular
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reference to the expository essay and its different types of development, and providing learners
with a considerable amount of practice and feedback along the first semester. Then, to build
their writing habit, they accomplished a series of six dictogloss tasks. At the end of the second
semester, they answered a questionnaire to probe their attitudes and perceptions towards the
dictogloss adaptation. After that, in another session, they wrote their second writing test for the
post-test analysis.
5.3. Target of Investigation
Our work is concerned with the analysis of lexical errors produced in FL Algerian
learners’ compositions to explore the most frequently occurred types and, most importantly, to
test the efficiency of building a writing habit using the dictogloss task for a whole semester.
The taxonomy adopted for the analysis is the one suggested by James (1998). It is viewed from
formal and semantic standpoints; in turn, each category has different subcategories. His
taxonomy, compared to others’ classifications (Djokiç, 1999; Engber, 1995; Duskova, 1969;
Lennon, 1991…), is more comprehensible and detailed. It exhibits different aspects of one’s
vocabulary knowledge, covers important features WE teachers take into consideration while
assessing learners’ compositions, and contributes in answering some of the research questions
related to errors frequency and reasons of occurrence. As it has been mentioned in chapter one,
this taxonomy comprises two main classes ‘formal errors’ and ‘semantic errors’
5.3.1. Formal Errors
A formal error of lexis is named after an error of formal misselection (FM), misformation or
distortion. They are described as follows:
 Formal misselections
Also called “synforms” (Laufer, 1991), this sort of errors comprises deviations of
similar lexical forms; they include, as James (1998) claims it, “errors of malapropism type”
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where learners get confused of formally similar lexical items and use interchangeably pairs of
words that sound and look the same. It compiles words that are different in suffix, prefix, vowel
and consonant as it is illustrated in the following examples:


This tourist speaks in a barely comprehension* language.(suffix: comprehension/
comprehensible)



In case of absence, she will be placed*. (prefix: placed/replaced)



What time shall we meat*? ( vowel : meat/meet)



The measures you are following are not really save*.( consonant: save/ safe)

 Misformations
This type of errors results from the invention of a non-existing FL word. According to
James (1998), they can be the result of the MT/L1 influence on learners’ language production.
In effect, they can be created from their MT/L1 or from the resources of the TL itself. Here are
three types distinguished:


Borrowing: also named “complete shift” or “code switching” (James 1998); it is
generated when the learner uses a word from the L1 “without any attempt to tailor [it]
to the target language” (Celaya & Torres, 2001, p.7). This is illustrated in an example
like my grandmother forgot to take her medicament* (Fr. médicament/ Eng. medicine).



Coinage: this type of deviations consists of inventing a word from the L1 by adapting
it to the TL as in: My mother exerced* her job of teacher for over twenty years (Fr.
exercer/ Eng. Practised).



Calque: also referred to “literal translation”, it occurs when learners translate a word
literally from L1. According to Ringborn (2001), deviations associated to calque are
degenerated when learners lack knowledge of the semantic and /or collocations
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restrictions of a given word as in : My brother’s favourite plate* is pasta with cheese
(literal translation from “plat” in Fr. / Eng. “dish”)


Distortions
They are frequently known as “spelling errors”. They occur when learners violate the

orthographic conventions of the English language. For James (1998), this type comprises errors
that arise from letter(s) overinclusion or addition, omission, misselection, misordering and
blending as they are illustrated below:


My proffessor* will have a seminar nest week (addition: professor/ professor)



Wich* one of these gift is mine? (omission: wich/which)



Your dress is so biautiful* (misselection: biautiful/beautiful)



Write your notes on the baord* (misordering: baord/board)



You put yourself in a bigg* trouble (blending: bigger – bigg/ big)

5.3.2. Semantic Error
Semantic errors or “conceptual errors” in lexis, on the other hand, occur when learners use TL
forms that do not represent the meaning they tend to express (James, 1998). They are
subdivided into two main categories, confusion of sense relations (CSR) and collocations.
 Confusion of sense relation (CSR)
According to James (1998), this category of errors occurs when there is a confusion of
words related semantically. They are related in meaning, but they are functionally different by
using a general term instead of a specific one (superonym for hyponym) or vice versa, applying
a wrong near synonym, or an inappropriate co-hyponym as it is demonstrated in the following
examples:


The flowers had a special smell* (scent/ perfume). (superonym for hyponym)



The colonels* live in the castle (officers). (hyponym for superonym)
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A regretful* criminal sinner (penitent) .(wrong near synonym)



A decision to exterminate* dialects (eradicate). (inappropriate co-hyponym)

 Collocation errors
It is known that the term collocation refers to the common co-occurrence of words or
phrases in a way that sounds natural and correct for native speakers. According to James (1998),
collocations refer to the other words any particular word normally keeps company with. He
specifies three degrees of misapplication of collocation, namely, semantic word selection,
statistically weighted preferences and arbitrary combination as it is exemplified in the instances
below:


The new city is growing*. (growing for developing)



Their army suffered big* losses (heavy losses is preferred)



I am tired and sick* of your complains; if you do not like your job, you should leave it
(sick and tired: irreversible binomial1)

The table 5.1. summarizes the distribution of lexical deviation categories in reference of their
source and type .
Table 5.1.
Distribution of Lexical Errors Categories According to Source and Type
Type

Source

Formal

Semantic

Mother tongue/
L1

- Misformation

- Collocation

Target language

- Formal misselection
- Distortions

- Confusion of
relation
- Collocation

1

sense

A binomial is a frequent arrangement of pair of words belonging to the same grammatical category and linked
by means of a conjunction ( and/ or) or preposition like in safe and sound, back and forth, fair and square, all or
nothing, make or break, short but sweet, dollar for dollar (Carvalho, 2006)
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5.4. Instruments and Data Collection
5.4.1. Pre-test
Generally speaking, written compositions are used as elicitation procedure to obtain real
language from students. Therefore, to achieve a part of our research’s aims, they are considered
as the most suitable way to gain valuable data on learners’ performance at the production level
for lexical errors analysis. In this respect, the pre-test consists of writing a composition within
one and a half hours. It took place in a classroom at the English Department during the lecture
of Written Expression. The participants were asked to write an example essay made of five
paragraphs (an introduction, three developmental paragraphs, and a conclusion) on the
following topic “People do different things to stay healthy. What do you do for good health?
Use three examples to support your answer.” This topic was chosen to guarantee that the
subjects would have something to write about so that the task could be performed more easily.
Further, the students were asked to respect the number of paragraphs; yet, they were encouraged
to write as much as they could. As such, no words constraints were placed on students. The test
was taken at the beginning of the second semester after introducing the concept of the
expository essay and providing ample opportunities for students to practise, and before building
a writing habit using the dictogloss task.
5.4.2. The Treatment
As it has been mentioned in chapter four, there are different ways or tasks and activities
instructors may adopt to build a writing habit for students in class. The choice of these activities
or tasks depends on the aspects of TL teachers want to emphasize or develop in their lectures.
In addition, some activities are more efficient when designed in groups with a small number of
students. Others, on the other hand, require certain means like internet access, laptops, posters,
multimedia speakers and others that need to be available for their successful implementations.
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As far as the present research is concerned, we opted for the dictogloss task to build students’
writing habit for the following reasons:
 It is a task that can be designed in class with a considerable number of students
(thirty)
 It is a collaborative task that encourages students of different levels and interests to
participate and enjoy working together. This is a key factor in creating a positive
atmosphere that prompts learners’ ability to write and complete the task
successfully.
 Learners are exposed to accurate TL. Thus, it provides opportunities for them to
focus on language production like vocabulary, collocations, spelling and
organization in writing and to use this input by then and try out new language forms
and structures. This eventually will encourage them to recognize consciously some
of their linguistic problems and help them reduce the production of their lexical
errors.
Throughout the second semester, students were taught three types of essay development
(example, comparison and contrast, cause and effect). They were provided with ample
occasions to read model essays and produce their own essay composition after each essay type
initiation. This practice was accompanied by the adaptation of a series of dictogloss tasks to
build the students’ writing habit. We managed to apply two dictogloss tasks after the
introduction of each essay development. They took a total of twelve sessions, two classes each,
in two months and a half. Our participants were divided into two subgroups. To guarantee a
similar treatment for them, both subgroups took the treatment in the same conditions regarding
days and place. They had WE classes two days in a row; on Wednesday, when the first group
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started at 8.00, the second group began at 9.30. On Thursday, on the other hand, when the
second group started at 8.00, the first group began at 9.30.
5.4.2.1. The Adapted Dictogloss Procedure
As it has been mentioned in chapter four, a standard dictogloss task comprises four main
stages: preparation, dictation, reconstruction, and analysis and correction. For our treatment,
we adopted the standard phases with some modified instructions and steps; nevertheless, the
participants had the opportunity throughout the adapted dictogloss stages to be introduced to
the task, to listen to accurate TL, take and share notes, make changes and try out new forms and
structures to their respective texts, analyse and correct them.
 Stage one: Preparation/ warm up
During this stage, we prepared our participants for the task. They were involved each
time in a general discussion related to what they know about short stories and tales, what they
like or dislike about them, their favourites stories read. After that, they were introduced to the
task and informed of what is expected from them to do2. Then, they were organized in groups
of four or three students, depending on their sitting.
 Stage two: Dictation
Throughout this stage, a story was read three times giving the possibility for our
participants to take fragmentary notes. During the first reading, they were informed that they
just have to listen, that they do not have to remember everything, but just to try to relax and
understand what the story is talking about. They were told instructions like “remember no
writing, just concentrate, listen carefully and try to comprehend the story”. At the end of the
first reading, all the groups were involved in a discussion about what they have understood from

2

This instruction was only introduced during the first three dictogloss tasks. After that, students were used to the
procedure and we found it unnecessary to refer to it.
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the text; they interacted, shared ideas and negotiated discrepancies regarding the events of the
story. Then, words related to proper names, places … and any new vocabulary items were
written on the board to grasp their attention during the next reading and assist them in their
reconstruction of the passage.
During the second reading, our informants were allowed to take notes. They were
instructed that no time was available to write everything or to copy every word; they had to
note only the important information, as they listen. To help them grasp the meaning of the new
lexical items from the context, gestures and mimes were used at first during the reading. At the
end of it, students were involved in another discussion. They reviewed their notes, compared
them with each other and negotiated the correct and wrong information. After that, each new
vocabulary word was highlighted. On the board, they were provided with definition and
synonyms. Undoubtedly, using synonyms can enlarge learners’ vocabulary and spur them to
start using more exact synonyms for items that are commonly overused in their writing. Further,
we noted structures like phrasal verbs, prepositional phrases, collocations and frequent
erroneous spelling words to draw their attention to some troublesome forms.
During the third reading, students listened and took further notes for the last time.
Afterwards, they were allowed to discuss the content for few minutes before reconstructing the
text to avoid any ambiguity related to it.
 Stage three: reconstruction
In this collaborative stage, learners were asked to reconstruct the story based on notes
recording in the second and third readings. They were informed to produce an accurate text as
close as possible to the original, without providing an exact replication of the lexical items.
They were instructed and challenged to try to use synonyms or alternative language structures.
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 Stage four: analysis and correction
During this stage, students analysed and corrected their texts. They were instructed to
check grammatical aspects, orthographic and semantic issues. During their analysis, we helped
during the correction, checked students’ works and compared the different group versions.
Then, the recurring deviations with a particular focus on the lexical ones were listed on the
board for subsequent discussion regarding the form and content of the text. It is important to
mention that this stage took an additional session. Regarding the number of students, we found
that it would be impossible to manage the analysis and correction in the same lecture as the
former stages. Therefore, we devoted another one providing the participants with sufficient time
for their errors analysis and correction without any rush to obtain, by then, efficient results.
5.4.2.2. The Reading Materials
Dictogloss texts can be taken from authentic materials like newspaper articles, stories
and tales, or extracts from a textbook. According to Wajnryb (1989), dictogloss texts tend to
activate learners’ knowledge of the TL to perform, by then, a language task through which they
will analyse their performance and discover the limitations and shortcomings of their
interlanguage. As such, they should be carefully selected to best serve their pedagogical
function. To best choose dictogloss texts that suit our research aims, we took into consideration
three important aspects as follows:
 Comprehensibility: according to Wajnryb (1989), a text is best understood
when it comprises an explicit textual cohesion and with a carefully designed
lexical load. In other words, the text sentences have to be bound all together as
one textual unit. In addition, learners have to be broadly familiar with the lexis
present in the text with the option to have some new items that can be pre-taught
or possibly allowed to be derived from the context.
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 Attentiveness and enthusiasm: as previously mentioned in chapter four, a key
factor to build a writing habit in the greatest number of students is to create an
active learning environment that increases their keenness and interest. As such,
the dictogloss text should be interesting in a way that captivate their attention
during the listening phase and help them discover the joy of writing during the
text reconstruction.
 Length: depending on the teachers’ purpose of the text and task, the length of
the dictogloss text should be tailored to the time provided for it and learners
competence in writing. Thus, for our treatment, we chose a text neither too short,
to engage them in more challenging experiences, nor too long, to not lose their
attention and interest along the task procedure.
For our research, we opted for short stories as reading materials for the dictogloss task,
to build the students’ writing habit. The reason behind our choice is because we believe that
telling stories cannot be separated from pleasure reading or pleasure listening; they are the type
of materials that entertains and creates a relaxed atmosphere for learners so they get involved
in the task that keeps their interest and attention to the topic. In addition, they can be used as a
means of improving one’s grammar, vocabulary, reading and listening comprehension from the
different language structures, variety of lexis and different types of discourse they may contain.
Generally speaking, a short story is defined as a short narrative account of real or
fictitious events. When it deals with fiction and world of magic, wizards, elves, trolls, gnomes
and dragons, it is called a “fairy tale”. Additionally, when it treats a series of happenings to
convey moral lessons with usually animals and objects in nature as characters, it is named a
“fable”. On the other hand, when the short story illustrates a moral principle through the use of
metaphors with human beings as characters, it is called a “parable”. Further, there are other
genres of stories like legends and myths. The former genre refers to the story that is originated
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in a distant past; it refers to the beliefs of a people about the natural and human world with Gods
and supernatural heroes as main characters. The latter, on the other hand, refers to a traditional
story in the past with usually kings and heroes as essential characters (NET Working, 2012, p24). Regarding our research, six dictogloss texts are chosen. They are short stories varied
between fable, parable and real stories and entitled “How Jesse Got His Arm Back?”, “Helpless
Love”, “The Cookie Thief”, “The Mousetrap”, “The Henpecked King” and “The Tale of two
pebbles”.
5.4.3. The Post-test
After a series of six dictogloss tasks to build students’ writing habit, our subjects took
the post-test written assignment by the end of the second semester, after the administration of
their questionnaire. The test occurred in the same conditions apropos of time, place and the
nature of the task performed as in the pre-test. The topic of the expository essay this time was
as follows: “Social relations nowadays are becoming difficult to preserve. According to you,
what are the essentials of a good relationship?”
5.5. Data Analysis Procedure
For our analysis, fifty written compositions were collected and scrutinized for lexical
errors at two different phases, before and after building students’ writing habit. Their lexical
errors were identified, counted, described, interpreted and subsequently classified according to
their source. At first, all the compositions were enumerated from one to fifty at each test analysis
to ease their comparison at the end of the experiment for any improvement results. Then, after
reading each one of them, any instance of lexical deviation was identified, classified into
subcategories under two main categories, formal and semantic features, and counted on the
basis of occurrences. These occurrences are counted at the level of individual lexical items,
phrases or sentences, to gain a quantitative overview of the lexical deviations committed in the
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participants’ writing samples in both tests. When errors are multiple in a phrase or a sentence,
they are counted separately; however, when they are erroneously identical in form and target,
and committed by the same student, they are counted as one error.
According to Agustin Llach (2001), occasionally in the field of EA, errors classification
cannot be made with complete confidence. During our analysis, assigning the type of lexical
errors was the most difficult phase since in some cases, they could be attributed to more than
one category. Therefore, we tried to be as systematic and objective as possible in choosing the
most appropriate classification. Moreover, to make sure that all lexical deviations were
scrutinized, all compositions were read more than once. Errors were determined on the basis of
English norms. As such, we used dictionaries and grammar books like the Oxford English
Dictionary, the Longman Dictionary of Common Errors, the Oxford Dictionary of Collocations
and the Oxford English Grammar. Further, in few ambiguous cases, we relied on some
teachers’ opinion to be more confident in our analysis.
To identify the most frequent lexical error type committed by students at each test, errors
occurrences are transformed into percentages once they have been identified and tailed.
Moreover, in measuring the effectiveness of building a writing habit on students’ written
product, the results of the pre-test and the post-test have been compared by calculating the mean
of each type. In addition, the percentage of errors of each composition was also determined. It
was calculated by dividing the number of lexical deviations by the number of words per
composition. Furthermore, the total number of words in each student’s composition was divided
by the number of lexical deviations committed in that composition to count lexical error density,
as Kroll (1990) calls “accuracy ratio”. She claims that “using the total number of words in a
composition and tabulating the number of errors is one of the standard measures used in forming
the basis for a kind of accuracy ratio” (ibid. p.146). Then, it was used for the t-test conduction
to estimate the difference between the pre-test and the post-test students’ compositions. To
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facilitate the data analysis procedure, a table was associated to each composition as it is
illustrated in table 5.2.
Table 5.2.
List of Lexical Errors Associated for Data Analysis of Each Composition
Type

Subcategories

N°

Instances

Prefix type
Vowel-based type1
Consonant-based type

Misformation

Borrowing
Coinage
Calque
Omission
Distortions

Formal Errors

Formal
Misselection

Suffix type

Addition
Misordering
Misselection
Blending

CSR

General term for specific one
Inappropriate co-hyponyms
Near synonyms

Collocation

Semantic Errors

Overly specific term

Semantic word selection
Statistically weighted preferences
Arbitrary combinations

Number of words:

Number of errors:

Accuracy ratio:

%:

Conclusion
In a nutshell, this chapter described the research design and experiment implementation.
It represented the population selected for the study, introduced the lexical errors categories
targeted for the analysis of writing samples, and highlighted the instruments used for data
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collection and procedure selected for its analysis. Also, the chapter featured the aim of our
quasi-experiment that is illustrated in analyzing second-year students’ lexical errors in writing,
identifying the most frequent ones and their sources, and testing the efficiency of building their
writing habit using dictogloss on lexical errors reduction by comparing pre-test compositions
to those of the post-test. Thus, the following chapter is devoted to the analysis of the results of
the data obtained from our experiment implementation in addition to their interpretation
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Chapter Six
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Introduction
The present chapter is devoted to answering the research questions related to lexical
errors types and frequency, and evaluating the effect of building a writing habit using dictogloss
on students’ writing. It starts by giving an account and interpreting the findings pertaining to
the main types of lexical errors made by second-year students of English at two different testing
times (pre/post-test). Moreover, it identifies possible reasons behind learners’ lexical errors
production. Then, it ends up by estimating the effectiveness of our treatment on reducing their
errors occurrence and ameliorating, by then, the quality of their written production.
6.1. The Pre-test
As previously mentioned, the objective of the pre-test is to identify the lexical deviations
and frequent lexical errors type committed by second-year students of English prior to the
treatment that is at the starting point of building their writing habit using dictogloss. This way,
the role of this latter can be measured by reducing the production of their errors and estimating,
by then, their level of amelioration.
6.1.1. Types and Frequency of Lexical Errors
The fifty compositions written by second-year students of English at the University of
Frères Mentouri, scrutinized for the pre-test of our research, yielded a sum of 781 lexical errors.
Of their total number, formal errors occurred with much higher frequency than semantic errors.
They are roughly twice as common as semantic errors, 501 deviations (61.15%) compared with
280 (35.85%) as it is presented in the following table.
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Table 6.1.
Distribution of Lexical Errors
Error Types

N°

%

N° of papers

Formal errors

501

64.15

50

Semantic errors

280

35.85

50

781

100

50

Total

The types of lexical errors of both major categories, formal and semantic, varied in their
frequency of occurrence (see table 6.2.). Some of them were common as for errors of distortion
and collocation. They are the first two dominant errors’ types committed in all students’
compositions. The former represents 50.58% of the total number of deviations while the latter
accounts for 34.44%. Other errors types, on the other hand, occurred less frequently, as for
formal misselections (8.70%) and misformations (4.87%). The least problematic kind of errors
is confusion of sense relations. It is identified in ten papers and corresponds to 1.41% of the
total number of lexical errors committed.
Table 6.2.
Distribution of Lexical Errors into Subgroups
Lexical Errors

N°

%

Distortions

395

50.58

50

Collocations

269

34.44

50

Formal misselections

68

8.70

35

Misformations

38

4.87

23

Confusion of sense relations

11

1.41

10

501

100

50

Total

N° of papers

As a follow-on, errors are examined in their order of frequency of occurrence starting with those
related to formal deviations.
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6.1.1.1. Formal Errors
Of the three main formal categories of errors, distortions are the most problematic error
category in the data. They represent (78.85%) of the total formal deviations followed by formal
misselection (13.58%), and misformation (7.59%) as it is shown in table 6.3.
Table 6.3.
Distribution of Formal Errors

Formal Errors

N°

%

Formal Misselection

68

13.58

35

Misformation

38

7.59

23

Distortion

395

78.85

50

501

100

50

Total

N° of papers

 Distortion
As far as distortions are concerned, we have noticed that our subjects have serious
problems in misspellings. Being committed in fifty papers and almost in all cases more than
once signifies that second year students of English have difficulties in writing accurate English
words. As it can be seen in table 6.4., misselection deviations represent the most frequent
distortion error type. Manifested in forty five papers, our subjects failed to select the appropriate
letter(s) 174 times. The most recurrent erroneous instances found in students’ writing
compositions are illustrated in the use of words like “vegitables”, “animia”, “desease”,
“obisity”, “absance”, “minirals” and “spicially” instead of “vegetables”, “anemia”, “disease”,
“obesity”, “absence, “minerals” and “specially”.
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Table 6.4.
Distribution of Distortions

Distortions

N°

%

Omission

101

25.58

47

Overinclusion

107

27.08

42

Misordering

13

3.29

09

Misselection

174

44.05

45

Blending

00

00

00

395

100

50

Total

N° of papers

Coming next, with 107 occurrences in forty two subjects’ papers, overinclusion
deviations are also quite numerous. They represent a percentage of 27.08% of the total number
of distortions. As an illustration of the most common cases of addition detected in students’
writing samples, we distinguished the occurrence of words like “whay”, “proteain”, “vitamine”,
“theme”, “familly”, “speciale” and “finnally” rather than “why”, “protein”, “vitamin”, “them”,
“family”, “special” and “finally”.
Moreover, identified in forty seven papers, deviations related to omission appeared
101 times, at the rate of 25.58% of distortions. They are frequently occurred in instances like
“helthy”, “realy”, “befor”, “therfore”, “diffrent” and “evry” instead of “healthy”, “really”,
“before”, “therefore”, “different” and “every”. In addition, corresponding to 3.29% of the whole
number of errors in this subcategory, misordering is relatively infrequent with only thirteen
occurrences. They are manifested in instances where students ignored their correct forms like
“thier”, “dei”, “brian’, “tow”, “contian” and “avioding” rather than “their”, “die”, “brain”,
“two”, “contain” and “avoiding”. Furthermore, the results indicate that no occurrence of
blending is identified.
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* Formal misselection
Apropos of formal misselections, they are found in seventy cases. Committed in thirty
five papers, as it is shown in the table below, wrong suffixation is the most recurrent subgroup.
It occurred in twenty six compositions and constitutes 65.72% of the total rate of FM errors
(see table 6.5)
Table 6.5.
Distribution of Formal Misselections
Formal Misselection

N°

%

N° of papers

Suffix type

46

65.72

26

Prefix type

01

1.43

01

Vowel based type

17

24.28

11

Consonant based type

06

8.57

06

70

100

35

Total

This subtype of errors covers the wrong distribution of parts of speech such as the replacement
of a noun with an adjective or vise versa, a noun with a verb, a verb with an adjective, or an
adjective with an adverb, as it is illustrated in the following examples:
-

The preserve of elements is very important to our health (preserve for preservation)

-

They need to stop smoking; it is danger for their health. (danger for dangerous)

-

Many things may harm peoples’ health, their suffer when they catch serious deseases
due to malnutrition is sometimes indiscribable.(suffer for suffering)

-

Taking a nap gives us energy so we feel calm and relax at the end of the day. (relax for
relaxed)

-

The absence of that can influence us negative in defferent ways. (negative for
negatively)
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Moreover, errors of vowel based type are relatively less frequent; they account for 24.28% of
formal misselections. Being committed seventeen times in eleven students’ writing papers,
some cases are illustrated in the following examples:
- …among them practicing sport, eating healthy food and leaving in a health environment
(leaving instead of living).
-

Practicing sport and walking is a peace of advice that some doctors give to their
patients. (peace instead of piece)

-

People should know what food to eat; they need to avoid junk food and choose a diet
that is rich in vitamins and protins like vegetables, fruits, met, and minerals. (met
instead of meat).

Coming next are errors of consonants based type. They represent 8.75% of formal
misselections. They are identified in instances like:
-

Doctors advice people to practice sport to be physically healthy (advice rather than
advise).

-

Some people spend this live by trying to be healthier and more powerful. (live rather
than life).

-

They need to take care of their health to be save from dangerous diseases. (save rather
than safe)

Last but not least, one case of deviation related to the prefix type is identified. It represents
1.43% of the total number of errors associated with formal misselection. It is exemplified in the
following instance:
- People need to replace their health above other priorities (replace rather than place)
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* Misformation
Next in frequency after FM, misformation represents the least frequent subcategory of
formal errors. It is identified in twenty three papers. As it can be seen in table 6.6., borrowings
occupy the first position of the frequency of presence. There are twenty seven cases where
students resorted to the French language because they did not know a word in English and could
not find an adequate or equivalent one in their English lexicon. This can be illustrated in the
following examples:
-

This causes dangerous diseases like diabète. (diabète instead of diabetes).

-

…to eat healthy and live in harmony without illness traitements.(traitements instead of
treatments)

-

You can visit a sychological docteur every week. (docteur instead of doctor)

Table 6.6.
Distribution of Misformation Deviations.

Misformation

N°

%

N° of papers

Borrowing

27

71.05

19

Coinage

03

7.90

03

Calque

08

21.05

06

38

100

23

Total

Instances of borrowings demonstrate unintentional and voluntary acts on the part of the
subjects. During our investigation, we assume that on some occasions students were not aware
that the borrowed words are not target ones (jus/ juice, docteur/doctor, pression/pressure).
However, in other cases, they opted for using French words intentionally. For example, the
occurrence of words like diabète, dégager (clear) is obviously meant to be used since the
presence of both grave and acute accents does not exist in English.
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Furthermore, errors compiled in the subcategory of calque constitute 21.05% of all
misformations; that is eight cases where students translated literally a word or an expression
from their L1 into the TL as in the following instances:
- …our daily activities and bad which may affect on our health
( )عـــاداتـــنا الــيومــية و الســيئة الـتي قـــد تــــــؤثــــر على صحــــتــــنــــا- We have by the food rich by vitamins.
( )علينا بالـــــطعام الصــحــي الـــغــــني بالفيـــــتاميــــــنات-

- …the pollution of our envirenement that comeback negatively on our health .
( (الــــتي تـــــعود سلــــبا على صــحتـــــناApropos of coinage deviations, they represent 7.90% of the total number of
misformations. Results reveal the creation of three words. They were tailored from the French
language to the English conventions as it is illustrated in the following examples:
- We need to choose our nourition. (from the noun ‘nouriture’)
- Therefore, he exerced his job as a doctor to advice people to give up on their bad
habits that affect their healthiness. (from the verb ‘exercer’)
- When sick people do not preserve their health, they will rechutate and feel sick again.
(from the verb ‘rechuter’)
6.1.1.2. Semantic Errors
Of the semantic errors, with a total number of 269 errors, collocations were the hardest
to classify. They are the second type of lexical errors, after distortions, which are problematic
for the subjects. They account for 96.07% of the total semantic errors, followed by errors of
confusion of sense relations (CSR) with a percentage of 3.93%, as it is illustrated in the
following table.
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Table 6.7.
Distribution of Semantic Errors
Error Types

N°

%

N° of papers

Confusion of sense relations

11

3.93

10

Collocations

269

96.07

50

280

100

50

Total
 Collocations

The analysis of the students’ compositions reveals that they have a serious problem of
collocations. In their writing, they used inappropriate words for their intended meaning,
associated words that cannot be combined together, added unnecessary items and omitted those
that should be kept in company with others. The most numerous collocation errors type is
related to semantic word selection. They are identified in 177 cases which is equivalent to
65.80% of the total number of semantic errors (see table 6.8).
Table 6.8.
Distribution of Collocation Errors
Collocation

N°

%

N° of papers

Semantic word selection

177

65.80

43

Statistically weighted preferences

32

11.90

24

Arbitrary combinations

60

22.30

29

269

100

50

Total

Committed in forty three compositions, our participants were unable to convey
adequate meaning in their writing. Indeed, along the analysis, we came across some
meaningless and ambiguous sentences in addition to wrong word choices. As such, we could
not assert for sure whether our subjects were using in their writing the only words they know,
or they were confusing the use of items related semantically. Among the instances occurring in
this subcategory, the following are identified:
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-

This can be illustrated in the kind of food people take.(take for eat/consume)

-

People should make attention to their health. (make for pay)

-

People spend their life following some measures to chase diseases. (chase for prevent)

-

Practicing sport facilitates the blood motion in our body. (motion for circulation)

Following errors of semantic word selection, deviations related to the arbitrary
combination of lexical items totalled 60 cases, which is equivalent to 22.30%. This finding
demonstrates the influence of the students’ L1 in addition to their lack of grammatical
knowledge. As an illustration, deviations of arbitrary combination appeared in:

-

All people want to stay always healthy iven if when they are old. (even if when for even
if/even when)

-

A lot of people find it hard to do because they do not like vegetibal eating. ( vegetibal
for eating vegetables)

-

By in large, people can keep their health by following these step (by in large for by and
large)
Last but not least, as it is shown in table 6.8., deviations related to word choice

preferences constitute 11.90% of the total sum of semantic errors. There are thirty two cases in
which the use of some words was favourable regarding the students’ intended meaning.
Instances related to this subcategory are identified in the following examples:

-

In addition to that, smokers need to stop smoking. (stop for quit)

-

People need to avoid food rich in high fats. (fats for calories)

-

To avoid obisity, women need to choose the correct diet for her. (correct for
appropriate/proper).
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 Confusion of sense relations
Regarding deviations related to CSR, they are the least frequent ones among lexical
errors, in general, and semantic errors, in particular. Identified in ten papers, they represent
3.93% of the semantic deviations. As displayed in table 6.9., near synonyms is the dominant
subcategory. They are manifested in nine papers where ten cases are diagnosed; this equals
90.91% of the total deviations.
Table 6.9.
Distribution of Confusion of Sense Relation Errors
Confusion of sense relation

N°

%

General term for specific one

00

00

00

Overly specific term

01

9.09

01

Inappropriate co-hyponyms

00

00

00

Near synonyms

10

90.91

09

11

100

10

Total

N° of papers

Throughout our analysis, we identified the inappropriate use of near synonyms in the use of
informal words rather than formal ones, and the occurrence of items whose intended meaning
was not appropriate to the synonym used. This is illustrated in the following examples:

-

One major sourse of obesity is eating junk food. (junk instead of unhealthy/ fast)

-

People need to get some knowledge about healthy diets and meals rich in vitamins. (get
instead of gain)

-

Therefore, people need to protect* their health from different deseases. (protect instead
of preserve)

Furthermore, there is one case where a student used an overly specific term (0.36%). He used
“shop” rather than “market” in:
-

They have to choose fresh fruits and vegitibles and buy them from a clean shop
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In addition to that, no occurrence of errors related to the use of a general term for a specific
one and those related to inappropriate use of a co-hyponym are distinguished.

6.1.2. Overall Analysis
The analysis of the students’ compositions in the pre-test revealed that formal errors are
more frequent than semantic errors. Accordingly, some subcategories showed greater variation
than others while some of them occurred few times, only once or not at all. Of the total number
of lexical errors (781), distortions occupied the first position with 395 occurrences followed by
collocations with 269 cases. Formal misselections, on the other hand, appeared in the third
position with 68 instances followed by misformations (38) and confusion of sense relations
(11). The following figure shows the distribution and percentage of occurrence of the overall
subtypes of errors identified in students’ papers.
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Figure 6.1. Distribution of Lexical Errors Subcategories in their Order of Frequency

Semantic word selection
Addition
Arbitrary combination
Statistically weighted preferences
Vowel based type
Near synonym
Consonat-based type
Prefix type

Misselection
Omission
Suffix type
Borrowing
Misordering
Calque
Coinage
Overly specific term

0,39%
1,28%
2,17%

0,77%

1,02%
1,66%

0,12%
0,12%

3,45%

22,66%

4,10%
5,64%
8,70%

12,93%
22.28%
13.70%

As can be seen from this figure, inappropriate semantic word selection and letter(s)
misselection, addition and omission took the highest frequencies of occurrence with 22.66%,
22.28%, 13.70%, 12.93% respectively. Furthermore, they are followed by errors of arbitrary
combination, inappropriate suffixation, statistically weighted preferences, borrowings and
vowel based type; they account for 8.70%, 5.64%, 4.10%, 3.45% and 2.17% of the total number
of errors respectively. Next in frequency are deviations related to letter (s) misordering (1.66%),
inappropriate synonym (1.28%), calque (1.02%), consonant based type (0.77%), and coinage
(0.39%). Being committed once in students’ compositions, the lowest frequencies of occurrence
were occupied by errors of misuse of prefix (0.12%) and use of overly specific term (0.12%).
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On the other hand, no presence of deviations associated with blending, use of a general term
for a specific one and those related to inappropriate use of a co-hyponym was identified.
Regarding the post-test, the analysis of its results is revealed in the coming section.
6.2. The Post-test
As formally mentioned, the post-test analysis aims at identifying the lexical deviations
and frequent lexical errors’ types produced by second-year students of English after building
their writing habit, using dictogloss. The results are, then, compared to their pre-test
performance to look for significant changes or improvement in terms of lexical errors
production to confirm or reject, by then, our hypothesis that states that building a writing habit
in writing classes using dictogloss will have a positive impact on students’ written production .
6.2.1. Types and Frequency of Lexical Errors
The analysis of the students’ compositions at the post-test revealed the occurrence of
564 lexical deviations. Of their total number, formal errors are the dominant ones with 349
cases (61.87%) against 130 cases (38.13%) of semantic deviations, as it is shown in table 6.10.
Table 6.10.
Distribution of Lexical Errors (Post-test)
Error Types

N°

%

N° of papers

Formal errors

349

61.87

50

Semantic errors

215

38.13

50

564

100

50

Total

As for the former test, some lexical errors types were more recurrent than others. For
example, the most prevalent type of error in both formal and semantic categories is that of
distortions. Committed in fifty papers more than once, this type occurred at the rate of 41.32%
followed by those of collocation with 35.46% of the total number of lexical deviations. Coming
next in the frequency of occurrence are those related to formal misselection with 16.32%,
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misformation with 4.25% and finally errors of confusion of sense relations with 2.65%. The
table 6.11 displays the results obtained.
Table 6.11.
Distribution of Lexical Errors into Subgroups (Post-test)
Lexical Errors

N°

%

Distortions

233

41.32

50

Collocations

200

35.46

50

Formal misselections

92

16.32

38

Misformations

24

4.25

24

Confusion of sense relations

15

2.65

14

564

100

50

Total

N° of papers

6.2.1.1. Formal Errors
As far as formal errors are concerned, misspelling words is still the most puzzling error
category. Identified in all students’ writing, it accounts for 66.76% of formal errors, followed
by formal misselection (26.36%) and then misformation (6.88%) as it is shown in the following
table.
Table 6.12.
Distribution of Formal Errors (Post-test)
Formal Errors

N°

%

N° of papers

Formal Misselection

92

26.36

38

Misformation

24

6.88

24

Distortion

233

66.76

50

349

100

50

Total
 Distortion

In the writing samples analyzed for the post-test, we found that the occurrence of
distortions is by far the most predominant one. Of all lexical errors, in general and formal errors,
in particular, they are committed in all students’ papers (50). As it is indicated in table 6.13. ,
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spelling errors related to a letter(s) omission occupy the first position in their frequency. With
eighty four instances, they represent 36.06% of the whole number of distortions. They are
illustrated in the frequent use of words like “privat”, “succed”, “finaly”, “becaus”, “creat” and
“generaly” rather than “private”, “succeed”, “finally”, “because”, “create” and “generally”.
Table 6.13.
Distribution of Distortions (Post-test)
Distortion

Total

N°

%

N° of papers

Omission

84

36.06

40

Overinclusion

54

23.18

30

Misordering

16

6.86

12

Misselection

79

33.90

42

Blending

00

00

00

233

100

50

With a near frequency to omissions, misselections occupy the second position with
seventy nine occurrences. Being identified in forty two compositions, they represent a
percentage of 33.90% of the whole distortion deviations. Among the most common instances
related to this subcategory, we detected in the students’ writing the use of words like
“confidance”, “exemple”, “cilibrate”, “behaveours”, “envirenement” and “tauf” instead of
“confidence”, “example”, “celebrate”, “behaviors”, “environment”, “tough” .
Further, appeared in thirty compositions, misspellings associated to the

addition of a

letter or more were committed fifty four times, at the rate of 23.18% of the sum of distortions.
Among the frequent instances detected in students’ writing samples, we identified the use of
words like “successfful”, “problemme”, “familly”, “eatch” and “strongue” rather than
“successful”, “problem”, “family”, “each”, “strong”. Errors related to misordering, on the other
hand, were less frequent. We identified sixteen instances occurred in twelve papers; this
corresponds to 6.86% of the total deviations in this category. They are manifested in examples
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like “freind/ freindship” , “speacilly”, “soceity” and “nobel” instead of “friend/friendship”,
“specially”, “society”, “noble”. As for the pre-test, no occurrence of blending is distinguished.


Formal misselection
The analysis of the post-test compositions displays that FM errors occurred ninety two

times. This indicates a slight increase in their number of production, compared to the pre-test.
As it is seen in table 7.14., of formal misselections, the major subcategory with the highest
frequency of occurrence is still the one associated to suffix type. With a total number of seventy
two wrong distributions of parts of speech, they represent a percentage of 78.26. They are
illustrated in instances like:
-

To achieve a strongly relationship, we need to love and respect each other. (strongly
for strong)

-

Faithful is an interesting quality for a better friendship. (faithful for faithfulness)

-

….as an example to show the essential characteristics to build a success
relationship.(success for successful)
-

Each one of us has a lot of relations in his personal life, but these relations are differ
from one to another. (differ for different)

Table 6.14.
Distributions of Formal Misselections (Post-test)
Formal Misselection

N°

%

N° of papers

Suffix type

72

78.26

26

Prefix type

00

/

00

Vowel based type

06

6.52

06

Consonant based type

14

15.22

06

92

100

38

Total

Unlike in the pre-test, errors of consonant based type occupy the second position; they
are next in frequency after those of wrong suffixation. They occurred fourteen times in six
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compositions and correspond to 15.22% of the total formal misselections. Some instances are
demonstrated as follows:
-

Honesty between friends is the basic* of any kind of friendship. (basic rather than
basis)

-

…and if one of them is absent the hole* relationship will be destroyed. (hole rather
than whole)

-

So, you need to pick your freinds carfully in case one think* goes wrong, you will be
able to rely on their support or help to solve the problem. (think rather than thing)
Additionally, deviations of vowel based type were rather less common; they consist of

6.52% of formal misselections. As illustrated in the table 6.14., they were committed once in
six different compositions. Besides, our analysis identified no occurrence of errors associated
with the prefix type. Some cases of vowels misselection are displayed as follows:

-

For example, if you are rich and you loose* all what you have, you will see that your
fake friends who were looking for their interest will run away (loose for lose)

-

In case you have fond a person who can love, respect and trust you, try share similar
feelings with him to take care of each other. (fond for found)

-

Respect begins with respecting yourself than respecting the other member of the
relationship whether he is a friend or a husband. (than for then)

 Misformation
As in the former test, of all formal errors, misformations

are still the least recurrent

ones. In this category our participants committed twenty four deviations. Table 6.15 displays
that the first place is occupied by errors of literal translation from L1. Occurring eighteen times
at the level of words and phrases, they account for 75% of misformations. Some of these cases
are demonstrated in the following instances:
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-

-

-

I divide all the rest of my life with him.

.أتقاسم بقية حياتي معه

-

.بعض األمهات تفضلن ولدا على آخر

-

Some mothers prefer one child on another.

To consider a person as a close friend means to trust in him a blinding trust.

.إعتبارشخص كـصديق قريب يعني أن نثق فيه ثقة عمياء

-

Among the eighteen cases of deviations attributed to calque, one instance has been identified
as a literal translation from the French language as it is demonstrated in the following:
-

One day, my husband was angry against me. (angry against for angry with/ at)

-

Un jour mon marie était en colère contre moi.

Table 6.15.
Distribution of Misformations (Post-test)
Misformation

N°

%

N° of papers

Borrowing

05

20.34

05

Coinage

01

04.16

01

Calque

18

75

18

24

100

24

Total

Also, table 6.15. indicates that in five other situations students borrowed French words
to convey the meaning of their writing. This accounts for 20.34% of misformations. Of the five
cases, we illustrate the following:
-

…leave your country without a doute or being afraid if something bad will happen.
(doute for doubt)

-

With a good friend, you can have one of the most interessant keys of happiness.
(interessant for interesting)

-

Love is not always suffisant to make a good relationship. (suffisant for sufficient)
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As a last subcategory of misformations, we identified one case of coinage where a student
adapted from the French language to create a word following English conventions. It is
demonstrated in the following instance:
-

…it is hard to find freinds present with you in happy and sad situations, those who
are not profitanted or selfish. (from the present participant profitant)

6.2.1.2. Semantic Errors
Of the total number of semantic errors (215), collocations remain the predominant
subcategory. Committed in fifty papers, they represent 93.02% of all semantic deviations
followed by confusion of sense relations with a rate of 11.54%, as it is displayed in the following
table.
Table 6.16.
Distribution of Semantic Errors (Post-test)
Error Types

N°

%

N° of papers

Confusion of sense relations

15

6.98

14

Collocations

200

93.02

50

215

100

50

Total
 Collocations

The analysis of the subjects’ compositions in the post-test indicates that the misselection
of semantic words was the most frequent collocational error. Manifested in forty three
compositions, they occurred eighty five times, with a rate of 79.5%. Examples where students
failed in conveying adequate meaning are demonstrated as follows:
-

A lot of misunderstandings between parents lead to divorce which may lead to
growing their children with negative views. (growing for raising)

-

It makes me happy and learns me that friendship in so precious. (learn for teach)
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- It has to be special in order not to regret the money wasted on it. (wasted for spent)
Table. 6.17.
Distribution of Collocations (Post-test)
Collocation

N°

%

N° of papers

Semantic word selection

159

79.5

48

Statistically weighted preferences

25

12.5

19

Arbitrary combinations

16

8

13

200

100

50

Total

As displayed in the table above, coming next are errors related to word choice preferences.
They totaled twenty five which is equal to 12.5% of collocations. They are, then, followed by
errors of arbitrary combination. They are manifested in eight compositions with a rate of 8%.
Errors of statistically weighted preferences can be seen in the following instances:
-

A friendship has a very large meaning.(large for deep)

-

To be able to know the location you occupy in that person’s heart. (location for
place)

-

These essentials make the relationship continues forever. (continue for last)

On the other hand, examples of deviations associated with arbitrary combination are presented
in:
-

It should consist at least some things important like respect, love and confidance.
(some things important instead of some important things)

-

My in law mother always treated me like her own daughter with care and love. (in
law mother for mother-in-law).
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-

When you lie, later or sooner your friends will know about it; therefore, being honest
is an essential thing to build permanent relationships. (later or sooner instead of
sooner or later)

 Confusion of sense relations
Apropos of errors of CSR, they are still the least common deviation in semantic and
lexical errors. As it is shown in table 6.18., fifteen cases of inappropriate use of near synonyms
are identified. For the rest of subcategories, general term for specific one, overly specific term
and inappropriate co-hyponyms, no occurrence was identified.
Table 6.18.
Distribution of CSR (Post-test)
Confusion of sense relation

N°

%

N° of papers

General term for specific one

00

00

00

Overly specific term

00

00

00

Inappropriate co-hyponyms

00

00

00

Near synonyms

15

100

14

15

100

14

Total

Examples of the use of inappropriate synonyms are demonstrated as follows:
-

Having real awesome friends is not always easy and evident. (awesome for great)

-

Women used to wait at home and as part of their reponsability men earned the money.
(wait for stay)

-

A woman is included in the society ( included for part of)

6.2.2. Overall Analysis
The analysis of the data obtained from the post-test, after a treatment that lasted two
months and a half, displays that students have committed less lexical errors in their writing. It
indicates that of the two major categories, formal errors are still the most frequent ones. In
addition, regarding errors subcategories, some of them are still dominant while some increased
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and others decreased. Meanwhile, other errors have not been identified. Of the total sum of
errors (564), spellings are still the predominant lexical deviations with 233 occurrences
followed by collocations with 200 cases. Coming next are formal misselections with 92
occurrences, misformations with 24 instances and confusion of sense relations with 15 cases.
The following figure displays the distribution and percentage of occurrence of the overall
subtypes of errors identified in the post-test in their decreasing order of frequency.
Figure 6.2. Distribution of Lexical Errors Subcategories in their Order of Frequency
(Post-test)
Semantic word selection
Misselection
Addition
Calque
Misordering
Consonat-based type
Borrowing

Omission
Suffix type
Statisticallly weighted preferences
Arbitrary combination
Near synonym
Vowel type
Coinage
0,17%

2,84%

0,88%
1,06%
2,48%
2,65%

2,84%

28,20%

3,20%
4,43%
9.57%

12.76%

14.90%

14%

The figure displays the presence of fourteen lexical error subtypes in students’
compositions. Errors of inappropriate semantic word selection, spelling associated to letter (s)
omission and addition, and inaccurate suffixation occupied the highest frequencies of
occurrence with 28.20%, 14.90%, 14% and 12.76% respectively. Moreover, they are followed
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by errors associated with letter(s) overinclusion (9.57%) , statistically weighted preferences
(4.43%), calque (3.20%), arbitrary combination and misordering (2.84 % for each), near
synonym (2.65%) and consonant based type (2.48%). The lowest frequencies of occurrence, on
the other hand, were taken by deviations of vowel type, borrowing and coinage with 1.06%,
0.88% and 0.17% respectively.
6.3. Sources of the Occurred Lexical Errors
To suggest some solutions, besides building students’ writing habit, and provide some
pedagogical implications for further researches, it is essential to understand the nature and
source of errors production. Despite the reduction of their occurrences at the post-test, our
findings have demonstrated that learners’ main source of errors is their lack of vocabulary
knowledge in form and meaning at both testing times.
To start with, throughout our analysis, we have noticed our subjects’ serious problem
in distortions and writing accurate English words. The occurrence of this type of formal errors
is primarily related to learners’ lack of lexical knowledge of the TL. As for our research
analysis, we have noticed our students’ reliance on patterns of sounds to write English words
which caused problems with some vowel and consonant sounds (elso, nabours, haw, taf,
spicialy), vowel and consonant clusters (reol, mein, toutch, entertaimnent), and silent sounds
(shoud, coud, musle, ofen, waking). Indeed, our participants opted for writing the English word
following its pronunciation as a compensatory strategy when dealing with the unknown spelling
of a given word. In this context, Morris (2001) argues:
When L2 learners are unfamiliar with the written form of a sound
sequence and therefore are unable to conjure up an appropriate letter
sequence, they often produce something that is essentially a phonetic
representation of the sound sequence as they perceive it. (p.276)
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Nevertheless, it is essential to mention that distortions were not just restricted to
unfamiliar words but also to certain common words that could be considered in some cases as
slips of the pen if they had not been so recurring in students’ written compositions. This sustains
to a certain extent Zimmermann (1987) opinion when he asserts that ‘the majority of lexical
errors in an L2, particularly in the fairly well monitored written mode, will not be slips but
rather systematic errors owing to lack of competence’ (p.57). In effect, this reflects students’
shortage exposure to the English language and lack of experience in writing and reading words
in the TL. A further origin of some occurrences of distortion errors (misselection) is related to
the influence of the native language pronunciation or L1 phonological system. The most
common example is illustrated in the substitution of the phoneme /b/ by the phoneme /p/ or vice
versa as in “broblem”, brotin”, “opsticle”, “optain” and “herps”.
Following distortion, collocation is another overwhelming subcategory of lexical
errors. According to Hemchua and Schmitt (2006), errors of collocations may not be absolutely
wrong but rather inapted. They can be classified as intralingual errors that arise from incomplete
knowledge of the TL, or interlingual errors that appear from the influence of learners’ former
knowledge of other languages. As far as our research is concerned, their infelicitous
occurrences were identified in the forms of some meaningless sentences, wrong word choices
and inappropriate or reversed associations of words together. Such instances point to the
participants lack or incomplete knowledge of meaning of target words in addition to their
assumption that some words collocate in the same way in both the Arabic/French language and
the English language. Put otherwise, learners possess some knowledge related to the core
meaning of both intended and target words but do not have full knowledge of their semantic
properties. As a result, they select in their writing a word from their semantic networks that
ends up to be inappropriate to convey their intended meaning.
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Moreover, errors of formal misselection are the result of the wrong use of a particular
word class (noun, verb, adjective or adverb), the insufficient knowledge of the word family and
the confusion between words similar in form and pronunciation. According to James (1998),
misselection errors are the result of ‘double ignorance’ (p.146); the first ignorance is associated
to the TL whereas the second is the ignorance of the error word. Throughout our analysis, it
was found that the majority of formal misselection errors consist of the wrong use of a particular
word class. In this sense, we believe that our participants have a partial ignorance since the
initial portion of the word was used; yet, the final part related to the word class was confused.
In addition to that, we noticed that our subjects tend to often use and rely on pocket or electronic
bilingual dictionaries when they do not have the appropriate words that correspond to their
thoughts in their writings. Thus, as Hemchua and Schmitt (2006) maintained, this can be one
of the main sources of such type of errors since the majority of words in bilingual dictionaries
are translated as single words with no reference to the use of their derivative forms or use in
context. Moreover, regarding the occurrences of errors related to vowel and consonant
misselection, it is essential to highlight that the condition for these kinds of deviations to happen
is the formal similarity between the target and the inaccurate word used. This eventually mirrors
students’ confusion found in their writing between two words that look or sound alike. Their
similarity can be found in shared sounds pronunciation (their/there, then/than, per week/ per
weak, quite/ quiet), the same number of syllables (lack/luck, meet/meat) or shared consonants
/vowel clusters (at least/at list, still/steal, three/tree).
Coming in fourth position, the production of misformation deviations indicates the
participants’ lack of the English lexical knowledge in addition to the influence of their L1 and
FL2 on their written production. As a result, they opted for some compensatory strategies that
lead them to borrow, create or translate literally from the Arabic and the French languages.
These compensatory strategies are referred to by Poussline (1993) as solutions “used to solve
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lexical problems” (p.61) when dealing with ‘code switching’, ‘foreingnsing’ and ‘literal
translation’. In our data, they correspond to borrowing, coinage and calque, respectively.
Starting with borrowings, we noticed that their production occurred as a means to
introduce an equivalent of the unknown word in English. They are, as Bouvy (2000), names
‘gap fillers’; in this respect, we believe that, in some instances, due to the participants’ lack of
lexical knowledge, they resorted to the French language to fill their knowledge gap. Other
borrowing instances, however, reflected this latter influence on their writing since regarding
the formal similarity between French and English words, on some occasions students were not
aware that the borrowed words are not target ones (docteur/doctor, pression/pressure, jus/juice).
Further, calques, as Bouvy (2000) maintains, derive from the association of communicative
need and lack of lexical knowledge. They were also used to compensate students’ need to
communicate by translating literally from their L1 using unconsciously what seems to be
equivalent English words. In such instances, our subjects disposed of certain English lexical
knowledge to be able to literally translate by then their idea(s) from their L1 and reformulate
them with English words. Being one of the infrequent lexical errors, coinages show to a certain
extent students’ creativity in using language. According to Llach (2010), they illustrate the
lexical acquisition process which displays “a creative process deriving from the assimilation of
the TL spelling, pronunciation and even morphological rules” (p.153). During our investigation,
four cases of errors where students converted words from the French language and adapted
them following the English conventions were identified. It mirrors students’ lack of knowledge
of the TL words that compels them to invent new words. For Singleton and Little (1991),
creating lexical items in the case of written language may arise from ‘incomplete mastery of
orthographic conventions’, result from ‘cross-linguistic influence’ or ‘a consequence of
deficient encoding in memory of items encountered in the language input’ (p.73).
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As regards CSR errors, all of them are errors of near synonyms resulting from
incomplete knowledge of English vocabulary. They are mainly illustrated in the use of informal
situations where students were not aware of the formal written language register (jumpy/
nervous or anxious, messy/ untidy, mixed-up/ confused, awesome/great). Their occurrence was
not entirely wrong, yet their use is more appropriate in informal situations. Other instances of
inappropriate use of near synonyms are associated with the use of words related or close in
meaning but have different usage regarding their semantic features. For Hemchua and Schmitt
(2006), deviations of near synonyms are the result of “register restriction […], different
underlying meanings and overlapping meanings” (p. 18).
6.4. Comparative Analysis
Throughout the analysis of students’ writing samples, we have noticed a variety in the
length of the participants’ written compositions in both tests. This difference, accordingly,
mirrors the frequency and variation of the errors committed. Therefore, in addition to recording
the total number of each type of lexical deviations committed in students’ papers, it was
necessary to measure the relationship between the number of lexical errors and the number of
words per composition by calculating error density or accuracy ratio. According to Kroll’s
(1991), accuracy ratio stays in correlative distribution with the percentage of lexical errors. In
other words, they are considered as two opposite measures in the sense that the outcome of the
former complements the one of the latter to refer to the same conclusion even interpreted
otherwise. The table 6.19 displays the mean measure of lexical errors production and
percentage, length of composition and error density at both data collection times.
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Table 6.19.
Descriptive Statistics for Lexical Errors Production and Percentage, Length of
Composition and Error Density at Both Tests

Errors production
Percentage of lexical error
Length of essay in words
Error density

Pre-test

Post-test

15.62

11.28

5

3.5

299.12

322.24

24.2

31.4

In view of the findings presented above, we notice that there is an improvement in
students’ written production regarding their lexical errors frequency occurrence. For the pretest, students produced 781 errors with an average number of 15.62 errors per composition. The
sum of words in their compositions was 14956 words which account for samples with a mean
length of 299.12 words. Further, regarding accuracy ratio, it is estimated to 24.2 which
corresponds to a mean of 5% of errors occurrence per student’s composition. In the post test,
on the other hand, second-year students committed fewer lexical deviations (564) with an
average number of 11.28 errors in each composition. They wrote longer essays that account for
a mean length of 322.24 words. As a result, students’ accuracy ratio increased to 31.4 and their
errors’ occurrence decreased to 3.5%.
6.4.1. Lexical Errors Frequency Production in Both Tests
Before as well as after the treatment, formal errors are more frequent than semantic
lexical errors. The results indicate that there is a significant reduction in the production of
formal errors, from 501 (10.02) to 349 (6.98). In addition, as it can be seen in figure 6.3,
semantic deviations decrease from the pre-test to the post-test, from 269 (5.6) to 215 (4.3), but
not as much as formal errors. In effect, building a writing habit using dictogloss had fruitful
results on students’ written product. Nevertheless, this improvement is highly noticed at the
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level of formal deviations frequency occurrence. This can be related to the nature of the lexicon
since the formal aspects of words are easier to learn than the semantic ones.
Figure 6.3. Comparison of Formal and Semantic Errors Occurrence in the Pre-test and
Post-test.
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As previously mentioned, the most frequent category of lexical deviations for learners
is distortions, followed by collocations, formal misselections, misformations and confusion of
sense relations in decreasing order. The figure 6.4. shows a comparison of lexical errors types
in their frequency before and after the treatment.
Figure 6.4. Comparison of Lexical Errors Categories in the Pre-test and Post-test
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Starting with the most dominant category, there was a drastic reduction in the production
of misspellings, from 395 (7.9) to 233 (4.6) occurrences, and collocations, from 269 (5.38) to
195 (3.18) instances. Besides, the other category that decreased from the pre-test to the posttest is misformations going from 38 (0.76) cases to 24 (0.48) instances. The presence of the
remaining categories, on the other hand, slightly raised after the treatment; formal misselections
increased from 68 (1.36) to 92 (1.84) occurrences and from 11 (0.22) confusions of sense
relations in the pre-test to 15 (0.3) in the post-test.
Figure 6.5. Comparison of Formal Errors Subcategories in Both Tests
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Regarding formal errors, there is a variation in the production of its subcategories. Of
all eleven subtypes, the production of misselections and additions reveal a high conspicuous
difference in their means measures at both testing times. As it can be seen in figure 6.5.,
misselections decrease from 3.48 to 1.58, as well as additions, from 2.14 to 1.08. Coming next
in terms of errors frequency reduction are deviations related to omission and borrowing. The
decrease within the former subcategory goes from 2.02 to 1.08 while the diminution within the
latter goes from 0.54 to 0.1. Apropos of errors of vowel type, coinage and prefixation, they
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represent the lowest difference in measures from the pre-test to the post-test, going from 0.34
to 0.12, 0.06 to 0.02, and 0.02 to no occurrence, respectively. Nevertheless, the frequency
appearance of the remaining four subcategories -inappropriate suffixation, calque, consonant
type and misordering- slightly increased after the treatment. Their occurrence go from 0.92 to
1.44, 0.16 to 0.36, 0.12 to 0.28 and 0.26 to 0.32, respectively.
Figure 6.6. Comparison of Semantic Errors Subcategories in Both Tests
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Compared to formal errors, five out of eight subtypes were identified in students’
compositions. Examination of figure 7.6. reveals that there is a significant decrease that goes
from 1.2 to 0.32 in the production of deviations related to arbitrary combination. It shows also
a small reduction in errors of semantic word selection, statistically weighted preferences and
overly specific term; their mean measures go from 3.54 to 3.18, 0.64 to 0.5, and 0.02 to no
occurrence, respectively. Last but not least, there is a slight increase from the pre-test to the
post-test in the production of errors related to near synonyms, from 0.22 to 0.3.
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6.4.2. The t-test Statistical Analysis
To explore the impact of building a writing habit using dictogloss on students’ written
product, we used the t-test computation to analyze the data obtained from the written tests and
evaluate it to look for any significant lexical errors’ reduction so we can confirm or disconfirm,
by then, our research hypothesis. Before initiating any computational procedure, we need first
to decide whether our experiment is for dependent or independent samples and whether the test
used is one tailed or two tailed. Since we used a quazi-experiment that involved one group with
two tests (two samples), the t-test is for dependent groups. Besides, it is a one-tailed test as we
expect that building a writing habit using dictogloss will likely have a positive impact on
students’ written product.
6.4.2.1. Procedure
For the computation of the t-test for related samples, Miller (2005) suggests the following
general procedure:
1. Calculate the difference, d, between each pair of scores: (X1−X2). Subtract consistently
and be sure to record the minus signs.
2. Calculate the mean difference using:

𝒅=

∑𝒅
𝑵

3. Calculate the standard deviation of the differences using the formula:

𝑺𝒅

√
=

∑ 𝒅𝟐
𝟐
−𝒅
𝑵

4. Substitute the values of the mean difference (𝒅), the standard deviation of the difference
( 𝑺𝒅 ), and the sample size (N) in the following formula and calculate t:
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𝒕𝑛−1 =

𝒅
𝑺𝒅⁄√𝑵−𝟏

5. Find the critical value of t for the desired level of significance using the t-table. This
value will depend on (1) the number of degrees of freedom (N−1 in this test) and (2)
whether the direction of the difference between the two conditions was predicted before
the experiment.
6. If the observed value of t is equal to or greater than the critical value, reject the null
hypothesis in favour of the alternate hypothesis i.e., conclude that the independent
variable has had an effect on behavior.
(Miller, 2005, p. 80)
6.4.2.2. Computation
As previously mentioned, the data used for the computation represent the accuracy ratio or also
named error density gained from the pre-test and post-test compositions, as it is presented in
the following table.
Table 6. 20.
Data Presentation for Errors’ Density
Pre-test

Post-test

Differences
(X1-X2)

Differences
Squared

N

X1

X2

d

d²

1.

27.2

31.5

-4.3

18.49

2.

17.2

23.3

-6.1

37.21

3.

43.8

37.5

6

36

4.

12.1

15.5

-3.4

11.56

5.

22.9

32.8

-9.9

98.01

6.

45.6

67.6

-22.3

497.29

7.

13.3

17.7

-4.4

19.36

8.

36.3

32.8

3.5

12.25

9.

27.5

46.1

-18.6

345.96
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10.

14.2

18.8

-4.6

21.16

11.

17

24.5

-7.5

56.25

12.

18.9

30

-11.1

123.21

13.

19.3

31.4

-12.1

146.41

14.

20

31.1

-11.1

123.21

15.

17.5

30.5

-13

169

16.

17.8

26

-8.2

67.24

17.

35.5

61.6

-26.1

681.21

18.

16.7

24

-7.3

53.29

19.

13.1

18.5

-5.4

29.16

20.

14.9

16.8

-1.9

3.6

21.

22.8

37.5

-14.7

216

22.

15.73

24.61

-8.9

79.21

23.

88.6

78

10.6

112.36

24.

25

35

-10

100

25.

15.3

25

-9.7

94.09

26.

82

61.6

20.4

416.16

27.

18

38.5

-20.5

420.25

28.

15.2

22.5

-7.3

53.29

29.

17.7

29

-11.3

127.69

30.

17.1

27.6

-10.5

110.25

31.

16.9

27.1

-10.2

104.04

32.

18.8

30.4

-11.6

134.56

33.

16.7

23.6

-6.9

47.61

34.

15.4

25.6

-10.2

104.04

35.

16

21.4

-5.4

29.16

36.

14.4

19.2

-4.8

23.04

37.

21.7

34

-12.3

151.29

38.

12.5

15.

-2.5

6.25

39.

16.4

28.7

-12.3

151.29

40.

20.5

43

-22.5

506.25

41.

21.1

36.3

-15.2

231.04

42.

16.2

35

-18.8

353.44

43.

16.1

23.5

-7.4

54.76

44.

15.3

23.7

-8.4

70.56

45.

16.9

25.3

-8.4

70.56

46.

24

36.7

-12.7

161.29

47.

28.7

37.7

-9

81
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48.

40.8

71.5

-30.7

942.49

49.

60.2

34

26.2

686.44

50.

36

27.5

8.5

72.25

d = - 404.3

d² = 8260.53

 Calculating the mean difference

𝐝=

∑𝐝
−404.3
=
= −8.08
𝐍
50

 Calculating the standard deviation

∑ 𝒅𝟐
𝟐
√
𝑺𝒅 =
−𝒅
𝑵
= √𝟗𝟗. 𝟗𝟑

8260.53
= √
− (−8.08)2 = √165.21 − 65.28
50

= 9.99

 Calculating t:

𝒕𝑛−1 =

𝒅
𝑺𝒅⁄√𝑵−𝟏

=

−8.32
9.99

√49

=

−8.08 × 7
= − 𝟓. 𝟔𝟔
9.99

It is important to mention that the negative value of t has no consequence on the interpretation
of the results , as explained by Miller (2005):
The negative value of t is of no particular significance. If we had
defined the difference as X2−X1 instead of X1−X2, the t value
would have come out positive. The t value is treated as positive
when it is compared with the critical value required for
significance (p.81)
 Finding the critical value of t in the t-table
To determine the value of t, we need to refer to the t-table, illustrated in figure 6.7., and
look at the value corresponding to 49 degrees of freedom for 0.05 level of significance. In fact,
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there is no equivalent value to 49 degrees of freedom, but there is for 40 and 50. As such, Dietz
and Kalof (2009) suggest the following:
Looking in the t-table, the critical value for an alpha level of
0.05 and 48 degrees of freedom is not listed. But we have t
values for 40 and 60 degrees of freedom. It is always better to
be cautions and use fewer degrees of freedom than we actually
have (p.352)
Therefore, it is possible to use the value 40 as our degree of freedom. As displayed in figure
6.7, for 40 degrees of freedom the value of t required for 0.05 level of significance is 2.021.
Since our test is one-tailed, 2.021 will be divided by 2. Then, this latter 1.010 (2.021÷ 2) will
be compared to the t obtained from our data analysis.
Figure 6.7. Millers’ t Distribution

 Conclusion
After we made the necessary computations, the calculated value of t obtained is found
to be greater than the critical value of t (5.661.010). This demonstrates that there is a
very significant difference of performance between the pre-test and post-test. Therefore,
the findings obtained confirm the inquiry prediction; they illustrate the cause-effect
conjunction between the two variables. This allows us to consider that building a writing
habit for students using dictogloss has a positive impact on reducing their lexical errors
production and ameliorating their written product.
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Conclusion
The present chapter has presented the results for lexical error production in students’
writing compositions. The analysis demonstrates that distortions followed by collocations
represent the overwhelming majority of lexical errors committed by second-year students of
English at Frères Mentouri University, Constantine. Furthermore, it indicates in most cases their
serious lack of vocabulary knowledge in form and meaning which, subsequently, lead them to
resort to some erroneous compensatory strategies to overcome their shortcomings. In some
other cases, on the other hand, the analysis points to the students’ unintentional negative transfer
due to the influence of their L1 and FL2 on their writing.
Moreover, the comparison of their written production at both testing times reveals
students’ achievement in producing less lexical errors. The descriptive analysis of the results
correspond to the findings of the t test statistical analysis and support our research hypothesis.
They point to one definite conclusion; building a writing habit for students in class using
dictogloss can be of a great help for them to reduce the production of their lexical errors and
ameliorate their written product.
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Chapter Seven
Teachers and Students Questionnaires
Introduction
“Questionnaires are any written instruments that present respondents with a series of questions
or statements to which they react either by writing out their answers or selecting from among
existing answers”
(Brown, 2001, p.6)

Asking questions is one of the most natural ways of collecting information. Accordingly,
questionnaires have become undoubtedly one of the most common research instruments applied
in all kinds of research. They are easy to assemble and capable of gathering a large amount of
data in a short period of time. As far as our research is concerned, two questionnaires are chosen
to fulfill some of the inquiry objectives. Therefore, this chapter is devoted to the administration,
description, analysis and interpretation of the teachers and students questionnaires.
The teachers questionnaire aims at exhibiting the teachers’ practices in writing classes.
It tends to give an overview of their perceptions regarding students writing performance and
evaluation in class. In addition, it mainly investigates whether teachers of Written Expression
tried to improve their students’ vocabulary knowledge or build a writing habit for them by
means of dictogloss procedure or other writing activities. The students questionnaire, on the
other hand, aims at eliciting students’ standpoints about the writing skill in terms of
effectiveness and difficulties; attitudes and perceptions regarding building their writing habit
using the dictogloss procedure.
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7.1. The Teachers Questionnaire

7.1.1. Administration of the Teachers Questionnaire
Twenty two questionnaires were handed to teachers of writing at the Department of
Letters and English language, University of Frères Mentouri. It was administrated at nearly the
end of the second semester of the academic year 2012-2013. Of the total number of the
questionnaires (22), sixteen only were given back. Some of them were collected the same day
while other two or three days later due to the teachers’ lack of time.
7.1.2. Description of the Teachers’ Questionnaire
The questionnaire comprises a total of twenty nine questions (see appendix # 01). They
are a mixture of closed-ended and open-ended questions divided in five sections namely,
general information, teachers’ perceptions about writing courses and students writing
performance and evaluation, vocabulary improvement and writing habit.


Section one: general information (Q1-Q3)

This section tends to gather data about the respondents. It covers the degree they hold (Q1), the
experience they have in teaching writing (Q2) in addition to the different levels they teach (Q3).


Section two: teachers’ perceptions about writing courses and students writing
performance and evaluation (Q4-Q14)

This section seeks to probe teachers’ views towards writing courses in terms of time sufficiency,
programme designed and writing assignments frequency (Q4-Q8). It deals also with students
writing performance regarding their writing level, types of errors committed and measures
teachers take into consideration to help them overcome their writing deviations (Q9-Q11).
Moreover, the last questions (Q12-Q14) in the present section are devoted to students’
evaluation; they aim to check whether teachers of Written Expression notice any improvement
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in their students’ writing along the academic year, how is it described and what can be the
reason behind it.


Section three: vocabulary improvement (Q15- Q21)

Questions in this section are designed to uncover teachers’ part in enhancing students’
vocabulary knowledge. They include questions on the students’ level of vocabulary and their
eagerness to learn and improve their vocabulary knowledge (Q15-Q16). In addition, they cover
inquiries on the way teachers present new words in class, the kind of activities they apply, the
measures they take and the suggestions they provide to enhance students’ vocabulary (Q17Q21).


Section four: the writing habit (Q22-Q28)

In the present section, we are interested in exploring whether teachers of Written Expression
have ever built a writing habit for their students in class (Q22-Q23). We asked teachers
questions about the types of classroom writing performance they incorporate in their lectures
(Q24-Q25), if any; their familiarity with the dictogloss procedure and its frequency application
(Q26-Q27). Besides, we asked one last question about the efficient ways teachers think of to
improve the level of students writing (Q28).


Section five: further comments and suggestions (Q29)

Only one question is devoted to this last section. It is an extra space for teachers to supplement
the questionnaire with suggestions and comments, if any.
7.1.3. Analysis of the Teachers Questionnaire
Section One: General Information
Question 01: Degree held
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a) BA
b) Master
c) Magister
d) PhD
Table 7.1.
Teachers’ Degree
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
Total

N°
/
10
03
03
16

%
/
62.5
18.75
18.75
100

Nearly, the majority of the questioned teachers have a Master degree (10), three of them
have a Magister and only three have a Doctorate. This implies that the majority of teachers of
Written Expression have the same qualifications.
Question 02: How many years have you been teaching Written Expression?
Table 7.2.
Teaching Experience
Options
01
02
03
04
05
12
25
30
Total

N°
2
2
4
2
2
1
2
1
16

%
12.5
12.5
25
12.5
12.5
6.25
12.5
6.25
100

As it is indicated, of the total number of the participants (N=16), 25% have been
teaching Written Expression for 3 years; 12.5% for one, two, four, five and twenty five years
separately against 6.25% of them who have an experience of twelve and thirty years,
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respectively. Having proportion of 75% for those who taught between one to five years and
proportion of 25% for teachers who taught Written Expression for over than twelve years denote
that our informants are more or less novice teachers who still need to know further about
teaching writing.
Question 03: What level(s) have you been teaching Written Expression?
a) 1st year
b) 2nd year
c) 3rd year

Table 7.3.
Teachers’ Teaching Levels
Option
1st
2nd
3rd
1st + 2nd
1st + 3rd
2nd + 3rd
1st + 2nd + 3rd
Total

N°
03
04
02
02
01
01
03
16

%
18.75
25
12.5
12.5
06.25
06.25
18.75
100

Apropos of teachers’ teaching levels, it can be noticed that nine teachers have taught
only one level: four of them taught 2nd year, three taught 1st year and two of them taught 3rd
year. The other seven teachers, on the other hand, have taught Written Expression for more
than one level: three of them taught the three levels, two taught 1st and 2nd levels, one 1st and
3rd levels and another one taught 2nd and 3rd levels. These results denote that the same teachers
are in charge of the same levels, in most cases.
Section Two:

Teachers’ Perceptions about Writing Courses, Students’ Writing

Performance and Evaluation
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Question 04: Do you think that two sessions of Written Expression per week are enough to
improve students’ writing?
a) Yes
b) No
Table 7.4.
Teachers’ Opinion about the Number of WE Sessions
Options
Yes
No
Total

N°
04
12
16

%
25
75
100

(75 % ) of the questioned teachers assert that the time allocated for teaching writing
is not sufficient to cover all the aspects needed to improve students’ writing skill, while only
25% of them claim that two sessions per week are enough.
Question 05: Please justify your answer
The twelve teachers who claim that three hours per week is not enough justified their
answer as follows:
-

“The more they practice, the quicker they foster their writing capacities”

-

“Students need more practice and guidelines from teachers”.

-

“They need more practice”. (two teachers)

-

“we need to apply writing tasks on regular basis”

-

“ writing is too demanding that’s why a lot of practice is needed to boost their level”

-

“Writing is a whole writing process; we need to teach many things in different times;
therefore, we cannot tackle everything in one session or two”

-

“We don’t have sufficient opportunities to practice”.

-

“We have an important amount of literature that not enough is left for practice”.

-

“Students need time to practice to enhance their writing performance”
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-

“More time should be devoted to reading and writing”.

We can notice that all the teachers agree that there is a great relationship between time and the
different aspects of writing. Writing demands concentration, guidance, time and most of all
practice so that students can perform better. Concerning the four teachers who answered “yes”,
they justified their choice as follows:
-

“Too much writing make them lose interest”.

-

“Two sessions are enough so they don’t get bored”

-

“ It is a question of time management”

-

“If students practice outside their classes, two sessions would be enough”.

These answers reveal that the teachers’ main concern here is their students’ interest in writing
which to a certain extant may affect their writing performance.
Question 06: Do you think that the programme designed in teaching Written Expression is
sufficient to improve students’ writing skill?
a) Yes
b) No

Table 7.5.
Teachers’ Opinion about WE Programme.
Option
Yes
No
Total

N°
06
10
18

%
37.5
62.5
100

As it is shown in table 7.5. , ten teachers consider the programme designed in teaching
Written Expression insufficient to improve students’ writing skill compared to six who assert
that it is satisfying .
Question 07: Please justify your answer
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To justify the insufficiency of the programme designed in teaching Written Expression,
nine of the surveyed teachers reported the following answers:
- “It is the same programme taught to students over years; it hasn’t been changed”
- “There isn’t any real effort of making a programme based on student’s needs which
differ year after year. Besides, there is a lack of collaboration between teachers of
Written Expression.”
- “Not take into account all the aspects of writing”.
- “The programme was designed for 20 students. Now it can’t complete the designed
content in the planned schedule”
- “It lacks mechanics, style and guidance in the writing process”.
- “It is not well divided (e.g. 3rd year students deal only with argumentation)”.
- “The elaboration is difficult compared to the students needs”
- “ It lacks mastery of the English language system”
- “It doesn’t meet with the students’ needs”
Among the six teachers who said “yes”, four of them justified their answers as follows:
- “All the ingredients are there, all what is left is the good implementation”.
- “If it is applied appropriately, it is sufficient; we just need time to practice”.
- “It is sufficient when the teacher knows how to use it in a way that covers all writing
components”.
- “It is sufficient when applied correctly”.
Question 08: How would you describe the writing level of your students?
a) Above average
b) Average
c) Below average
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Table 7.6.
Students’ Writing Level
Options
a.
b.
c.
Total

N°
01
12
03
16

%
6.25
75
18.75
100

Regarding the results obtained, 75% of the respondents evaluate their students’ writing
level about average, 18.75% consider it above average and only 6.25% below average. This
reflects the students’ homogeneity.
Question 09: How often do you give your students writing assignments?
a) Always
b) Very often
c) Often
d) Sometimes
e) Rarely
f) Never

Table 7.7.
Students’ Writing Assignment
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
Total

N°
01
05
07
03
/
/
16

%
6.25
31.25
43.75
18.75
/
/
100

Regarding writing practice as one of the main important factors that contribute to the
improvement of students’ writing skill, we find it essential to know how often teachers assign
their students to write. The results obtained reveal that 43.75% of the respondents do it often;
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31.25% of them assign their students very often; and 18.75% do it sometimes against only one
(5.56%) who does it always. This mainly denotes a considerable amount of time is devoted to
practice.
Question 10: What are the most frequent errors your students commit in their writing?
a) Grammatical
b) Lexical
c) Syntactic
d) Other (please specify) …………………………………………

Table 7.8.
Students’ Writing Errors
Option
a.
b.
c.
a+b
a+c
a+b+c
a+c+d
Total

N°
01
/
03
01
02
07
02
16

%
6.25
/
18.75
6.25
12.5
43.75
12.5
100

According to the obtained results, the majority of the surveyed teachers (43.75%) report
that students commit respectively grammatical, lexical and syntactic errors in their writing
while 18.75% claim that the most common errors are related to syntax. In addition, a total
percentage of 12.5% consider deviations of grammar and syntax to be the most frequent ones,
and the same percentage i.e. 12.5% assert that besides grammatical and lexical errors,
deviations related to mechanics and style are, also, considered among the common errors
committed by students in their writing. Finally, a small equal percentage of 6.25% of the
teachers consider respectively grammatical and syntactic errors to be the most current ones.
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Here, it is noticed that errors of grammar recorded the highest number of answers, followed by
those related to syntax then the ones of lexis.
Question 11: What measures do you take to help them to overcome these problems?

Our respondents agree that the best ways to help students overcome their writing
problems and difficulties are via practice, instructions, raising their awareness towards their
errors, continuous evaluation and support. In this respect, their answers are as follows (one
teacher did not answer this question):

-

“I insist on reading and practice”.

- “classroom intensive practice. One cannot count too much on homeworks because
these latter are never done seriously”.
- “I provide my students with a model of essay writing right after they finish writing a
composition on a given topic, a checklist on writing conventions and characteristics of
a good piece of paper”.
- “continuous evaluation”.
- “I help them get correct, relevant and good ideas through raising a discussion on the
topic to be written. About the style, I just ask them to improve it through reading”.
- “feeding them with rules and inviting them to practice”.
- “emphasizing the importance of all aspects in writing with a focus on the aspects
students consider of less importance in addition to direct instructions and rules related
to each element at a time”.
- “what I insist on is reading. Then generally practice with them in class, give
homeworks and hand out pedagogical support”.
- “practice and peer reviewing”.
- “a lot of practice + feedback”.
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- “I insist on peer correction”.
- “practice and application of rules”.
- “more practice and reading modals”.
- “instruction+ awareness raising+ make them appreciate the improvement achieved
after the teacher’s intervention”.
“encourage students to write even with grammatical mistakes, and I don’t focus on

-

the length of the piece of writing because they’re in a stage where the important thing
is that students start producing regardless of the mistakes they do. They should
practice; and by time they’ll get used to it and they’ll find themselves learning lots
of vocabulary, and avoid lots of grammatical mistakes too”.
Question 12: Have you noticed any improvement in your students’ writing level along the
academic year?
a) Yes
b) No
Table 7.9.
Students’ Improvement
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
05
11
16

%
31.25
68.75
100

To see students’ improvement along the year is really important since it is the evidence
of the development of their writing skill. Unfortunately, regarding this question, the majority
of the respondents (68.75) agree that there is no improvement against 32.25% who claim that
there is.
Question 13: If your answer is ‘yes’, how would you describe this improvement?
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With reference to this question, the majority of the teachers described their students’
improvement by being “insignificant”. Put otherwise, they notice that some students, along their
academic year, slightly progressed in some aspects of writing specially organisation and
mechanics. They assert the following:
- “it is fairly acceptable in terms of organization and mechanics”.
- “slight improvement for a few number of students”
- “slight improvement in organization, mechanics, less grammatical and lexical
errors”.
- “they gained awareness of the way a piece of paper should be (organization)”
- “slight progress reflected in their sentences structure and textual organization”
Question 14: What can be the reason(s) behind it?
According to our respondents, the main reason behind their students’ progress is their
intensive guidance, extra classroom works and continuous assessment. They explained those
reasons as follows:
-

“their progress is due to writing tasks, feedback and awareness”.

-

“guidance of teachers and practice”.

-

“regular work in class and regular assessment”.

-

“direct instructions supported with model texts and practice with teachers”.

-

“raising their awareness about reading and writing+ additional classroom work”.

Section Three: Vocabulary Improvement
Question 15: How do you describe the vocabulary level of your students?
a) Very good
b) Good
c) Average
d) Poor
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e) Very poor
Table 7.10.
Students’ Vocabulary Level
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Total

N°
/
/
07
06
03
16

%
/
/
43.75
37.5
18.75
100

By this question, we wanted to have a general idea about the students’ level of
vocabulary. From the table, it seems that the majority of the teachers (43.75%) describe the
vocabulary level of their students as “average”; those making up 37.5% characterize it “poor”
against 18.75% who see it “very poor”. These results are not really promising; they demonstrate
students’ serious difficulties and shortage of vocabulary during the production of a piece of
writing. It can be reflected in their hard struggle to find the appropriate words with the accurate
form that connote and express exactly their intended meaning.
Question 16: Are your students eager to learn and improve their vocabulary?
a) Yes
b) No
Table 7.11.
Students’ Eagerness to Learn and Improve Vocabulary
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
13
03
16

%
81.25
18.75
100

This question aims at depicting students’ keenness for vocabulary learning and
improvement. A quick look at the table 7.11 shows that thirteen teachers believe that students
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are eager learners against three who do not think so. These results demonstrate that students
welcome the application of activities, tasks or methods that work on enhancing their vocabulary
knowledge.
Question 17: Do you present new words in every lesson?
a) Yes
b) No
Table. 7.12.
Teachers’ Presentation of New Words
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
09
07
16

%
56.25
43.75
100

Of the total number of respondents, 56.25% of them present new vocabulary item(s)
every lecture while 43.75% do not. By far, it demonstrate that some teachers introduce new
words but not on a regular basis.
Question 18: If yes, how?
Of the nine teachers who confirmed introducing new words in every lecture, seven of
them provided us with the following descriptions:
- Using essays, paragraphs or topics that speak about new different ideas. (four teachers)
- Providing them with technical words in texts (sample of essays).
- Using reading essays with new vocabulary items. (two teachers)
Question 19: Do you devote independent sessions to improve students’ vocabulary within your
writing courses?
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a) Yes
b)

No

Table. 7.13.
Teachers’ Sessions Allocation to Improve Students’ Vocabulary
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
04
12
16

%
25
75
100

The table reveals that a high proportion of teachers (75%) do not devote independent
lectures for teaching and enhancing students’ vocabulary in class against 25% who confirm
they do.
Question 20: If yes, what kind of activities/ tasks do you use?
a) Matching activities
b) Sentence completion
c) Fill in the blanks
d) Vocabulary games
e) Other, please specify …………………………………….

Table. 7.14.
The Kind of Activities Used to Enhance Students’ Vocabulary
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
a+b
c+d
Total

N°
/
/
/
02
/
01
01
04
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%
/
/
/
50
/
25
25
100
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Of the total minority who answered yes to the previous question, two teachers declare
using vocabulary games, like crosswords; another teacher claims the use of matching activities
and sentence completion; a last one asserts the application of vocabulary games and fill in the
blanks.
Question 21: If no, what do you do to enhance your students’ vocabulary in class?
This question aims at gathering information about what kind of activities, tasks,
methods, techniques or suggestions they provide to help students evolve their vocabulary
knowledge. Of the total number of participants (N=12) who answered “no” to Q19, eleven of
them answered this question. Their answers varies between giving suggestions, providing them
with reading texts that belong to different registers, analyzing them and putting what is learned
into practice. They are summed up as follows:
- “Supply reading example texts” (two teachers)
- “Providing reading challenging texts related to different domains. After that, they are
asked to try and put the learned items to practice.
- “Ask them all the time to read to develop some familiarity with the TL style and also
develop their vocabulary background”.
- “I ask them to give examples using the words given”.
- “I ask them to provide five new words at the end of each session”.
- “I advice them to read, to write and to speak even outside the classroom in English”.
- “I suggest them to keep a journal in which they write new words and use them in
sentences after defining them”.
- “I suggest them to read more and watch English speaking materials”.
- “I suggest them to practice and do LOTS of reading”.
- “I suggest them to do intensive and intensive reading”.
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Section Four: the Writing Habit
Question 22: Have you tried to develop a writing habit for your students in classroom?
a)

Yes

b)

No

Table 7.15.
The Writing Habit Application
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
03
13
16

%
18.75
81.25
100

Regarding this question, we wanted to know whether teachers of Written Expression
have ever tried to build a writing habit for students in class. The majority of the teachers
(81.25%) reported “no” against 18.75% who said “yes”.

Question 23: Please, justify your answer
Those who answered “yes” justified their answers as follows:
- “students need to practice”.
- “it motivates them to ameliorate their writing”.
- “it gives them freedom of expression and appreciation of the quality of ideas”.
Regarding the teachers who answered ‘no’, time constraints was the main obstacle that stands
against the writing habit application. They explained it as follows:
- “ time is not enough/time constraints” ( ten teachers).
- “homeworks are sufficient”. (three teachers)
Question 24: Do you apply in your lectures activities besides writing compositions?
a) Yes
b) No
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Table 7.16.
Students’ Writing Activities
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
04
12
18

%
25
75
100

Of the total number of the respondents, 75% said “no” against 25% who reported “yes”.
We may notice that this and the previous question share the aspect of “activities/tasks” applied
in class in addition to the one of writing compositions; nevertheless, it is essential to make a
distinction between them. The essence of a writing habit is its permanent and regular application
along the year contrary to the infrequent tasks and activities that teachers apply once and a while
all along. Therefore, we can see that only few teachers manage their time to apply some
activities to develop their students’ writing performance.
Question 25: If your answer is ‘yes’, what are these activities?
In their answers, the surveyed teachers mentioned different activities. We distinguish grammarbased activities, reading activities, those that consist of summarizing from an English text, peer
correction, discussing writing contents and writing words spelled out orally.
Question 26: Are you familiar with the term “dictogloss”?
a) Yes
b) No

Table. 7.17.
Teachers’ Familiarity with Dictogloss
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
05
11
16
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31.25
68.75
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The table reveals that the majority of the teachers 68.75% do not know what
“dictogloss” means compared to 31.25% who are familiar with it.
Question 27: If your answer is “yes”, have you ever applied it in your lectures?
a)

Very Often

b) Often
c)

Sometimes

d) Rarely
e) Never

Table 7.18.
Dictogloss Frequency Application
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Total

N°
/
/
/
01
04
05

%
/
/
/
20
80
100

Of the total number of the teachers (five) who reported “yes” to the previous question,
four never performed dictogloss before against only one who asserted its rare application in his
writing classes.
Question 28: How do you think the level of students’ writing could be improved?
Teachers’ comments concentrated on practice in addition to its’ association with
reading as the best way to improve students level in writing. Among the answers that support
practice are the following: “writing can be improved primarily through practice”, “practice,
practice and practice; and when students finish practicing, they have to practice over and over
again”, “the only possible way is practice associated to reading”, “through practice in the
teachers’ presence”, “practice inside and outside the classroom”, “intensive reading and
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practice”. Moreover, others referred to the importance of motivation and how it is essential for
students to lose interest in writing. Among them we distinguish “motivation helps them
improving”, “students need to be interested enough at writing”. Others, on the other hand, claim
that good instructions, appropriate application of teaching approaches in addition to the regular
feedback, have an important impact on the students writing. Others, in turn, proposed to reduce
the number of students per class.
Section Five: Further Suggestions and Comments.
Question 29: Feel free to add any further suggestions/ comments you see relevant to enrich
the questionnaire.
As far as this questionnaire is concerned, eight teachers added comments and suggestions. They
are presented as follows:


Comments:

-

“I wish that this questionnaire was more specific and tackled only one aspect of writing”.

-

“Vocabulary is without any doubt the crucial element in learning a foreign language.
We can understand someone talking with inappropriate vocabulary but we cannot if
he/she uses inappropriate word in context”.

-

“Reading is a key element for developing students’ vocabulary. If teachers of Written
and Oral expression devote some time to teach vocabulary, that would very much help”.

-

“Whatever a writing teacher does in the classroom to improve the students’ writing
abilities remains an attempt to solve their personal/individual weaknesses. Whatever the
selection and quality of both teachers and writing programmes, there is no guarantee
that all our students improve. This is simply because there are other contextual factors
that we never consider: who teaches what, to whom, for what purpose, under what
learning conditions…”
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 Suggestions:
-

“I would suggest the introduction of two essential aspects: Reading and the teaching of
culture of the target language”.

-

“Regarding the importance of reading in promoting students’ vocabulary background, I
recommend to make a separate course for reading or reading strategies”.

-

“Introduce the Reading Techniques module. It’s URGENT!”

-

“The curriculum designed to teach Written Expression and Oral Expression should be
modified according to the students needs. Besides, teachers should collaborate and work
with each other”.

7.1.4. Discussion of the Teachers’ Questionnaire Results
The analysis of the teachers’ responses yielded significant data regarding their
perceptions, attitudes, and work in writing classes. First of all, most of Written Expression
teachers are Master holders who share nearly the same level of experience. Regarding the role
experience incorporate in teaching a given module; we believe that there should be
collaboration between novice and more experienced teachers to guarantee a better teaching
atmosphere. Furthermore, table 7.3. denotes that most of our respondents are in charge of the
same levels. It is known that at every level, there is a teacher in charge of the Written Expression
module. Therefore, apropos of our sample, we believe that at every level, there is at least one
teacher who taught writing for over twelve years.
75 % of teachers believe that the time devoted to teaching writing is not sufficient to
cover all the necessary aspects that students need to improve their writing skill. According to
them, writing is a demanding and challenging skill that requires careful attention and a lot of
practice; therefore, students need further opportunities to practice on a regular basis. As regards
to the programme designed in teaching writing, 62.5% of teachers consider it unsatisfying to
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enhance students’ writing skill. They claim that the same programme is taught over years.
Therefore, it needs to be elaborated to meet students’ needs and improve their writing level.
Indeed, having a proportion of 75% considering students writing level as average is not
promising. Thus, it is necessary to cover and improve it; in this respect, it is indicated that
students are exposed to a considerable amount of practice.
The answers to the following questions (Q10- Q14) reveal that most common errors
committed according to our informants are those related to grammar followed by those of
syntax, lexis and then those of style and mechanics. Additionally, to help students overcome
their errors and writing problems and difficulties, teachers believe that the most useful and
effective ways are by practicing, instructing, raising students’ awareness towards their errors,
evaluating and supporting them constantly. To help students deal with their writing difficulties
and, thus, improve their writing skill, teachers supply considerable practice opportunities in
class in form of writing paragraphs, essays or activities. They feed their students with rules and
instructions related to the elements of an effective writing and provide reading modals and raise
their attention to the role the reading skill plays in improving one’s writing. Moreover, they
highlight the importance of providing continuous assessment and raising students’ awareness
towards their errors production. They evoke that the necessity to provide feedback regularly
encourage and support students to achieve better writing production and appreciate it.
Furthermore, results in table 7.9. reveal that the majority of the questioned teachers notice no
improvement on the part of the students writing level along the academic year. In case there is
any, it is mainly described as insignificant. Their students’ slight improvement is just limited
to some students at the level of organization and mechanics, thanks to the teachers’ guidance,
regular work and assessment, raising awareness and instructions.
The analysis of section three unveiled important findings related to teachers role in
enhancing students vocabulary knowledge. To start with, students’ vocabulary level is mainly
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described as average by 43.75% of the informants. This indicates students’ shortage of
vocabulary in their writing. Besides, despite their difficulties in finding the appropriate words
during the production of a piece of writing, 81.25% of our informants claim their learners’
eagerness for vocabulary learning and improvement. It demonstrates that students welcome the
application of activities, tasks or methods that work on enhancing their vocabulary knowledge.
Answers to Q17 and Q18 reveal that 56.25% of teachers present new vocabulary item(s) every
writing lecture by means of using essays, paragraphs, technical words in texts or reading models
with new lexical items. In addition, table 7.13. uncover that the majority of writing teachers do
not plan independent lectures for teaching and enhancing students’ vocabulary in class. In such
cases, teachers tend to enhance learners’ lexis by exposing them to an environment rich in the
TL input through interacting in some communicative activities, providing reading models or
challenging texts, writing compositions, giving instructions and putting what is learned into
practice. On the other hand, the other teachers (25%) assert the planning of some activities like
sentence completion, vocabulary games, fill in the blanks and matching activities to help their
students improve.
Answers to the questions related to the section of the writing habit exhibit that 81.25%
of teachers of WE have never tried to build a writing habit for their students in class due to time
constraints. The three teachers who devoted some time building it claimed that it is an efficient
way to motivate learners to write better, feel free to express themselves and appreciate the
quality of their writing in addition to their exposure to practice. Additionally, although the
majority do not apply activities and tasks on a regular basis, they do manage their time to assign
some activities, besides writing compositions, to develop their students writing performance.
They are illustrated in grammar-based activities, reading activities, those that consist of
summarizing from an English text, peer correction, discussing writing contents and writing
words spelled out. In terms of dictogloss procedure, 68.75% of writing teachers are not familiar
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with it. Having such results demonstrates that as a writing task, dictogloss has never been used
in writing classes before. For teachers as for students, it is a new and infrequent writing activity.
We maintain that answers of the teachers who claimed knowing what it means, four out of five,
have never applied it in their lectures. Globally, as it is indicated in previous answers, teachers
of WE agree that the best ways to evolve students’ writing level is via extensive practice in
addition to its association with continuous intensive reading, explicit instructions, regular
feedback, motivation and support.
The last section which was a free space for teachers to write and add any comments or
suggestions related to the aim of the questionnaire showed their accentuation on the importance
of vocabulary as a key element in writing. Above all, it uncovered the necessity to introduce
reading techniques and strategies as a separate course to help students develop their writing
skill.
7.2. The Students’ Questionnaire
7.2.1. Administration of the Students’ Questionnaire
The questionnaire was handed out to fifty (50) second-year Algerian students from the
Department of Letters and English Language, University of Frères Mentouri during the
academic year 2012-2013, after achieving our experiment. The students who filled the
questionnaire represent our research sample that has been part of the experimental work. The
questionnaire was administrated one day prior to the post-test data compilation. We gave them
about twenty five minutes to answer the questionnaire individually. Throughout the
administration, we provided explanations whenever necessary to make sure that all students
have understood the questions.
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7.2.2. Description of the Students’ Questionnaire
The questionnaire comprises twenty two (22) questions of two types: closed-ended
and open- ended questions classified in four sections namely, general information, the writing
skill, dictogloss and further suggestions and comments (See appendix # 02).
 Section one: general information (Q1-Q2)
The aim of this section is to gather general information about participants under study;
it serves setting some profile for the sample that represents our population regarding their
gender and secondary background education.


Section two: the writing skill (Q3-Q12)
The objective of this section is to explore students’ views about the sufficiency of time

allocated to writing courses in addition to the adequacy of their content in improving the
participants’ writing skill (Q3-Q6). It attempts also to investigate students’ interest towards the
Written Expression module and written assignments (Q7-Q8). Additionally, it seeks to know
the frequency of their writing practice with and without the teachers’ request (Q9-10). Finally,
it probes students’ perception of effective writing in addition to their areas of difficulty while
producing a piece of text (Q11-Q12).


Section three: the dictogloss (Q13-Q21)
This section endeavours students’ interest and perspectives towards writing using the

dictogloss procedure. It explores students’ former experience using it (Q13-Q14). Besides, it
attempts to gauge the dictogloss application in terms of students’ interest (Q15- Q17), difficulty
(Q18- Q19) and sufficiency of time devoted to the task (Q20- Q21).
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Section four: further comments and suggestions (Q22)
This section comprises only one question; it is an extra space for students to provide

additional comments and /or suggestions, if any, about any aspect within the framework of the
questionnaire.

7.2.3. Analysis of the Students’ Questionnaire
Section One: General Information
Question 1: Specify your gender, please.
a) Male
b) Female

Table 7.19.
Subjects’ Gender
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
10
40
50

%
20
80
100

As presented in table 7.19., nearly the majority of the questioned participants are
females (80%) while 20% of them are males. This reflects the overwhelming increasing number
of girls in contrast to boys in Algerian universities.
Question 02: What type of Baccalaureate do you hold?
a) Languages
b) Sciences
c) Letters
d) Other, please, specify…………..
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Table 7.20.
Type of Baccalaureate Held by Students
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
Total

N°
22
13
13
02
50

%
44
26
26
04
100

Regarding their Baccalaureate stream, our subjects come from four different ones:
Languages, Letters, Science and Maths. The majorities were in languages class with 44%,
followed respectively by a proportion of students who came from Letters class (26%) and
Science class (26%). In addition, only 4% studied in Maths class. This displays diversity in the
sample under investigation with reference to students’ secondary school background.
Accordingly, 70% of our participants are coming from Languages and Letters classes
who have had a more voluminous English course in contrast to other streams. However, this
does not implicate by no means that those from Science and Math classes (30%) are less
competent than the others, regarding the English course they have had and the classroom
observations that displayed their self-involvement in English lectures compared to some Letters
or Languages students.
Section Two: The Writing Skill
Question 03: Do you think two sessions per week are sufficient to help improve your writing?
a) Yes
b)

No

Table 7.21.
Subjects’ Opinion about the Time Allocated to Written Expression
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
08
42
50
216

%
16
84
100
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As presented in table, 84% of the questioned students assert that the time devoted to
Written Expression is not sufficient to improve their writing skill against only 8% of them who
claim that two sessions (an hour and a half each) per week are enough.
Question 04: Please, justify your answer.
The forty two students who reported that the time devoted to Written Expression is not
sufficient to improve their writing skill justified their answers in the following points:
-

They need more practice to develop their writing skill. (twenty students)

-

The programme designed contains, to some extents, many elements related to the
writing skill that cannot be covered in two semesters. (ten students)

-

They need practice in class with the teacher’s guidance and feedback. (four
students)

-

In addition to writing paragraphs/ essays, they need to practice other writing
activities and including reading sessions. (four students)

-

Some lectures, tasks and techniques require practice and explanation on the part of
the teacher more than others. (three students)

-

They need to write at ease in groups with the help of the teacher more often.

We can notice that all students agree in their answers on the aspect of practice in class with the
supervision of the teacher to provide them with guidance and feedback. Concerning the eight
students who answered “yes”, six of them justified their choice as follows:
-

The problem is not in the number of sessions since they are enough. They need to
practice outside the class. (four students)

-

They can write at home without the teacher’s supervision and bring the work for
evaluation, later. (two students)
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Here, we can notice that students consider the teacher as an assessor; they prefer to write outside
the classroom and bring their homework for feedback and evaluation.
Question 05: Do you think that the programme designed in teaching Written Expression is
sufficient to improve your writing?
a) Yes
b) No

Table 7.22.
Students’ Opinion about the Programme Designed to Written Expression
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
34
16
50

%
68
32
100

As it is shown in the above table, thirty four students consider the programme they are
studying in Written Expression classes adequate to improve their writing skill compared to
sixteen who claim that it is unsatisfying.
Question 06: Please, justify your answer.
The thirty four informants’ justifications denote once and again their need to practice;
their answers are summed up as follows:
- It contains all the important aspects related to writing, all what they need is practice.
(eighteen students)
- It covers the basic elements of writing that help them improving their skill. (ten
students)
- They deal with different theoretical aspects that help them know more about writing
and they need time to apply them properly. (four students)
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- The programme is interesting and they deal with all important points related to
Writing. (two students)
Among the sixteen students who are unsatisfied with writing syllabus they are studying,
fourteen of them justified their answers as follows:
- They need more activities, new helpful methods and writing strategies that help them
improve their writing. (seven students)
- It covers many theoretical aspects without enough time to practice them. (five
students)
- It does not offer enough writing opportunities to practice more in class. (two students)
Question 07: How do you find the Written Expression module?
a) Very interesting
b) Interesting
c) slightly interesting
d) Not interesting
e) Boring

Table 7.23.
Students’ Interest in the Module of Written Expression
Options
a
b
c
d
e
Total

N°
27
17
02
3
01
50

%
54
34
04
06
02
100

Regarding the results obtained, 54% of the respondents find the Written Expression
module very interesting; 6% not interesting; 4% slightly interesting and only 2% who find it
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boring. This demonstrates students’ interest in Written Expression classes which motivate them
to learn and improve their writing skill.
Question 08: How do you usually feel when you are asked to write an assignment?
a) Very interested
b) Interested
c) Slightly interested
d) Indifferent
e) Not interested

Table 7.24.
Students’ Interest in Writing an Assignment
Options
a
b
c
d
e
Total

N°
12
25
4
6
3
50

%
24
50
08
12
06
100

It appears from the table above that half of the participants (50%) feel interested about
writing assignments; 24% of them are very interested; 12% claim their indifference; 8% are
slightly interested against 6% who are not interested.
Question 09: How often do you write in the classroom under the supervision of your teacher?
a) Always
b) Very often
c) Often
d) Sometimes
e) Rarely
f) Never
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Table 7.25.
Writing Assignments Frequency
Options
a
b
c
d
e
f
Total

N°
28
15
06
01
/
/
50

%
56
30
12
02
/
/
100

Since practice is one of the main important factors that contributes to the enhancement
of the students’ writing skill, it is necessary to know how often students are engaged in writing
tasks in class with the teacher supervision. The results obtained reveal that 56% of the
participants do it always; 30% of them are assigned very often; 12% do it often; and only 2%
do it sometimes. The results display that a considerable amount of time is allocated to practice
in class.
Question 10: How often do you write outside the classroom without being asked by your
teacher?
a) Always
b) Very often
c) Often
d) Sometimes
e) Rarely
f) Never
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Table 7.26.
Students’ Writing Frequency
Options

N°

%

a

/

/

b

/

/

c

02

04

d

08

16

e

24

48

f

16

32

Total

50

100

Of the total number of the respondents, 48% write rarely outside the classroom without
being assigned followed by those who never write 32%; then those who do it sometimes 16%
and the minority who does it often (4%). The results obtained reveal that despite their awareness
of the necessity of practicing as a crucial element to improve their writing performance, students
rely only on the time devoted to them in class to engage themselves in writing assignments.
This, eventually, influence their written product to some extent.
Question 11: According to you, effective writing is (classify them in your order of importance)
a) Precise vocabulary
b) Accurate Grammar
c) Clear ideas
d) Correct use of writing mechanics
e) Good style
f)

Logical organization
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Table 7.27.
Students’ Classification of Writing Elements in Order of Importance
Options

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

a.

09

18

13

26

14

28

07

14

04

08

03

06

b.

11

22

07

14

12

24

13

26

05

10

02

04

c.

26

52

08

16

08

16

07

14

01

02

/

/

d.

02

04

09

18

09

18

04

08

13

26

13

26

e.

01

02

05

10

04

08

08

16

12

24

20

40

f.

01

02

08

16

03

06

11

22

15

30

12

24

As the table above reveals, in rank 1, ideas are considered by students to be the most
important aspect for writers with 52%, followed by grammar 22%, vocabulary 18%, mechanics
4% and finally style and organization 2%, respectively. In rank 5, on the other hand, style came
last as the least important element by 40%, then mechanics 26%, organization 24%, vocabulary
6% and finally grammar 4%.
For a more explicit and intelligible comparison of the options presented above, we
estimated the sum of ranks in which “the option with the least sum of the ranks is the most
important and so forth” (Clark 1977, p. 152; in Dakhmouch, 2008, p. 139). This is shown in the
following table.
Table 7.28.
Sum of the Ranks (Effective Writing)
Options

N°

Precise vocabulary

143

Accurate grammar

150

Clear ideas

99

Mechanics

206

Good style

235

Logical organization

217
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The sum of ranks shown in table 7.28 reveals a functional analysis of effective writing
elements in order of importance. According to students’ answers, selection of clear ideas is
given a high importance in writing followed by vocabulary, grammar, mechanics, organization
and style. This denotes students’ awareness of the importance of vocabulary in writing.
However, disregarding style and organization as significant elements in writing is not really
encouraging since even with accurate grammar and appropriate vocabulary, without effective
style and ideas organized in a coherent way, students’ writing will be presented in a poor quality
and loses its aesthetic value.
Question 12: Please classify the following aspects according to their order of difficulty (going
from the most to the least difficult aspect)
a) Vocabulary
b) Grammar
c) Ideas
d) Style
e) Essay/ paragraph organization
f) Mechanics

Table 7.29.
Students Classification of Writing Elements in Order of Difficulty
Options

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

Rank6

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

a.

14

28

10

20

11

22

06

12

05

10

04

08

b.

09

18

13

26

10

20

08

16

09

18

01

02

c.

11

22

09

18

07

14

10

20

02

04

11

22

d.

02

04

10

20

05

10

14

28

13

26

06

12

e.

06

12

05

10

07

14

06

12

14

28

12

24

f.

08

16

04

08

10

20

05

10

07

14

16

32
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As the results in table 7.29 display, in rank 1, vocabulary is the most problematic aspect
of writing for students with 28% followed by ideas 22%, grammar 18%, mechanics 16%,
organization 12% and style 4%. In rank 6, on the other hand, mechanics is considered to be the
easiest aspect not causing them difficulties with 32%, followed by organization 24%, ideas
22%, style 12%, vocabulary 8% and grammar 2%.
Table 7.30.
Sum of the Ranks (Writing Difficulties)
Options

N°

Vocabulary

140

Grammar

148

Ideas

166

Style

194

Organization

203

Mechanics

197

On the whole, students’ classifications reveal that vocabulary and grammar followed by
ideas are the most complex aspects of writing that they have difficulties with. This is actually
displayed in their writing products regarding their vocabulary shortage and hard efforts in
finding the right words to express themselves adequately. Also, there are numerous grammatical
rules students need to learn, apply and practice to produce accurate language output. In their
order, however, students claimed that style, mechanics and the organization are less
troublesome aspects. This may be due to teachers’ tendency to accentuate on grammar,
vocabulary, content and mechanics in most writing courses.
Section Three: Dictogloss
Question 13: Have you ever performed the dictogloss task before?
a) Yes
b) No
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Table 7.31.
Students’ Former Application of Dictogloss
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
00
50
50

%
00
100
100

The table displays that all students have never performed the dictogloss task in their
previous academic year(s). This demonstrates their unfamiliarity with this type of activity and
performing it this year was a brand new experience to them.
Question 14: How did you find writing using dictogloss?
a. Very interesting
b. Interesting
c. Slightly interesting
d. Not interesting
e. Boring

Table 7.32.
Students’ Interest in Writing Using Dictogloss
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Total

N°
10
27
09
02
02
50

%
20
54
18
04
04
100

Nearly, the majority of students responded positively to the question. They appreciated
the application of dictogloss since 54% of them find it interesting followed by 20% of those
who consider it very interesting; then 18% slightly interesting and finally those who
respectively rate it not interesting and boring (4%). These results demonstrate students’
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attention towards the application of dictogloss; their interest denotes their self-involvement
throughout its practice.
Question 15: What did you like most about dictogloss?
a) The texts/the stories read
b) Working in groups
c) The new vocabulary
d) Nothing
e) Other, please, specify …………………

Table 7.33.
Students’ Favorite Part of Dictogloss Procedure
Options
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Total

N°
13
10
25
02
00
50

%
26
20
50
04
00
100

As it is indicated above, 50% of the surveyed informants reported that learning new
vocabulary is what they liked most about dictogloss; 26% of them enjoyed the stories narration;
20% appreciated working in groups against 4% who responded that they liked “nothing” about
dictogloss.
Question 16: Please, justify your answer.
The explanation of the twenty five students who reported that the new vocabulary is
what they most about the dictogloss procedure can be recapitulated in the following points:
- Ten students reported they learned new words, their spelling, synonyms and use in
different contexts.
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- Six students claimed that they have a shortage concerning vocabulary knowledge;
they enjoyed the part of learning new words and trying to use synonyms during the
reconstruction of the text.
- Four of them declared that it was a good opportunity to learn new vocabulary since
it is an important element one use to express himself in writing.
- Three students added that learning new words encouraged them in using dictionaries
to explore their meanings and synonyms.
- Two others asserted that they enjoyed this new way of learning new vocabulary since
they never experienced it before.
All the thirteen students who mainly liked the part of listening to the stories read to them
during the dictogloss procedure justified their answer by reporting that the stories were
interesting and captivating. They appreciated listening to the texts since they were moral stories
with positive and valuable messages.
Moreover, eight of the ten students who liked working in groups explained their answer
as follows:
- We had the possibility to interact, listen to each others’ point of views, and share
ideas, vocabulary and new information (five students)
- It created an enjoyable atmosphere of learning. (two students)
- Working in groups encouraged us to learn from each other.
Question 17: How did you find the dictogloss procedure?
a) Easy
b) Average
c) Difficult
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Table 7.34.
Dictogloss Difficulty
Options
a.
b.
c.
Total

N°
20
24
06
50

%
40
48
12
100

Of the total respondents (N=50), 48% of them reported that dictogloss was an average
task for them to complete; 40% asserted it was easy against 12% who found it difficult. These
results denote that writing using the dictogloss procedure was a quite challenging activity for
students to complete; it encouraged them to do more efforts to fulfill the aim of the task.
Question 18: Please, classify the following aspects according to their order of difficulty (going
from the most to the least difficult aspect)
a) Listening to the teacher’s readings
b) Taking and sharing notes
c) Working together in groups
d) Reconstructing the text
e) Analysing and correcting errors

Table 7.35.
Students’ Classification of Dictogloss Aspects of Difficulty
Options

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Rank4

Rank5

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

N°

%

a.

08

16

09

18

06

12

14

28

13

26

b.

05

10

05

10

15

30

12

24

13

26

c.

06

12

08

16

05

10

16

32

12

24

d.

17

34

13

26

10

20

05

10

05

10

e.

14

28

15

30

11

22

03

06

07

14
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The results reveal that in rank 1, text reconstruction is considered by the participants to
be the most difficult aspect they have problem with during the dictogloss procedure with 34%,
followed by errors analysis and correction 28%, listening to the teacher’s readings 16%,
working in groups 12% and then note taking 10% . In rank 5, on the other hand, listening and
note taking came last, respectively, as the least complicated aspects in dictogloss procedure
with 26% followed by working in groups 24%, error analysis and correction 04% and text
reconstruction 10%.
Table 7.36.
Sum of Ranks (Dictogloss Aspects of Difficulty)
Options

N°

Listening

165

Taking notes

173

Working in groups

161

Reconstructing

118

Correcting

124

Apropos of the sum of ranks displayed in the above table, text reconstruction is given
the highest difficulty in dictogloss procedure followed by errors analysis and correction,
working in groups, listening and finally taking and sharing notes. The results uncover students’
attention to comprehend and manipulate the input present in the text to assess, by then, their
output. They furnish efforts concentrating on the meaning and the form of the target language
to produce cooperatively at the end a piece of writing that is grammatically and lexically
accurate. Also, even providing them with the original version of the text, students’ difficulty
related to errors analysis and correction can mainly be related to the fact that they still do not
fully master their TL and its rules.
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Question 19: Was the time allotted to complete the reconstruction of the text sufficient to you?
1) Yes
2) No
Table 7.37.
Students’ Opinion about the Time Devoted to Text Reconstruction
Options
a.
b.
Total

N°
44
06
50

%
88
12
100

Regarding the time devoted to text reconstruction along the dictogloss procedure, 88%
of the students managed to complete the task within the time provided to them against 12%
who claimed it was not sufficient.
Question 20: If no, explain your answer, please.
Concerning the six students who reported that the time supplied to them was not enough
to complete the reconstruction of the text, some of them justified their answer by claiming that
sharing notes with their classmates in groups to agree on what to write takes time. Others
asserted that an amount of time is devoted to check the spelling of some words and looking for
synonyms in dictionaries. Others, however, reported that they need more time to revise and
review what they wrote.
Section Four: Further Suggestions and Comments
Question 21: Please, feel free to add any further comments or suggestions you see relevant to
enrich the questionnaire.
As far as this question is concerned, eighteen students added comments related to their
writing and dictogloss procedure in addition to some suggestions. They are presented as
follows:
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 Comments:
- Five students highlighted their serious problem in writing due to their lack of vocabulary
and ideas.
- Two others pointed out that writing need careful attention on the part of the teacher and
the student.
- Regarding the dictogloss task, six students claimed they gained some knowledge related
to vocabulary and some aspects of language use in texts.
- Two others declared they enjoyed their interaction in groups, during the reconstruction
of the text.
- One student added that writing using the dictogloss procedure encouraged him to
practice more writing activities.
 Suggestions:
- Three students accentuated their need to more practice opportunities to develop their
writing skill.
- Two other students suggested the implementation of new teaching methods that promote
their writing.
7.2.4. Discussion of the Students’ Questionnaire Results
The analysis of the students’ answers displayed some valuable information regarding
the participants’ standpoints and attitudes about the writing skill and dictogloss application. The
results obtained from the first section indicate that girls (80%) outnumber boys (20%) which
reflect the increasing number of girls in the Department of Letters and the English Language.
In addition, they reveal students’ main streams namely, Languages, Letters, Science, and Maths
which has any significant influence on the students’ involvement in learning or majoring in
English.
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Results in the section related to the writing skill displayed students’ standpoints towards
the writing course and the time devoted to it (Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6). As such, 84% of the informants
consider that three hours a week are not sufficient for improving their writing while 68% are
not pleased with the programme designed in Written Expression courses. In addition, the
analysis showed of the total students, 54% of them find Written Expression a very interesting
module to study while 50% of them feel interested when they are assigned to write. Apropos of
their writing habits, 56% of the informants write always in class under the supervision of their
teacher. It denotes students’ considerable exposure to practice with the teachers’ guidance and
feedback. On the other hand, 48% write rarely outside without being assigned (Q10). Besides,
students’ answers to Q11 and Q12 demonstrate their perspectives regarding the aspects of
effective writing. They believe that the most important elements are clear ideas, accurate
grammar and appropriate vocabulary; they consider them as well the most difficult aspect in
writing.
Students answers related to the section on the dictogloss procedure have shown
considerable information regarding their attitudes and interest towards its application. First of
all, the task has never been performed in previous academic year(s). As far as our research is
concerned, this indicates that this year, our students experienced writing using the dictogloss
application for the first time; the majority of them (54%) responded positively by considering
it an interesting writing task. In order of preference, they appreciated the presentation of new
vocabulary items for the opportunity they had to learn a word’s meaning, synonyms, spelling
and use; the stories told for their interest subject at each application; and then working in groups
for their interaction and encouragement to learn from each other. In addition, the majority (88%)
managed to finish the reconstruction within the time allotted to them. In terms of difficulty,
most answers go between easy (40%) and average (48%). This characterizes the dictogloss as
a quite challenging writing task for students to achieve. Moreover, of the different phases of the
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dictogloss procedure, text reconstruction tends to be the most complex one. At the level of this
stage, students are exposed to the input taken from the text in form of notes; they are assigned
to manipulate it to produce a piece of writing that is grammatically and lexically accurate. On
the other hand, taking and sharing notes is the easiest phase of dictogloss procedure. We believe
that students devoted some time to understand and practise note taking in other English courses,
especially Methodology. Therefore, we assume that this might be the main reason behind its
easiness.
Globally, the last section uncovered some comments about the importance of writing
and how it requires careful attention. In the free space, students mentioned their difficulties and
struggle in producing a piece of writing caused mainly by their lack of vocabulary and ideas,
and declared their positive attitude to the dictogloss application throughout the experiment. In
terms of suggestions, they accentuated the necessity to practice and to investigate new teaching
methods that promote their writing skill.
Conclusion
By and large, the analysis of the results we inferred from the teachers questionnaire
revealed that teachers of WE devote a considerable time of their lectures to engage learners in
some writing activities. Some of them are designed to improve their vocabulary knowledge and
thus, help them develop one aspect of their writing skill. Nevertheless, they have never had the
possibility to do it on a continuous level and build a writing habit in class for learners by means
of dictogloss or any other particular writing activity. Their unfamiliarity with the dictogloss
task demonstrated its no application in English classes, in general, and writing courses, in
particular.
On the other hand, the students questionnaire analysis displayed that, generally, learners
are aware of the importance of vocabulary in writing. Their answers stress their interest and
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positive attitude towards our experiment design regarding the introduction of new vocabulary
items, the subject of each story read and the collaborative work in groups. Also, writing using
the dictogloss procedure was a challenge for them to complete to produce by the end of it an
accurate reconstructed text in form and meaning.
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General Conclusion and Recommendations
The concept of error analysis is identified as a useful procedure to guide FL teaching.
Its outcomes enable the implementation of language instructions with focus on the most
relevant aspects, based on the errors identified. In effect, learners can be encouraged to work
on their deviations and shortcomings in order to find a solution to their errors’ production with
reference to their original sources. In this respect, the present study has tried to identify the
foundations of lexical errors production by Algerian FL students of English in writing to
establish greater understanding of the field of lexical errors and adopt some solutions and
remedies to reduce them.
Comprising seven chapters, the present research has been undertaken to identify the
frequent categories of lexical deviations made in essay writing by second-year students of
English at University of Frères Mentouri by adopting James’ (1998) taxonomy, highlight the
main possible reasons behind their occurrence and examine how their production changed after
building students’ writing habit using dictogloss. The study has also been conducted to display
teachers’ practices in writing classrooms and probe students’ attitudes and perceptions towards
the dictogloss application.
The research findings have demonstrated that distortions followed by errors of
collocations represent the overwhelming majority of lexical errors committed by second-year
students of English. They have also displayed that the presence of lexical errors in students’
writings may originate, primarily, from the incomplete and lack of their vocabulary knowledge
in form and meaning. In effect, we assume that this latter is mainly derived from their shortage
exposure to the English language that can be demonstrated in lack of TL/FL writing and reading
experiences. Undoubtedly, language transfer is an innate phenomenon in learning an additional
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language. In this respect, we have also concluded that the influence of the MT/L1 and FL1 is
another source of lexical errors occurrence in students’ writing.
Further, the present study has revealed that learners’ lexical errors production in writing
decreased as we integrated dictogloss as a way to build their writing habit. In this sense, we
have corroborated the research hypothesis that if students build a writing habit using dictogloss,
their lexical errors would be reduced; henceforth, their writing will improve. In other words,
providing FL learners with a positive environment where they have regular access to accurate
TL, interact and negotiate meaning and possible structures aids them to improve and enrich
their vocabulary knowledge and use; thus, ameliorate their writing quality. Nevertheless, it is
noteworthy that not all lexical errors subcategories seemed to demonstrate the same pattern of
progress. The most noticeable changes in lexical errors production refer to the considerable
decrease of distortions, followed by collocations and misformations. More students made errors
of formal misselections and confusion of sense relations, yet the difference is not significant.
As such, it is presumed that discrepancies in lexical errors frequency can mainly be related to
the nature of the lexicon. Nevertheless, some aspects of language require specific measures,
instructions and considerable time to be developed.
Moreover, the analysis of the teachers questionnaire has revealed that teachers of WE
design some writing activities that help learners enhance their vocabulary knowledge,
occasionally. Besides, their answers have demonstrated their unfamiliarity with the dictogloss
task as a means to build students’ writing habit in class. In addition, regarding the students
questionnaire responses, they have displayed their awareness towards the importance of
vocabulary as one aspect of developing ones’ writing quality/skill, and have accentuated their
interest and positive attitudes for the dictogloss adaptation in writing classes.
Thus, in the light of our results, writing in FL classes is a complex task that requires
attention. The benefit of building a writing habit for learners in class depends on engaging them
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in constant writing activities that create a positive atmosphere of working to increase their joy
and motivation for writing. As a writing task, dictogloss has provided learners with occasions
to integrate the four skills (writing, speaking, reading and listening), and opportunities to
demonstrate their comprehension of texts, organize language features, discuss possible
language structures and self-assess their own texts through a shared learning environment. It
has allowed them to assume a more active role by relying on their individual linguistic strengths
to write collaboratively, think critically and correct each other’s works without ruing the
positive atmosphere that dictogloss has created. Accordingly, learners appreciate their own and
others’ efforts in writing by engaging them in writing activities that they will be keen to
complete. These activities will create opportunities for them to have a go with language, help
them enjoy their work and take ownership of their writing. In this sense, learners will be
motivated to write and develop their writing practices; as such, they will improve their
proficiency level and increase the chances to reduce the presence of errors in their writing.
Regarding the positive role vocabulary plays in writing quality, and how the presence
of lexical deviations are one of the criteria for assessing it, it is essential to provide and suggest,
besides building a writing habit, some recommendations and remedies to consider in teaching
and learning writing situations. To start with, teaching vocabulary should not be neglected in
English language classes; it should be taught explicitly by adopting regularly various tasks and
activities that accentuate learning lexical items in isolation as well as in embedded context. In
effect, not only receptive vocabulary knowledge will advance, but productive vocabulary, as
well. Likewise, learners should be encouraged and taught to develop the strategic competence
that maximizes vocabulary learning opportunities. They should be spurred to adopt new
learning strategies or reinforce the use of preexisting ones that help them store new lexical items
with their forms and meanings in their mental lexicon and to be capable of recalling them
accurately in their writing. Some of these strategies may be note taking, guessing from the
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context, using music or poetry, rewriting sentences using new words or different structures,
repetition, building stories from images and associating words.
From the massive presence of distortions and collocations in students’ papers, we
assume that they demand higher attention; therefore, we recommend the extensive practice of
writing in FL classrooms. By practicing writing as by building their writing habit in class,
students are expected to enhance their language skills, in general, and their writing of
vocabulary items, in particular. In other words, providing learners with opportunities to practise
writing using high-frequency words as well as new items in English classroom will raise their
orthographic and phonetic awareness. As such, the production of distortions will be reduced,
specially, when they are associated with an explicit directional approach to spelling and
pronunciation that exhibit the discrepancy between the way words are pronounced and how
they are spelled. Further, to reduce the production of errors of collocations, we advocate for
teaching learners collocational patterns and designing activities that focus on meaning and
present vocabulary in semantic fields.
Apropos of L1 and FL1 influence on Algerian learners’ writing production , we assume
that incorporating L1/ FL1 and FL2 discrepancies while introducing some explicit composing
strategies can be an efficient means to develop learners’ writing ability. Likewise, being a
solution to compensate their deficiencies in lexical knowledge, highlighting aspects of
confusion between languages lexical systems and raising learners’ awareness towards their
false belief of equivalence between them can lead to lexical deviations reduction, especially
those related to misformations and collocations, vocabulary learning improvement and writing
skill enhancement, by then.
Moreover, learners should be encouraged and trained to use bilingual and monolingual
dictionaries efficiently. For instance, looking for near synonyms in monolingual dictionaries of
synonyms and distinguishing between formal and informal items can be an effective way to
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reduce this type of deviations. As for bilingual dictionaries, learners should be made aware of
languages differences to help determining the appropriate distribution of parts of speech. In
addition, they should be made aware of the basic morphological rules and how the association
of morphemes can form words and create different lexical fields. They can be introduced to the
use of some strategies that involve breaking words into parts (prefix, root, suffix) to raise their
attention about the suitable parts of speech to use in their writing.

No less significant, it is noteworthy that reading exhibits mastery of written structures,
reveals how genres and patterns shape ideas and provide access to them. Accordingly, learners
activate their prior knowledge and learn text structures and language that they can transmit to
their own writing. Thus, it makes learners’ lexical store richer and lexical errors less frequent.
In this respect, it is imperative to implement an individual reading course where learners should
be introduced to reading techniques that help them improve their reading ability and appreciate
good writing. Hence, they will be encouraged and motivated to read outside classrooms.

Last but not least, although the present study investigated the efficiency of building a
writing habit in improving one’s writing, and pointed to some relevant information regarding
the types and sources of lexical errors present in second-year students’ writing, still further
researches are needed to provide more conclusive and supporting results on these issues. As
such, we recommend the following:
 Undertaking studies that investigate specific subcategories of lexical errors like
distortions and collocations.
 Exploring other lexical error taxonomies that contribute to understanding errors’
production from different perspectives.
 Exploring dictogloss in different content areas.
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 Inquiring other engaging or challenging tasks besides dictogloss to build learners’
writing habit and increase their writing quality.
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Appendix #01
Teachers’ Questionnaire
Dear teacher,
This questionnaire is part of a research work on the impact building a writing habit has on
learners’ written product. It mainly aims at exhibiting writing teachers’ work and efforts in
writing classes. You are kindly requested to answer the questions.
Thank you for your precious contribution

Miss Meriem MAZRI
Department of Letters and the English Language
Faculty of Letters and Languages
University of Constantine1

Section One: General Information
Question 01: Degree held
a)
b)
c)
d)

BA
Master
Magister
PhD

Question 02: How many years have you been teaching Written Expression?
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Question 03: What level(s) have you been teaching Written Expression?
a) 1st year
b) 2nd year
c) 3rd year
Section Two: Teachers’ Perceptions about Writing, Courses Students’ Writing
Performance and Evaluation
Question 04: Do you think that two sessions of Written Expression per week are enough to
improve students’ writing?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 05: Please justify your answer
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….…
Question 06: Do you think that the programme designed in teaching Written Expression is
sufficient to improve students’ writing skill?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 07: Please justify your answer
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Question 08: How would you describe the writing level of your students?
a) Above average
b) Average
c) Below average
Question 09: How often do you give your students writing assignments?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Always
Very often
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

Question 10: What are the most frequent errors your students commit in their writing?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Grammatical
Lexical
Syntactic
Other (please specify) …………………………………………

Question 11: What measures do you take to help them to overcome these problems?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question 12: Have you noticed any improvement in your students’ writing level along the
academic year?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 13: If your answer is ‘yes’, how would you describe this improvement?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Question 14: What can be the reason(s) behind it?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Section Three: Vocabulary Improvement
Question 15: How do you describe the vocabulary level of your student?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Very good
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor

Question 16: Are your students eager to learn and improve their vocabulary?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 17: Do you present new words in every lesson?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 18: If yes, how?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question 19: Do you devote independent sessions to improve students’ vocabulary within your
writing courses?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 20: If yes, what kind of activities/ tasks do you use?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Matching activities
Sentence completion
Fill in the blanks
Vocabulary games
Other, please specify …………………………………….

Question 21: If no, what do you do to enhance your students’ vocabulary in class?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………..………
Section Four: the Writing Habit
Question 22: Have you tried to develop a writing habit* for your students in classroom?

*

Create a positive atmosphere where students feel comfortable to write CONSTANTLY by means of
activities/tasks that develop their writing performance.
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a)

Yes

b)

No

Question 23: Please, justify your answer
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Question 24: Do you apply in your lectures activities besides writing compositions?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 25: If your answer is ‘yes’, what are these activities?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Question 26: Are you familiar with the term “dictogloss”?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 27: If your answer is “yes”, have you ever applied it in your lectures?
a) Always
b) Very often
c) Often
d) Sometimes
e) Rarely
f) Never
Question 28: How do you think the level of students’ writing could be improved?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Section Five: Further Suggestions and Comments.
Question 29: Feel free to add any further suggestions/ comments you see relevant to enrich
the questionnaire.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………….……………………..
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Appendix #02
Students’ Questionnaire
Dear student,
This questionnaire aims mainly at exhibiting your attitudes toward the application of dictogloss
during this last semester. You are kindly requested to answer the following questions by ticking
in the corresponding boxes or filling in with information where necessary. Thank you for your
collaboration
Section One: General Information
Question 1: Specify your gender, please.
a) Male
b) Female
Question 02: What type of Baccalaureate de you hold?
a) Languages
b) Sciences
c) Letters
d) Other, please, specify…………..
Section Two: The Writing Skill
Question 03: Do you think two sessions per week are sufficient to help improve your
writing?
a) Yes
b)

No

Question 04: Please, justify your answer.
Question 05: Do you think that the programme designed in teaching Written Expression
is sufficient to improve your writing?
a) Yes
b)

No

Question 06: Please, justify your answer.
Question 07: How do you find the Written Expression module?
a) Very interesting
b) Interesting
c) slightly interesting
d) Not interesting
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e) Boring

Question 08: How do you usually feel when you are asked to write an assignment?
a) Very interested
b) Interested
c) Slightly interested
d) Indifferent
e) Not interested
Question 09: How often do you write in the classroom under the supervision of your
teacher?
a) Always
b) Very often
c) Often
d) Sometimes
e) Rarely
f) Never
Question 10: How often do you write outside the classroom without being asked by your
teacher?
g) Always
h) Very often
i) Often
j) Sometimes
k) Rarely
l) Never

Question 11: According to you, effective writing is (classify them in your order of
importance)
a) Precise vocabulary
b) Accurate Grammar
c) Clear ideas
d) Correct use of writing mechanics
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e) Good style
f) Logical organization

Question 12: Please classify the following aspects according to their order of difficulty
(going from the most to the least difficult aspect)
a) Vocabulary
b) Grammar
c) Ideas
d) Style
e) Essay/ paragraph organization
f) Mechanics

Section Three: Dictogloss
Question 13: Have you ever performed the dictogloss task before?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 14: How did you find writing using dictogloss?
a) Very interesting
b) Interesting
c) Slightly interesting
d) Not interesting
e) Boring
Question 15: What did you like most about dictogloss?
a) The texts/the stories read
b) Working in groups
c) The new vocabulary
d) Nothing
e) Other, please, specify …………………

Question 16: Please, justify your answer.
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Question 17: How did you find the dictogloss procedure?
a) Easy
b) Average
c) Difficult

Question 18: Please, classify the following aspects according to their order of difficulty
(going from the most to the least difficult aspect)
a) Listening to the teacher’s readings
b) Taking and sharing notes
c) Working together in groups
d) Reconstructing the text
e) Analysing and correcting errors

Question 19: Was the time allotted to complete the reconstruction of the text sufficient to
you?
a) Yes
b) No
Question 20: If no, explain your answer, please.
Section Four: Further Suggestions and Comments
Question 21: Please, feel free to add any further comments or suggestions you see relevant
to enrich the questionnaire.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix # 03 : The Reading Materials
How Jesse Got his Arm Back?
Eight- year-old Jesse Arbogast was playing in the sea late one evening in July 2001 when a 7 foot bull shark attacked him and tore
off his arm. Jesse’s uncle leapt into the sea and dragged the boy to shore. The boy was not breathing. His aunt gave him mouth-tomouth resuscitation while his uncle rang the emergency services. Pretty soon, a helicopter arrived and flew the boy to hospital. It was
a much quicker journey than the journey by road. Jesse’s uncle, Vance Folsenzier, ran back into the sea and found the shark that had
attacked his nephew. He picked the shark up and threw in onto the beach. A ranger shot the fish four times and although this did not
kill it, the shark’s jaws relaxed so that they could open them, and reach down into its stomach, and pull out the boy’s arm. At the
Baptist Hospital in Pensacola a plastic surgeon, Dr Ian Rogers, spent eleven hours reattaching Jesse’s arm. ‘it was a complicated
operation’ , he said, ‘but we were lucky. If the arm hadn’t been recovered in time, we wouldn’t have been able to do the operation at
all. What I mean is that if they hadn’t found the shark, well then we wouldn’t have had a chance’. According to local park ranger
Jack Tomosvic, shark attacks are not that common. ‘Jessy was just unlucky’, he says, ‘evening is the shark’s feeding time. And Jesse
wasn’t in a lifeguard area. This would never have happened if he had been in a designated swimming area’. When reporters asked Jesse’s
uncle how he had had the courage to fight a shark, he replied, ‘I was mad and you do some strange things when you are mad.’
Extracted from “How to Teach Writing” (Harmer, 2004)
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Helpless Love
Once upon a time all feelings and emotions went to a coastal island for a vacation. Suddenly, a warning of an impending storm was
announced and everyone was advised to evacuate the island. In a panic, all rushed to their boats. Even damaged boats were quickly
repaired and commissioned for duty .Yet, Love did not wish to flee quickly. But as the clouds darkened, Love realised it was time to
leave. Alas, there were no boats to spare. Love looked around with hope .Just then Prosperity passed by in a luxurious boat. Love
shouted, “Prosperity, could you please take me in your boat?” “No,” replied Prosperity, “my boat is full of precious possessions, gold
and silver. There is no place for you.” A little later Vanity came by in a beautiful boat. Again Love shouted, “I am stranded Vanity.
Please take me with you.” Vanity responded haughtily, “No, my boat will get soiled with your muddy feet” .Sorrow passed by after
some time. Again, Love asked for help. But it was to no avail. “No, I am so sad. I want to be by myself” When Happiness passed by,
Love again called for help. But Happiness was so happy that it did not look around. Love was growing restless and dejected. Just then
somebody called out, “Come Love, I will take you with me.” Love did not know who was being so magnanimous. On getting off the boat,
Love met Knowledge. Puzzled, Love inquired, “Knowledge, do you know who so generously gave me a lift just when no one else wished to
help?”Knowledge smiled, “Oh, that was Time.” “And why would Time stop to pick me and take me to safety?” Love wondered. Knowledge
smiled with deep wisdom and replied, “Because only Time knows your true greatness and what you are capable of. Only Love can bring
peace and great happiness in this world”

Adapted from “50 Moral Tales from the Gurukul” (Bhalla, 2004).
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The Mousetrap
A mouse looked through the crack in the wall to see the farmer and his wife open a package. Hoping to find food, he was devastated to
discover it was a mousetrap. Retreating to the farmyard, the mouse proclaimed the warning: “There is a mousetrap in the house! There
is a mousetrap in the house!”The chicken clucked and scratched, raised her head and said “Mr. Mouse, I can tell this is a grave concern
to you, but it is of no consequence to me. I cannot be bothered by it.”The mouse turned to the pig and told him “There is a mousetrap in
the house! There is a mousetrap in the house!” The pig sympathized, but said “I am very sorry, Mr. Mouse, but there is nothing I can
do about it but pray..” The mouse turned to the cow and said “There is a mousetrap in the house! There is a mousetrap in the house!”
The cow said “Wow, Mr. Mouse. I’m sorry for you, but it’s no skin off my nose.”So, the mouse returned to the house, head down and
dejected, to face the farmer’s mousetrap alone. That very night a sound was heard throughout the house – like the sound of a mousetrap
catching its prey. The farmer’s wife rushed to see what was caught. In the darkness, she did not see it was a venomous snake whose
tail the trap had caught. The snake bit the farmer’s wife. The farmer rushed her to the hospital and she returned home with a fever.
Everyone knows you treat a fever with fresh chicken soup, so the farmer took his hatchet to the farmyard for the soup’s main
ingredient. But his wife’s sickness continued, so friends and neighbors came to sit with her around the clock. To feed them, the farmer
butchered the pig. The farmer’s wife did not get well; she died. So many! people came for her funeral, the farmer had the cow
slaughtered to provide enough meat for all of them. The mouse looked upon it all from his crack in the wall with great sadness. So,
the next time you hear someone is facing a problem and think it does not concern you, remember: when one of us is threatened, we are
all at risk since each of us is a vital thread in another person’s tapestry.

Extracted from “The Family Touch” (Kilgore, 2006)
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The Cookie Thief
A Woman was waiting at an airport one night for her flight. So, She bought a book and a bag of cookies, and found a place to drop. She
was reading her book but happened to see, that the man sitting beside her grabbed a cookie or two from the bag in between. To avoid
making a scene, she tried to ignore him and munched the cookies. Then, she watched the clock, as the gutsy cookie thief diminished her
stock. Feeling irritated as the minutes ticked by, she thought, “If I wasn’t so nice, I would blacken his eye” ,With each cookie she
took, he took one too, when only one was left, she wondered what he would do. With a smile and a nervous laugh, he took the last
cookie and shared with her. He offered her half, as he ate the other, she snatched it from him and thought… oooh, brother. This guy
has some nerve and he is also rude, why he didn’t even show any gratitude! She had never known when she had been sighed with relief
it was time to board. She gathered her belongings and headed to the gate, refusing to look back at the thieving ingrate. She boarded
the plane, and sank in her seat, then she sought her book, which was almost complete. As she reached in her baggage, she found a bag
of cookies and gasped with surprise. If mine are here, she moaned in despair, the others were his, and he tried to share. Too late to
apologize, she realized with grief, that she was the rude one, the ingrate, the thief.

Adapted from Valerie Cox “The Cookie Thief” (in Briggs & Green , 2003)
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The Henpecked King
Fed up with the constant nagging of his wife, the king summoned his minister one day. He said he was disgusted by the way women
behaved, and wished to know how many men in his kingdom were henpecked. So, the minister felt that a detailed inquiry would require
uniformity and for this he prepared a questionnaire. Having finalized the details, the minister briefed the people who would be carrying
out the survey. He assigned them different areas to conduct a random inquiry. On the day of the survey, they asked, at random, men
to stop and respond to the questionnaire and then ticket the responses. From morning till evening, one man followed another in answering
the questionnaire. Unfortunately, results indicated that all the men were henpecked. Trays of eggs were kept ready. After the
inquiry, an egg was given to every respondent, as a token gift. It was late evening when a man with all the correct responses appeared.
The minister was happy that finally a man who was not henpecked had been found. Enthusiastically, the minister pointed to a white,
brown and a black horse on the roadside. ‘Take your pick’, the minister said. ‘This is your reward for answering the questions rightly’.
The man picked the white horse. A little later he reached home and told his wife how he had won the horse for answering a questionnaire.
Knowing that there were several horses with other colors”, his wife said: “Don’t you think the black horse would have been better?
Why don’t you go back and change it ?”. To make her happy, he led the horse to the inquiry center, which was just about to close. “I
went home and showed this horse to my wife. But she doesn’t want the white one. Could you please change it for the black horse?” he
requested. The minister told the assistant to take the horse and tie it with the others. He then picked an egg, put it in the main’s hand
and said. “This is what you get-not the horse!”. The same evening the minister reported to the king that he could not find a single man
in the kingdom who was not henpecked. Think about it!! Women may be physically weaker, but nonetheless they have their own methods
to control men.

Adapted from “50 Moral Tales from the Gurukul” (Bhalla, 2004).
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A Tale of Two Pebbles
Many years ago in a small Indian village, a farmer had the misfortune of owing a large sum of money to a village moneylender. The
moneylender, who was old and ugly, fancied the farmer’s beautiful daughter. So he proposed a bargain. He said he would forgo the
farmer’s debt if he could marry his daughter.
Both the farmer and his daughter were horrified by the proposal. So the cunning money-lender suggested that they let providence
decide the matter. He told them that he would put a black pebble and a white pebble into an empty money bag. Then the girl would
have to pick one pebble from the bag.
If she picked the black pebble, she would become his wife and her father’s debt would be forgiven. If she picked the white pebble she
need not marry him and her father’s debt would still be forgiven. If she refused to pick a pebble, her father would be thrown into jail.
They were standing on a pebble strewn path in the farmer’s field. As they talked, the moneylender bent over to pick up two pebbles.
As he picked them up, the sharp-eyed girl noticed that he had picked up two black pebbles and put them into the bag. He then asked
the girl to pick a pebble from the bag.
Now, imagine that you were standing in the field. What would you have done if you were the girl? If you had to advise her, what would
you have told her?
Take a moment to ponder this. What would you recommend that the girl do?
The girl put her hand into the moneybag and drew out a pebble. Without looking at it, she fumbled and let it fall onto the pebblestrewn path where it immediately became lost among all the other pebbles.
“Oh, how clumsy of me!” she said. “But never mind, if you look into the bag for the one that is left, you will be able to tell which
pebble I picked.”
The moneylender dared not admit his dishonesty. The girl changed what seemed an impossible situation into an extremely advantageous
one.
Extracted from “Bliss: A Treasure-Trove of Smilies” (Gupta, 2013)
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Appendix # 04
A Sample of Students’ Reconstructed Stories

How Jessy Got his Arm Back?

Group # 01
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Group # 02
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Hopeless Love
Group # 01
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Group # 02
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The Mousetrap
Group # 01
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Group # 02
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The Cookie Thief
Group # 01
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Group # 02
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The Henpecked King
Group # 01
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Group # 02
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A Tale of Two Pebbles
Group # 01
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Group # 02
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Appendix #5
A Sample of Students’ Essays (Pre-test)
Student #01
Many people sufer* from different deseases* especially when they are chronique* and
stay* for a whole life and influence their daily life like diabetes and heart deseases. People do
many things to stay healthy as eating healthy food, practicing sport and avoiding smoking.
To stay healthy people eat healthy food. This can be illustrated in eating fruits and
vegitables* in addition to minerals. People use internet to look for ways and recipis* of diete*
so they can garde* their health. Food full of vitamins and protines* like milk, cheese, meet*,
vegitables and fruits are very beneficial since they give energy to the body to use it all the day.
In addition, the absence of minerals and vitamins can cause a dysfunction in the body. For that
we need to choose our nourition* and pay attention to what we eat.
Also practicing sport is a good way for people to stay healthy. Doing phisical* activities
like jogging has positif* effects on the body. First, sport help people to destroy* fats and second
it facilitates the blood motion* in our body. Third, it help people to be always actif*. Finally,
sport is very essential in the health of people.
Avoiding smoking is another important thing that keeps* the health of people. Because
is has a negatif* influence on the body. First, people who smoke sufer from dangerous*
deseases in the aspiration* system especially cancer. Therefore, people must stop* smoking for
the best of their health.
By in large*, people can keep their health by following these steps: eating healthy food,
practicing sport and avoiding smoking because they make the body always actif and save* from
different deseases.
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Note:
This essay has been set up for a better analysis (see the scanned version in the next page)
Subcategories

Misformation
Distortions

Formal Errors

Formal
Misselection

Type

N°

Instances

Suffix type
Prefix type
Vowel-based type1

1

meet

Consonant-based type

1

save

Borrowing

4

positif - garde- negatif – actif

Coinage

1

nourition

Omission

3

sufer- recipis- protines

Addition

1

diete

3

phisical- vegitables- deseases

Near synonyms

1

keep

Semantic word selection

4

motion- destroy- aspiration -stay

Statistically weighted preferences

2

dangerous- stop

Arbitrary combinations

1

by in large

Calque

Misordering
Misselection
Blending

CSR
Collocation

Semantic Errors

Overly specific term
General term for specific one
Inappropriate co-hyponyms

Number of words:

Number of errors:

Accuracy ratio:

%:
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22

12.5

8
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Student # 07
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Student # 09
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Student # 10
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Appendix #6
A Sample of Students’ Essays (Post-test)
Student # 01
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Student # 10
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ملخص
يهدف العمل البحثي الحالي إلى تحليل إنتاجات طلبة السنة الثانية الكتابية في قسم اآلداب واللغة اإلنجليزية
من جامعة اإلخوة منتوري قسنطينة ،والتعرف على األخطاء المعجمية األكثر شيوعا ،وفهم المصادر المحتملة
التي تعود إلنتاجها ،واألهم من ذلك ،التحقيق في فعالية بناء عادة كتابية للطالب كوسيلة لخفض إنتاجهم
لألخطاء المعجمية وتحسين جودة كتاباتهم .وباإلضافة إلى ذلك ،تسعى هذه الدراسة إلى البحث في أعمال
األساتذة التطبيقية في قسم الكتابة واختبار مواقف الطالب وتصوراتهم فيما يتعلق بتطبيق "ديكتوقلوس"
كوسيلة لبناء عادتهم الكتابية .وفقا لذلك ،يفترض بأن االعتماد عليه في أقسام الكتابة سيكون له تأثير
إيجابي على كتابة الطلبة .لتحقيق أهداف البحث ،اختبار واستبيانات داعمة استخدمت لجمع بيانات كل من
أساتذة الكتابة وعينة من الطالب الذين هم قيد الدراسة .باالعتماد على تصنيف جيمس ( )8991لألخطاء
المعجمية ،أشارت النتائج إلى أن األخطاء األكثر شيوعا هي أخطاء اإلمالء وتليها أخطاء التالزم اللفظي.
وكشف فحص متعمق ألخطائهم أن وجودهم في المقام األول هو دليل على نقص وعدم معرفة المشاركين
للمفردات وتأثير اللغات السابقة المتمثلة في العربية والفرنسية ،التي أسفرت عن نقلهم السلبي .باإلضافة
إلى ذلك ،أظهر تحليل التجربة نقص أخطاء المفردات لدى الطالب بعد استعمال "ديكتوقلوس " كوسيلة
لبناء عادتهم الكتابية ،وبالتالي ،أكدت فرضية البحث .من ناحية أخرى ،كشف تحليل االستبيانات قيام
األساتذة بأنشطة تعزز للطلبة معرفة المفردات وعدم إلمامهم بتطبيق " ديكتوقلوس " ،وأظهر كذلك
مواقف الطالب اإليجابية لعملية " الديكتوقلوس " المعتمدة في الصف .في نهاية المطاف ،إننا ندعو لخلق
وسط ممتع للكتابة حيث يقوم الطلبة بأنشطة كتابية مستمرة ،كــ " ديكتوقلوس " ،لبناء عادة كتابية
تساعدهم على تحسين معرفة مفرداتهم وتعزيز مهارتهم الكتابية.
الكلمات المفتاحية :بناء عادة كتابية ،ديكتوقلوس ،أخطاء معجمية ،تحليل األخطاء.

Résumé
Le présent travail de recherche vise à analyser les productions écrites des étudiants de 2ème année issus
du Département de Lettres et de la Langue Anglaise de l'Université des Frères Mentouri, Constantine,
dans le but de déceler les plus fréquentes erreurs lexicales commises, comprendre les sources
potentielles de leur production et, surtout , d'enquêter sur l'efficacité de construire pour les étudiants une
habitude à écrire comme une solution pour réduire leur erreurs lexicales et améliorer la qualité de leur
écriture. En outre, cette étude vise à enquêter sur les cours d’écriture émis par les enseignants et de tester
les attitudes des étudiants et leurs perceptions envers l'application de dictogloss comme un moyen de
construire leur habitude d'écrire. Par conséquence, il est supposé que l'adoption de ce dernier dans les
cours d'écrit aura un impact positif sur la production écrite des étudiants. Pour atteindre les objectifs de
recherche, un modèle quasi expérimental et deux questionnaires à l'appui, qui ont été mis à la disposition
des enseignants de l’écrit et des étudiants mis à l’étude comme échantillon, ont servi à la collecte des
données. En adoptant la taxonomie des erreurs lexicales de James (1998), les résultats obtenus révèlent
que les erreurs d’orthographes précédées par celles de collocations représentent les erreurs les plus
commises dans l’écriture des étudiants. L'examen approfondi de leurs erreurs a révélé que leur présence
est avant tout une preuve de méconnaissance du vocabulaire des participants et de l’influence des
langues antérieures, l’arabe et le français, qui les a entraînées vers le transfert négatif. Par ailleurs,
l'analyse de l'expérience a démontré la réduction des erreurs lexicales des étudiants après l’intégration
du dictogloss comme un moyen de construire leur habitude à écrire, et donc, a confirmé l'hypothèse de
recherche. Les questionnaires à l'appui ont révélé la mise en œuvre occasionnelle des activités écrites
qui amélioreraient le lexique des apprenants, manque de familiarité des enseignants avec la tâche de
dictogloss, et expose l'intérêt des étudiants et leurs attitudes positives pour l'adoption du dictogloss en
classe. Finalement, Cette démarche encouragerait et faciliterait la création d’une atmosphère d'écriture
agréable où les apprenants sont exposés à des activités d'écriture constante, comme dictogloss, qui
construisent leur habitude à écrire pour les aider à améliorer leur connaissance du vocabulaire et
d'améliorer leurs compétences d'écriture.
Mots clés : construire une habitude à écrire, dictogloss, erreurs lexicales, analyse des erreurs.

